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In connection with the furnishing of a copy of the
letter to the Black Panther Party Ministry of Information,
San Francisco, California, the Bureau is requested to authorize
the following which will be prepared in the nature of a note:

C Bureau (RM) . '- /
1 - San Francisco(0 W ) ..\- ; -
2 - Charlotte4J 1r

THG:rep O OLTO OTIMwwwww
(IER 1l1lS t9stCLASSIPED

Approved:-sent - M Per
Special Agent in Charge

FBI I-

Date: 6/17/70

Transmit the oIowin jIn
(Type is plda"Issstor code)

A7IRTEL
Via Via ARTEL(Prioriy)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FROM: SAC, CHARLOTTE (157-6109) (P)

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - RATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
BLACK PlNTHER PARTY

Re Bureau airtel to Charlotte dated 6/11/7), and
Bureau airtel to Charlotte dated 6/12/70.PA4E,/Z

. On 6/12/70,on
~JD...Winston-Salem, N4 ., was contacte y

s approve the Bureau In Bureau a earlotte
if oe6/11/70. advised he will contact the management
of Radio Station and, without indicating the Bureau's
interest, attempt to formulate an interview *rogr * other
activity where ould hope to interview
possib1mand others obtaining - -a 01
publicitcthat outside leadership has been brougLt
in to Winston-Salem.

Pursuant to Bureau authority as set forth in Bureau
airtel to Charlotte dated 6/12/70 the letter as authorized
was prepared and mailed on 6/16/76 to addresses in the vicinity
of Black Panther Party Headquarters, 1602 East 14th Street,
along with radio stations, television stations, and others.



Transmit the following in
(Type inplalues or eodel

*1
I

CE 157-6109

"Panther Headquarters
California

"The attached paper was obtained from a
brother at Winston-Salem. Is it true you
believe people of North Carolina are unable to
lead their own action and you sent a failure
from up North to take over? My friend at
Winston-Salem says it's odd that collection
of $19.25 only fed breakfast to 11-children
for two days. If this is true, power to Jose
and the SVRP.

Greensboro"

The above letter will be mailed from Greensboro,
N. C., upon receipt of Bureau permission and should tend to
direct additional attention to Wi on-Salem and the blame
for the newsletter on Und the SVRP.
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UNITED STATES (NMENT

Memora ndum
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

SAC, ST. wUIS (157-5818) (P)

DAM: 6-19-70 .

SUBJECr: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

The following information is submitted regarding
the counterintelligence activities (Black Extremists) by

va ,the St. Louis Division in the past 90 days.

1. OPERATIONS UNDER CONSIDERATION

None

2. OPERATIONS BEING EFFECTED

None

3. TANGIBLE RESULTS

AIDT TICFfWlt!OP CnWFTA!NE
IRFPTN IS IWLASSIFIED
EX CEPT WI!P.E 5I1uWa -

OTHLRWISE0 #1

By-letter dated 2-17-70, the Bureau authorized
nonymous mailinr! of-a -tter front "soul inLlj. .JQL

roUp. The letter

On 6-12-70, advised that and
her husband had rece separated, following xes
marital arguments. as taken an apartment during this
separation, which an become a permanent arrangement. This
matrimonial stress and str i u1d cause her to function
much less effectively in W

While the letter sent by the St. Louis Division
was probably not the sole cause of tUs sepa
tainly contributed very strongly.

/ 4. DEVELOPMENTS OF COUNTERINTELLI

Factionalism has developed within the organization
called Black Nationalism. When the best way to capitalize
on this friction is determined separate Bureau authority A
will be requested for such a counterintelligence operation.

- Bureau (RM)
2 - St. Louis . ig.10 - .

(I - 157-~58)

-- ~ U.S.' Saingsq

qw I
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FROM
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Savings Plan 6N.( I
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W-Rul-racial Black
RNMer of infidelity.,,cuse
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UNITED STATES #NMENT

Memorandum
To DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE:June 22, 1970

rnom C, CLEVELAND (157-1189) (P)

SUBJECT: UNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALISTS-HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(BLACK NATIONALIST PARTY FOR SELF DEFENSE)

Re Cleveland letter to Bureau dated 6/2/70, captioned, "Counter.
intelligence Program Black Nationalists-Hate Gr9ups: RACIAL INTELLIGENCE";
Bureau airtel to Cleveland, dated 6/11/70captt ped as above.

Referenced communications contained data regarding the possible
counterintelligence use of informant nv , ng disbursement of funds
from the Council of Churches to extremist leader of
the Black Nationalist Party for ense BNPSD), despite public
reports that these funds were given to the Black Economic Union.

Cleveland has now determined that the funds have been alloca-
ted and the Cleveland Police Department is aware of this fact, and
they have "leaked" this information to the news media without the
news media taking any action regarding it. It is felt that disclosure
of the information at this time could possibly jeopardize
and would not have counterintelligence results sufficient o 04W t
this risk.

1

Cleveland is following this situation closely as well as the
entire extremist picture in Cleveland for developments of counter-
intelligence interest.

2 * Bureau (RM)
1 - Cleveland
TAC-Jac

(3)

B . is d ul 23yI 0

ALL ;a A-1 .7

BUY U.S. Saviqoi &Bdar Regla4rl.Y on the Payrall Savivgs Plan
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to~A ARTEL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: , NEWARK (100-49194) (P)

SUBJECT: OUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM op
BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)
RACIAL MATTERS

Re Bureau airtel, 515/70eX**W*v

Newark submits the following as possible
measure to hinder distribution and effect of BPP
newspaper.

In the light of known BPP procedures at
San Francisco re handling and bundling of the paper
prior to shipment to local chapters, an opportunity
night arise to spray the papers with a chemical known
as Skatole, (C9 Hg N). A very small amount of this
chemical disburses a most offensive odor on the object
sprayed and its potency Is such that a large amount of
papers could be so treated in a matter of seconds.
It could be prepared by the FBI Labosatory for use in
an aerosol type dispenser.

'I
\.I

I

r

T- San Francisco (INFO)
3- Newark

(1- 82 Desk)
JWB/pds
(6) EXW-115

--- --- -0

a JUN 4 1970,, i2

1All' 5J.I'me.

Approv.~eOT E1p

MAL igFONKATTOW CONTAXUW

:w;JIAESIOWMS

!'S~nt m pe'r

1 D-26 (Ro. . 12243

It is believed that this measure was previously
considered as a move to affect distribution of "The
Worker," but it is Newark's understanding that it was
considered inadvisable at that time. Inasmuch as Newark
does not have specific information re reasons its use
was not approved, it is suggested the Bureau review
previous use against "The Worker" for background in
this matter* . 002A Itic- fr( -- 1)(I

REC-34 -
Bureau-

L a

Date:. A8/3/I
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*1'
Transmit the HIiowing in

A'IR TEL
I- Via,

FBI 

Date: 6/2/70

(Type in ptiuess or code; I.
I

4

TO: . DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, MIAMI (157-2414) (P)

(COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK PANTHER.PARTY- (BIP)(
RM
BUDED: 6/5/70

Re Bureau airtel to Chicago, 5/15/70, and San
Francisco airtel to Bureau, 5/22/70@4.-1,%//.

Referenced airtel instructs that recipient
offices submit possible proposals for counterintelligence
consideration which might logically be expected to binder
the vicious propaganda being spread by the Black Panther
'Party (BPP) in their publication, "The Black Panther".

The BPP is not currently shipping any large
numbers of their publication into the Miami area. The
only such papers being received locally arena few isolated
subscriptions.

The Miami Division agrees that the proposal set
forth in referenced San Francisco airtel in connection with
recommending that the Internal Revenue institute a
vigorous investigation relative to the income derived by
the BPP from the circulation of "The Black Panther" probably
holds the best possibilities of curtailing the vicious
propaganda spread by.this newspaper's articles.

Bur e au(Rx).(:no)r.
Chicago (Info)(RM) EX-115

1 - Los Angeles (Info)(RU)...REC124
1 - Newark (Info)(RM)---...=*
I - New Haven (Info)(RM)
I New York (Info)(RM)
1.- San Diego. (Info)(RM)
1 - San Francisco (157-601)(Info)(RM). -Mia L 22 V970,!NAN/Jgss[ mz aneo

ISJUN 4 1970
----

k

eclal Agent in Charge

urRiti' is )NCLASSFIU'
21"MrV HI HPat

Wowwd

(
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M157-2414

During the period in which the BPP was attempting
to forward substantial numbers of papers to the Miami Division,
inquiries were made with the airlines at that 'time and it
was determined that most airlines retain bulk shipments of
papers of this nature for a relatively short'period of time.
Arrangements were made at that time with the airlines wherein
papers were shipped on a C.O.D. basis to retain them the
very minimum of time their regulations require prior to
destroying them or if appropriate shipping them to their
headquarters for appropriate dead storage. The above
could conceivably be quite effective inasmuch as many
instances occurred where the papers were shipped C.O.D.
and the individual or organization to which they were
shipped did not immediately have sufficient funds to obtain
the papers from the airline.

As San Francisco points out, "The Black Panther"
is not a timely publication and in many instances it is
felt that the consignee might possibly be content to let
the airlines hold the papers until sufficient funds to
obtain same could be marshalled. In some instances it is
believed that this would be sufficient time for the
airlines to either destroy and/or ship to dead storage
large numbers of "The Black Panther".

As a long-range proposition, it would appear that f
if current statutes on the books such as the "Smith Act"
are insufficient to curb the interstate shipment of such
papers as "The Black Panther" that it might be appropriate
for the Department to recommend legislation that would
curb the interstate shipment of such written material which
openly and blatantly advocates the violent overthrow of
our Government.

Consideration might possibly be given to con-
tacting legitimate predominantly black newspapers in large
Metropolitan areas where "The Black Panther" is distributed,
looking to developing the editorial staff of such papers
for the purpose of countering the vicious propaganda put out
by "The Black Panther". This could conceivably be done
either through editorials or through special articles which

-. 2a
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1J-57-2414

could be'featured in these legitimate black newspapers.
Additionally, consideration could be given in these areas
to the preparation by friendly television stations of a
documentary type program exposing the BPP and paying
particular attention to "The Black Panther" bnd the vicious
propaganda and hate that is spread by this paper. Through
the use of television, of course, this would not only go
into the black community but would also be seen by the
white community.

The Miami Division will continue to keep con-
sidering-this matter and will individually and collectively
give consideration to submitting additional possible
counterintelligence proposals in the future.

-3-
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FBI

Date:

Transmit the following in

Via Al RTEL

(Type is praissess or coder

AIR MAIL - REGISTERED

5/27/70

iO~i~J.~I

TO:

FROM:

RE:

DIRECTOR, FBI

U
I
I.
I
4
I
I

.1
I -

-I

~~1-if'
SAC1 LOS ANGELES (157-4054) (P)

COULNTER1UTELLIGECE PROGRA- I.
BLACK PAINTHEi PARTY
RACIAL MATTERS

4-1

I

that I
Angel

n received from local sources reflects
an active member of the BPe in Los

Lvidual who has handoedrdistributionof

*(]'- Bureau -
2 - San Francisco (A4-REGITEREDj
2 - Los Angeles

RWH/gcw

MAY 2811970,

EX-P 115

p541mi29 1970 ~
-Approved: -LaA Sent M Per

*t a oWMmr smsrm go : Baemo * SM-eat Lit$

5Ur UwwU..j

---I- --------------

(BUDED: 6/5/70).

- ReBuairtel dated 5/1/0 San Francisco airtel to
Bureau dated 5/22/704t.ifYJ12.

The Los Angeles Division concurs with San Francisco
that.efforts to disrupt the distribution of Black Panther
Party (BPP) publications through the cooperation of the
airlines could quite feasibly result in a compromising
situation for both the Bureau and transportation companies.
Los AnGeles further agrees that an inquiry into the ''Black
Panther" by the Internal Revenue Service would not only be
beneficial from the counterintelligence standpoint but is
justified in view of the BPP's avowed attitude toward the
Government and the distinct possibility the organization
would be in violation of tax regulations. It is, therefore,
strongly felt that if such action has not already been
initiated, concentrated efforts should be made to encourage
the Internal Revenue Service in that direction.

Special AQ Charge

44)
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L4 157-4054

of the "Black Panther" in Los Angeles, ma be in disfavor
with the BPP hierarchy and involved in disputes with other
OPP members.

III view of this situation, it is intended that
ill be discreotly surveilled end isolated in an

effort to, using a suitable pretext, interview her while not
in the company of BPP cohorts to evaluate her degree of
alienation from the BPP and 1 as a source. It is
felt that, if cooperative 0 i would be an invaluable
source of information rega T7iG*; distribution in the Los
Aneles area.

-2-
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UNITED STATES WNMENT

e .DeI4oachjeiv cuooraflum I - Hr. V. C.Sullivan
1- Hr. Bishop

Tes.f-

***

BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(BLACK PANTHER PARTY)

To advise of a successful counterintelligence operation
which is keeping Black.Panther newspapers out of a high school in
Rochester, New York.

San Francisco developed information that a Rochester,
!New York, high school teacher ordered about 20 subscriptions to
Ithe obscene, hate-filled, extremist "Black Panther" newspaper.

The teacher indicated he was successful in having the
school board pay the $102 cost of the subscriptions to be used in
*his history class.

Buffalo was authorized to send an anonymous letter from
an irate parent to officials, including school officials, in
Rochester objecting to the use of the papers in classes and the
use of public funds to buy them.

_schools in Rochester, one of thope
who received the7e er, recently volunteered information about
the lettM one of our ents. As a result of receiving the-
letter, ___the_"_ordered a thorough investigation and j
cancelled the subscriptions because of the obscene race-baiting
nature of the paper. Thinking it was from a parent, he expressed
satisfaction that a black parent would write such a letter. He
saidbe appreciated receiving the information, even anonymously, ad
felt it showed a strong sense of responsibility and a healthy
legitimate interest in the school curriculum by the parent who
sent it. REC-3 / <:-
ACTION: None. For information. .

100-448006 Thit Tuf 1

H-

11
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UNITED STATES NMENT-

AM1emorandUm
TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

m . SAN FRANCISCO (157-601)

sunem: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - BATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)

Am: 6/18/70

(2.- Bureau (RM)
2 - San Francisco
LSB/jap
(4)

AlL JNP'IM TION CoIFTA Y ED
IRErI S 'MCLASSIplID
XIE"n. vHFR SHWNOTMl~msr.e'

s.iI UN 22 1T
-a

-- I.

a.

I

The 6/6/70, issue of 'People's World," a vest
coast communist publication, contained a centerfold article
by TED BASSETT, 'Black Liberation - No Two Ways About It.

The article basically is a criticism of ELDRIDGE
CLEAVER's *bourgeoise nationalist idea of'"go it alone.'
He accuses CLEAVER, the Black Panther Minister of
Informationeof anti-comunism and race war.

San Francisco has recently furnished the Bureau
copies of a BPP pamphlet containing Part I 0On The Ideology
of the Black Panther Party" by CLEAVER. In-this pamphlet
CLEAVER is critical of much of the Marxist-Leninists' past
thinking, pointing out that MARX considered the Lumpen as
"The Scum Layer of the Society.'

- San Francisco requests permission to anonymously
mail a copy of BASSETT.s article in the 'People's World" to
DAVID HILLIARD, Chief of Staff of BPP in Oakland, California
and a copy of CLEAVER's pamphlet to BASSETT at the "People's
World' in San Francisco, California.

There is a possibility the move may fan the
conflict between the Communist Party and the BPP.

lift

-02



ROUTEE IN ENV1 PE

8AC, San Francisco (157-001)

Director, FBI (100-448006)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PPOGRAN
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS

Reurlet 6/18/70.

7/1/70.

F

f
U

MAW JUL 11970
C"tod COMM-FBI

Gd.
5u11,vu

1.vq J L" .4.TIr-Yrtir'

Bureau authority is granted for you to anonymously
mail a copy of the article."Llack Liberation - No Two ays
About It" to David Hilliard, Chief of Stafft, BPP, Oakland,
California and a copy of Eldridge Cleavor's pamphlet
"On The Ideology of the Black Panther Party" to Ted Bassett
Of the "People's World," San Francisco, California. Take
the usual precautions to insure that this action cannot
be traced to the Bureau. Advise of any pertinent results.

VLS:pca:Jgr
(6)

NOTE:

.The aPP bas recently started swinging from a
"Unitcd Front" position to one of "go it alone" which has
resulted in several pro and con articles. The 6/6/70 issue
of "People's World" contained an article criticizing
Eldridge Cleaver, Minister of Information, BPP, for advocating
such a position. San Francisco proposes that this
article be sent to the Chiof of Staff of the EPP and that
tho author of the article be sent a cojy of Cleaver's
most recent statement concerning.,thirs matter. Approved as
move may add fuel to a possiblC conflict between tho
Communist Party, ISA and the DPP**"People's World" is a
West Coast communist newspaper.

2ML IN1'OPMJTTAV COTAIM
IRE91 IS 1ILP WU l .

EXCEPT WHERE SO
91$UIIISE. ii

v11.
4fa

IL 0



ROUTE IN ENVLLOPEP.

1-
1 -

SAC, San Die:o (100-14102)

Director, FBI (100-448006) -

COTRfINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
LACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIALL INTELLIGENC (US)

Rourairtol C/12/70.

WLS:bar:bkr
(5)

AML Ir"OrRATONCONTAMJ
IIaEllrIS LVCLASSID '

ZzczPr WHUc zsuoq
PTMERwniz

S

zl
NOTE:

* Looch
hr -San Diego reports that the local leader of the -,

_____black extremist separatist organization known as US is L
-' lqh becoming more and more dominant in his actions and

requiring an increasing amount of obedience and dedication.

NOTE CONTINUED PAGE TWO
IS I

J-

DPI/

I;,. ~

4

'I
-5-,

4

Airtel

6/11/70

To:

From:

1' -.

/p

I

Bureau authority is denied for you to utilize
your inforantt initiate conversation critical of the
local leader of US organization. Such action might be
considered in a most unusual situation, but only after
all other approaches had been eliminated and the proLable
results outweighed tbo possible adverse effects.

Dureau authority is granted, as an alternate
for your sugacation, for you to mail anonymous notes to
olocted US organization members including the informant,

Lt it is deemed adv b Mi%** efully composed,
hould allege tha as possibly

a , ccupied tho chairman a pos **T * ** ong a period and
a an become carried away with his authority.

Take necessary precautions to insure that this
bounterintelligence action cannot bo traced to the Durenu.
dviso of any pertinent developments resulting from this

operation.

0. J14



Airtel to San Diego .
Be: Counterintelligence Program

JBlack Nationalist - Mate Group

OTE CONTINUED:

It was proposed that dissent within the group could
result if an informant casually brought up this matter during
conversation with influential members of the group.
Authority denied because of possible adverseeffects.

-2*
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[ Type la plaUi est or cdel

AIRTEL AIR MAIL - REGISTERED
( Priorty)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FROM: SAC, SAN DIEGO (100-14192)(P)

COUNTERR INT ELLIGENCE PROGRAM ALLI"10tRATION CONTATOMBLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS R=111IS UNCLASIl 2 'RACIAL INTELLIGENCE SzcrTN aEIz s -( U S ) . o r a m Mi s . , ..

For the information of the Bureau n .
loca**eed within the last few days that
l ntocal leader of the US organizanWan Diego,

-* m . more and more dominant in his actions and is
requiring an increasing amount of obedience and
unswerving dedication to him as a leader. This situation
would appear to lend itself to an effective counterintelligence
measure with the possibility of establishing internal
friction within the US organization.

In view of the fact that a great deal of the
effectiveness of the US organization is dependent upon their
unswerving dedication and loyalty to their leaders, any -
pronounced dissent within the organization would undoubtedly
lead to severe disorganization and ineffectiveness, if not
the complete demise of the organization.

2)- Bureau (AM) (REGISTERED) .
2-San DieNo

RLB:bef

raod: 5 Sent M Per
Special A eo in Charge

-- Nr NN I-

I - I
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. ROUTE INEN OPE
SAC, Portland (157-347)

( I V*UL 0 -Director, FBI (100-448006) 1-Kr
I-Mr. o Jo Caspt
I-Mr. t. B Bish

00tNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

BLACK PANTHER PARTY (OPP) -

Enclosed for each office receiving this
communication are eight Xerox copies of an article
appearing In the W1P newspaper, "The Black Panther"
issue 4-11-70 captioned: '-our Pigs Were Offed This
Weo1k...A Victory for the People." Also enclosed is
one Xerox copy of an anonymous note.

For Information each office the Portland
Office has proposed that a copy of the above article
and note be nailed anonymously to selected Individuals
who are aiding or have been solicited by the EPP In
connection with the Driakfast for Children Program,
and the medical and dental programs.

Recipients are authorized to prepare a
typewritten copy of the above anonymous note and mail
with a copy of the newspaper article to an individuals
assisting MPP sponsored programs. Insure mailig1P"%
cannot be traced to Bureau.

Record the names of individuals mailed copies
of the above material for possible future counteflhteHigCUes
follow-up material. A viso the Burenu and San Francisco
of tangible results of this counterintelligence proposal.

Enclosures - 9 ]ENCLOUR1 UN 21970

2-Baltimore-(Enclosures -9)
/2-Charlotte-(Enclosures-9)

2-Chicago-(Enclosures-9)ST,1
-- v- 2-Denver-(Enclosures-9)

2-Detroit-(Enclosures-9)
2-Los Angeles-(Enclosures-9)

Cerud t : PLL IlIOmTro CO
GeCAF:cae/dj w 4 smERIFs V I.rrASSI

* (35) EjXCE T Wi:ERE SO IW
Sly* -- --.I. - L: ill .1

Go" IWJIPj rrTypr otmii

FI

2-New Haven- Enclosures-9
2-New York-(Enclosureas§)
2-Philadelphia-(Enclosures-!
2-Pi ttsbtrgb(Enclosuros-9)
2-San Francisco-(Enclosures-
2-Seattle-(Enclosues-9)

rATHE. e

SEE NOTE PAGE TWO
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Letter to Portland
R BE: Countezhtelligence Program

Black Nationalist - Rate Groups
Racial Intelligence

100-448006

NOTE:

The above article describes the death of
four police officers of the California Highway Patrol
as "a victory for the people" and states in part that
"pigs can and will die but not from a wish and a
prayer. When the-hour of reckoning comes, as you move
into the streets to fight for your survival, remember
the lesson taught by this one simple sentence...Four
Pigs Dead!"

It can be expected that some recipients of
this material will withdraw support of the BPP programs.
Such withdrawl of support could serve to diminish effects
of.the BPP sponsored programs in some areas.

-2-
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Through your misdirected concern for black
people you are assisting the Black Panther Party, The
attached reprint of an article appeared in the April 11, 1970
edition of "The Black Panther," the official newspaper of .
the Black Panther Party. The article concerning the
tragic death of four California Highway Patrolmen should
revolt any fair-minded person. How can you in good conscience
continue to assist the development'of an organization that
advocates killing police officers as a step toward the
revolutionary overthrow of the United States?

ENCLOSURES'
- I - -. -'--a
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F0ilii-$IGS WERE OFFED tHIS WEEK...
A VICTORY FOR THE PEOPLE

the face of such over-whlming eat. TAKE THE lTRUGLE IM THE
dence that nooneculdhaveHUved, STREETS / ' 'I../
The pigs have Eved throu the Watta Judi Douglas E CLOSURE .
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1L -r. DeLoachM e 0morandum1 *- r.V. c. sulivan

TO V. C. SULLIVAN ATE: June 17, 1970
. 1 - Mr. Bishop -

1- Mr. GC Moore ' yd. RO rau R. G.- C.a HORE,{o ,-
COUNTRINELLIGENC 

EOGAM £M1T MTV P TN'~1T P7I 'h3PE' 17- VInDAM I1

SUBJEcT:BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(BLACK PANTHER PARTY)

I. *

'i I..

I

if

Philadelphia is being authorized to send a follow-up
letter to national headquarters to keep the disruption going in
Philadelphia. This is being handled separately./ --

ACTION:. *.

None. For information. F JUN 22 T7
100-44800f 3 . E. 
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To advise of tangible results from a counterintelli-
gence operation.

On 5/26/70 Philadelphia was authorized to send a letter
to the national headquarters of the Black Panther Party (BPP)
bearing an excellent facsimile of the signature of Jonathan Pinkett,
a former BPP official in Philadelphia who was expelled on 5/19/70
after falling out with the BPP leadership in Philadelphia. The
letter accused the members of the BPP in Philadelphia of stealing
clothing, food, and drugs collected for poor children. All of
the accusations in the letter were true.

Since this letter was sent, the BPP chapter in
Philadelphia has been experiencing severe problems from national
BPP headquarters. Several members are under disciplinary transfer.
BPP members from San Francisco, New Haven, and Baltimore are in
Philadelphia with orders to correct the local situation. Elbert
Howard,-national BPP figure, severely chastized the Philadelphia
BPP for poor newspaper sales, lack of organization, and complete

. absence of community support. He ordered the Philadelphia BPP to,
stay away from the BPP rally at the Lincoln Memorial on 6/19/70 *

in order to-get out and work in the community in Philadelphia.
IThere are even reports that national BPP headquarters is consider-
ling closing the Philadelphia chapter. %.

U

U
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-is -the BPPpaperand. *aidee4d inviting these iividuals
to respond to a designated mail box. 'Such a campaign
would have the value of creating suspicion in BPP circles
as to the extent of response and the personalities Inclined
to do so. It eight move the disenchanted to take the desired

cInA-de

fC..'I-order to -undersoore -the legthto which demooratq r
will go't' tolerate'itree pres it is' proposed a-

that'articles "emonstrating"thee"reverse nnosly ?seat t
to the anti-BPP factions with the suggestion that they be :
reproduced for distribution. Such an article would be one
of recent publication In the New Haven press citing the plight
of an Individual - n the Soviet Union who Was summarily -
..eentencedto -six :months.? imprisonment for-handing out literature
deemed of fensive to 'the Soviet regime. Another in the same Y (dl

'sfl: general"-vein would be the disinterest of the' PPT'the.savage murder of -ALEX RACKLZT, who ws aPP membe
it 4R? t - ,--'.ui .-*. ;.- -.
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Memorandum 1:: oI Mr. Sullivan c~~~

*^i*rC Sullivip nArs 6/17/70 .

Mr.rBishop
C.Moor r. Bisho e ** ----

I M1. G C . M oore **

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM 1
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE..@OUPS 1
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP) aIN IUN 504AstFZO

EXCEPT %WESHOWS
ora awilss. &. 0'.01V

To recommend counterintelligence aetfon in the
form of press release to established source in the national
news media for purpose of fomenting disruption among lead
ship of extremist BPP.

A source of our New YorkOffS provided da
Indicating New York BPP leader has been demoted\to statusofLMre member by B? est oast leader David
Hilliard. one of the so-called "Panther 21" scheduled

.for trial oin oc r charges of attempted murder and arson, has.
expressed extreme displeasure at this action and has indicated
his duties at this time have been reduced to the sale of the
BPP.newspaper. Source further advises Hil s also been

emel itical of BPP New York leaders _asbe

as a result of their activities in the New rk
and New ersey areas. New York rec to the

h an established source,
Associated Press, New York ty, a n oma

ghlighting theabove and the resulting friction between
West and East Coast BPP leadership figures who feel they are
being used as news a boys, while West Coast leaders take in
the profits. as been very cooperative withtbhe

(New York Office n t past. Release will also strongly
indicate New York BPP leaders are convinced the national
organization has no interest in the "Panther .21.", .

g. - .i _ B J 1' 91970
.RECOMMENDATION:

That the attached teletype be directed to New Yor*
horizing releaserof the above on a very discreet basis to
or'LZr purpose of disrupting BPP East-West Coast .

"re Ionships. Telet e also authorizes New York to int rview
former BPP leader in attempt to ca talize

d P evi h West Coas leaders
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4 ~t;rz OPSHOIL BE RNISHED BUREAU UNDER. 4 CPINI

.:pa't.UITABLEFOR DISSDUINATIO.tI lOrfnwIl

* .FOR ADDITIONAL INVSTIGAIIVE ACTION IN HIS REGARD. HANDLE

PROMPWTLY,

66 ei
SNOTE:r k3'e- t::i WO; t .- .4:tjZ~e Ct~-4AkA(

See memorandum 0. C. Moore to Mr. V. C. Sullivan dated

6/17/70, captioned same, prepared by PENl:btjr
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- This office feels obligated to mention the following
deremtione. n4..jb *. *~sj.r. ~r..,,.4.NL

Be orany wyoeisbiionL-it. -Wudertaetthu4jr4..
a e-I __- PM_ Aft 1 b8d8UI A iTFES-19- h O'&A4 " I UW ~ba- UW~.LUWC *_so T'lU A Vf it -

tI.Inever tefl9=tfy-that ':the Bur eau -vas . Involved . The -48PP shoulU*Prtt. 4~
. be able to easily prove by their photographic plates that a'.
substitultzion on the paper was made and undoubtedly CHARLES
GARRY, tkt*ae militant BPP attorney, would not hesitate to bring

:;legal action against the airline. .
- 4. & -rJ a ' . W .t ' :~- -I * 'i r:.-Pto. % .- *

1 .. v* -. Obviously the BPF is going'to,become aware-of suech
S Csubstittion' and protest vehemently.'pUndoubted y some jS. %%vrksection' of .the media might concludethat-such'an-elaborate

Iproict" -was the work" of a.governimentagency fathei. than*-an
.irate citizen and jump to the conclusion ,that -there might

be*. a vio" nation of rights protected by.'the first amendment. .

.e-6 San Francisco also wishes' to point out that the
V_,20 Departmernt.is*targeting'-the3.BPF undercthe..Smith Act -and they..

have 'reqtaested .admissible 'evidence' concerning some of::the .
inflamat ory'articles'appearing izY.thec paper'.4vEve4 cashouldbew.taken .in jiake-up...of the entire foutpageas to be
substitut ed because* it- mightbe'difficuit .forrthe Departent.
to base a. prosecution* partly'on the<BfPlprinting and'>
distribut ing ."The Black Panther"'if the defense could counter"
with the fact that Government itself distributed 84,000 pages
of similar* material.

San Francisco would caution'against such'a

4'14
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Memorandum
0 : atBI (100-448006)

mon CSAN FRANCISCO (157-2371)

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
BLACK PANTHER PARTY

DATE: 6/17/70

i, t

,*1

d/L

Re Philadelphia airtel 6/12/70.

HUEY NEWTON's conviction has been reversed by the
California Court of Appeals but nevertheless he still remains
in prison pending appeal by the State to the Supreme Court.
There is a likelihood he will be freed on bail in the future.

As long as he is incarcerated he wouisd be unable
to receive the letter proposed by Philadelphia.

Philadelphia and Bureau will be advised if NEWTON
is released from prison.

2 Bureau (RM)
1 - Philadelphia (157-2371) (RM)
1 - San Francisco .* ;
LSB/jmp ___

(4)

ZLL IIPORATION CONTATWED M JUN 1 970
W NERl TS UNCLASSUIFE. .... ,,, :.
Swer* YeWEK SHOWN
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(Type

AIR MAIL

FBI I

Date: 6/940 1<

in plascal or code) .
- REGISTERED I

-(- -- - - y- -'-I

TO:

fIROM:

RE:0UU

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) .

SAC, LOS ANGELES (157-4054)(P)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE -
BLACK PANTHER PARTY

Re New York teletype to the Bureau dated 6/5/70,
and Bureau teletype to Los Angeles dated 6/9/70, both
entitled "BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP) - FACTIONALIS4,
RACIAL MATTERS".

For the information of receiving offices, counter-
intelligence proposal approved in referenced Bureau teletype
'was implemented on 6/9/70.

Upon available information, Los Angeles presently
has no additional counterintelligence proposal to exploit
factionalism within the BPP in New-York City. Through
logical sources, Los Angeles will remain alert for informa--
tion regarding factionalism in the BPP and, where appro-
priate, specific recommendations will be made.

ALL INFOIDhATIQR CONTATHEQ
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIE4
EXCEPT WHERE SHOWN .
.OTHEERISE. .J

- Bureau (RM)
- New Haven (RM)

2 - New York (RH)
2 - San Francisco (RM)
2 - Los Angeles
RWIH:vjh
(10) _lmI /

it
REC 25

* JUN12 1970

Approved: 4
D5 5 JUN 2

Sent _mPeri-_AM.. .ai,
ow* as mr imiamosern mine -

E V

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

/'

r '

(7P

pflAgent in Charge w* an
~1

-- - - - - - - - --
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-ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 16.

- Atrtel1
1~ 1

To: SACs, New Haven (157-785)
Charlotte (157-6109)
San Francisco (157-601)

BEC-31
From: Director, FBI (100-448006)---f '/.'

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PkOGRM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(BLACK PANTHER PARTY)

ReSFairtel 6/12/70 and New Haven airtel 6/2/70.

New Haven is authorized to implement counterintelli-
gence proposal set forth in rellHairtel. Insure that the Bureau
cannot be identified as source. Advise Bureau and interested
offices of positive results achieved.

GES: ek %f
em(11)

NOTw: former New Haven BPP leader, was
, recently siip5ined an transferred to North Carolina. He

-c 8 are targeting him for counterintelligence action to nullify
his effectiveness.in North Carolina. New Haven recommended.
and San Francisco offered no objection toproposal that

o tele hone calls be made to n 1 BPP officer
pprising him o confidential

contacts wit otier functionaries at ew Haven of which he
Lc is not aware. Approval of Ne Haven's proposal should produce

Ol ,'--further disruptions of BPP at New Haven and Charlotte without
- : lbo - embarrassment to the Bureau. .
Callahan..... .* * * .
Conad -

retttIO AOSCONAIN

is UNCLASSIFIR .,/
I __sPTCE WHERE SHO4 / A

Gndy MAIL ROOM TL I:TY1r. U4NIT Z .



%Oum & IAAVAJW n
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE,
BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)

Re New Haven airtel dated 6/2/70.edA-"/;

San Francisco can see no objection to New Haven
proposal. On the contrary, the proposal would appear to
have a good chance to disrupt relationships between the
National and a prominent local leader of the BPP.

A L I hIT11 .T 'TON COUT A I Vr
H124EIPl tS "ICLAS5F1W IEC3
X7CErT Wi4ERE SHOWS
OTHLRvug.

*(, pr
,LJ '~*~'

- -

1o JUN18 1970

Bureau (RH)
2 - New Haven (157-785),(CM)
2-San Francisco
LSB/sad

Approved: Sent M Per
Special Agent in Charge

I

5.I
'p

'I

/

J

IL b 9 
r f -

F 86I

Date: 6/12/70..

Transmit the flinwinn n
(Type in plaistest or code)

Via AIPTEL AIR MAIL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

O AC, SAN FRANCISCO (157-601) *

RE C1UNERDINTELIGENCE POGRAM

I

% %F 4F -- w /
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ROUTE F , LOPI
6-12-70

Airtel 1

To: SAC, New York (100-161140) 1 -

From: Director, n A -448006) .

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE -
BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)

ReNYairtel 6-4-7

You are authorized to prepare and mail anonymous
letter set forth resirtel. Take usual precautions to
insure letter cannot be traced to Bureau. Advise Bureau
and interested offices of positive results achieved.

1 - Charlotte
1 - New Haven

EH:bad (9)

4

jajiOTE:

L . * former BPP leader in New Haven, -

as recently been transferred to Winston-Salem, North Carolina.
We are targeting him for .counterintelligence measure to destroy
his effectiveness before he has the opportunity to get things
going good in Winston-Salem. New York has suggested an anonymous
e Lto BPP headquarters in New York City warning them that

.L is unhappy with his transfer to Winston-Salem and that he
D" ends to get even with the party and that he may work for the

Moi "pigs." This could be an effective counterintelligence measure .
c***q - and can be done without embarrassment to the Bureau.Callahan

_""_ ___ IMT OJ0fAT TOP "'AnTAI,
c*l* EISi S UNCT ASSME

1.O 2rCEPT WHRM SfO' W

Ganr . MAIL 114004 TELECTYPE UNIT=J

F r (
LS

4
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. 8 I
FBI

f. Date: 6/4/70 .
Transmit tI following an

(Type is plaintess or coe)e

AIRTEL I
Via 4

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-161140)

SUBJECT:'--COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST HATE GROUP.
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE -
BLACK PANTHBR PARTY (BPP)

ReBairtel to Charlotte, 5/27/o aevfil>7

In compliance with instructions set forth in reairtel
to the effect that NY submit 'Counterintelligence proposals
designed to create disruption in BPP activities in its area,
the following is suggested:

That a letter be sent to BPP headquarters in NYC which
at the anonymous writer of said letter overheard
PP member from NH, indicate that he,

as aat ~ ed with his future assignment to W s ..- e,.lC.and th a th ei we f h ete iee h t coul

I
II

-~ i

and that the writer of the letter believed that could
possibly end up working for a police agency in Uw e.

The letter would be written as follows:

"Chief, Black Panther Party
New York City

Gentlemen:

About two weeks ago I met a young man at a social
occasion who was very loud and I think he was drunk. He said he
was a Black Panther and that he was an officer in the Party.

2--Bureau (RM) REC-3
1 k - ChiSn li -.t INFOM

1- New Haven INFO)
1- New York (43)

JLL:tt
(6)
1- SUDV, #43

AM 5IN*WifoITAIa4JUN 3
PZR sus SU1 ASSIFlZDR Z"SP? WHIM 4'4104

3 1RRIE.~*-jr

Approved:
No.I emesi a s.M o. so-

C

a

h
--- ~--~. .- ______

..---- ~. - ______________________________________

D.3~ rn.~. I.2244~ .~'.-..-

I

IL L ovv al
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- 1 00-161140

As I said before he was rapping very loud about being
stuck down south with the niggers because he was having too
much fun with his friends up North.

He said he could get back at thoadiggers in New York
by being a "Pork Chop".down south.

Watch his man! His name isi
he is going to work for the pigs if he
for them.

W and I thinkady working

I

Power to the People

A friend"

It is further suggested that the Columbia and New
Haven offices prepare similar type anonnt. - . c h would
indicate dissatisfaction on the part oiith his
current assignment, and mail them to th :BPPea qu=ters.

NY feels that any disclosure to the news-media of
factionalism within the BPP would only enhance the prestige
of the BPP by making it appear to the news reader that there
were different points of view concerning BPP concepts and ideals.

It is also felt by NY that a particular individual or
thing should be the target of a counterintelligence proposal.
Therefore, NY has limited its proposal to a particular member of
the BPP.

-2
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ROUTE IN ENVELOPE

AirtOl

To:

From,

SAC, Pittsburgh (100-15780)-.

Director, FB (100-448000).--

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - RATE GROUPS
RACI AL INTELLIGENCE
LACKK PANThER PARTY)

I

ith a comwhat used ribbon is utilized and the right-hand
argin is lona uniform than that In the letter furntsheod to

-tho Bureau by reatrtol. This letter should be typed on plain
t paper and nailed In a plain envolopo which may be purchased
mat outlets in Pittsburgh..

Following the rotyping of such letter to conform
with the above instructions. Pittaburgh is authorized to mail
the anonymous letter to DPP Headquarters. You should insure

. the ralling of the letter cannot be traced to Dureau or
- lDureau employcos.

____Dureau should be advised of any pertinent tosults.

1 - San Francisco - Enclorures (2) rA
WIA: akM INFOATION CONTAINEQ

(7)A( 7 )1R EIN IV!tW'T.ASSIFIEQ. fW '
-Oh ' = EXCPTWHEE SHOW ,j.SEE NOTE PAGE TWO .

4

K>..-. -. 4

1-

I

6/15/70

1 -

REC-40

ti*N

.1
I

u Y*J"'

Rouratrtol C/4/70, which recorrendod typowritten
letter be forwarded to nationall Black Panther Party (BPP)
Beadquarters in Oakland, California, for purpose of disrupting
the cohesion of the National Committee to Combat Fascism
group In Pittsburgh.

.EEnclosed for San Francisco is one copy of rcairtel
and the enclosure thereto.

Bureau feels above letter abould be anonymously

The tt of
propoved Iotter is otorw1B XT o-3U T, t the date

should be changed to a wore current one and the year in the
date omitted. In retyping this letter to conform to these
instruItins Ioushouldtisure a manualnly oerated typowriter

I

4p
I fi-
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Airtel to Pittsburgh
Re:. Counterintelligence Program
i- Black Nationalist - Rate Groups I
WOTE:

National Committee to Combat Fascism (NCCF) group
- * * *** in Pittsburgh through assistance of

f the Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
* * =**.e became Involved in In affair with
a female Panther and as a result she was killed by her
common-law husband. ter husband ha dmitted
the murder to Pittsburgh police an* has been
charged with attempting to murder he * * * with a
shotgun, and with being an accessory before and after the
murder.

of the NCCF in
Pittsburgh, re11u P a, legeddhe had
breached security at NCCF of ce. Letter prepared by

sets forth factual information concerning
na derogatory manner and should lead to further

0cor .here is no chance of embarrassment to the Bureau
in connection with this operation.

'[4
-2-



Date: 6/4/70

ITraneak In inwinn in
) .f@1St (Tupe diplaess or ende

AIRTEL

TO: DIRECTOR.Il (100-448006)

CPITsBuRs (100-1780) (P)

SUBJECT:-COUNTERINTELLIGENCE.PROGRAMBLACK NATIONALIST - ATE GROUPS) I
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(BLACK PANTHER PARTY)

Enclosed for the Bureau is one copy of a type-
written letter prepared by Pittsburgh for mailing to
the National Hadquarters of the BPP, Oakland, Calif.

f-tc the Philadelphia Branch
of the Bhasbeen a-c ve supervising the operation
of the National Committee to Combat Fascism (NCCF), -
574 Brushton Ave., Pittsburgh.

As aoted in the enclosed letter was
romantically involved with a Pittsburgher, EVELYN AMPTON,A
and on 5/31/70, RAMPTON was killed by her common-law
husband who was enra HAMPTON's association with
the Committee and

. husband freely admitted the murder to police
an-"who is presently free on bond, was charged
wit g to il1 the husband with a shotgun he had
In his possession an with being an accessory before and
after the fact of me dr

'a)- Bureau (Encs. ) (RM) REC-40 . .. ' -
2 - PittsburghI*V15 ---- ** "avow%

.U( - 167-994) (BPP)a
FFR:1ghaJul
(4) AILL IPOloAr*"OVIATWeED

SRiTHsI!~i~J
XXCEPT VHEBI f.O#*Wzy
OTHEMW!$E.

/11/ 6;

qm-lm tM61

AepeciW 1Avent in Charge
Sent M PerI*Ie Per

Approved:



PG 100-15780

place on the morningOf --

was In. iPm4ih~id stsh~s

____________.have previously

made tele hoidTinquiries at the Naional Headquarters
about establishing a BPP Chapter in Pittsburgh, and

Vowas admitted being engaged in NCCF activities.

Bureau authority is requested to mail the enclosed
letter to BPP Headquarters since it is felt said letter
might have a disruptive effect upon the cohesiveness of the
NCCF organization in Pittsburgh.

.4
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Airtel

ROUTE IN ENVELC
To: SACv Pittsbur -15780)

r r SW6*.%
Froam: Dir.MAIBI: crb-44oon)-laer

1- C. g Glass
11- A. B. Fulton

6/23/70

1I T. J.oeiakta
1- V. R. Atkins

PE
Cgasiflet ni

Vpe DedmSaiclad its

h. crc S Caej

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS .
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE (BIA PANTHER PARTY)

Reurlet 6/15/ kVhich recommended an established
source be discreetly furnished information for follov-up
article in publication captioned "Another Side" which would
emphasize violence involving Black Panther Party (BPP) members
in Pittaburgh.
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STTLJ IMMUIO(N CONTAINED -
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Re Pittsburgh letter to Bureau dated 5/25/70 and
Pittsburgh airtel to Bureau dated 6/4/70, both captioned
as above. 1

Referenced Pittsburgh letter furnished to the
Bureau a copy of the May, 1970, issue of "Another Side"
which denounced the Black Panther Party (BPP). Referenced
Pittsburgh airtel furnished information concerning a gun
battle in Pittsburgh on 5/31/70, in which a woman who had
been associated with the National Committee to Combat
Fascism was killed. A BPP member from Philadelphia was
also Livolved in the gun battle.

Bureau authority is requested to contacting
an established and reliable source, and suggest to

mW tEEpossibility of a follow-up issue of "Another Side"
which will play heavily on the violence involving the BPP
members, their apparent.stockpiling of guns, and their dis-
regard of common decency as reflected in the fact that none
of the members of the BPP attended the funeral of the
aforementioned murder victim.

reau authority is requested to discreetly advise
of the details concerning the shooting of EVELYN

'"A10FIIO er iate departure from
Pittsburgh o or Philadelphia after
the gun battle 1 1 be cauti ned that no mention
of any Bureau interest n this matter an be made but he
will be requested to discuss wit the possibility
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UNITED STATt#OVERNMENT

Memorandum
to * DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

wOM/ , PITTSBURGH (100-15780) (P)

SmJECr: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE (BLACK PANTHER PARTY)



PG 100-15780

of publicizing
this incident.

PP in connection with
f "Another Side."

No action will be taken in this matter without Bureau
authority and the Bureau will be immediately advised of any
tangible results.
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6/23/70

1i. IIIIIIF _II_Airtel______

To: SAC, Pittsbur h (100-15780)
'EX-1I2 RE39 _

From: Director, FBI (100-448006) / f
COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE (BLACK PANTHER PARTY)

Reurlets 5/25/70 and 6/15/70 and Bulet 6/5/70.

Enclosed for Pittsburgh are 70 copies of May, 1970,
isdue of "Another Side," in accordance with your request.

. You are authorized to anonymously mail copies of
May, 1970, issue of "Another Side" to the 55 organizations
and individuals identified in your 6/15/70 ldter. You are
also authorized to enclose the small handwritten notes, text
of which are set forth in your 6/15/70 letter, with each copy
of "Another Se." Insure paper used for such notes and
envelopes utilized to mail this material are plain and
available for purchase through sales outlets in Pittsburgh.
Insure the preparation of and mailing of these publications
and notes cannot be traced to Bureau or Bureau employee.

Bureau should be advised of any pertinent results.

Enclosures - 70 us -Is t~'xAssIFIER

AWLECR A HEFII 1 :wIASFE 7
WHA:sef (7) -X-* JUN?1970 9p1MWISESlI I I *t*

%se -NOTE: couM-m
By airtel 5/8/70 we authorized Pittsburgh to furnish

..- data to an established source with suggestion such information
6UR be considered in exposing the violent and revolutionary nature

f BPfP and relationship between National Committee to Combat
Fascism (NCCF) and BPP rin' the newsletter captioned "Another SideWtdbch
is distribut d in Negro areasin Pittsburgh. The May, 1970,

col acvvur%=j NOTE CONTINUED PAGE TWO.*
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Airtel to Pittsburgh
: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM

BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE (BLACK PANTHER PARTY

100-448006

NOTE CONTINUED:

issue of this newsletter contained three articles and one
f'l1l page cartoon emphasizing violent nature of BPP and suggested
Negro community reject endeavors to establish BPP sponsored NCCF
in Pittsburgh.

Pittsburgh requested.copies of above newsletter be
furnished religious, civic and civil rights organizations in
Pittsburgh area in order to provide wider distribution of hostile
BPP data contained in newsletter. Also recommended a handwritten
note be enclosed with each copy emphasithg the Pantherh:. in
Pittsburgh have been seeking weapons, and as result oneindividual
has already been killed. Note also will emphasize that as long
as Panthers in Pittsburgh, one can expect trouble. The handwritten
note being addressed to Catholics will also suggest the Holy
Rosary Catholic Church discontinue allowing Panthers to
conduct Breakfast for Children Program on their premises.
These moves will further discredit BPP and should hamper its
recruitment program. This is a follow-up on a previous counter-
intelligence operation and there is no possibility of
embarrassment to the Bureau.

-2-
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UNITED ST{WGOVERNMENT

Memorandum
K TO.: DIRECTOR. FBI (100-448006)

;ao ;; : 4ACPITTSBURGH (100-15780)

SURgEMr: HUNTERR INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - KATE GROUPS

tr~ RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(BLACK PANTHER PARTY)

DATB: 6/1S/70

(P)

Re Bureau letter to Pittsburgh, d ted 6 TO

Referenced letter requested Pittsburgh to furnish
the full identities of all local organizations and other
individuals to whom copies of the May, 1970, issue of "Another
Side" would be sailed anonymously. Pittsburgh anticipates
that copies of the publication will be sent to the organi-
zations set out hereafter. In addition, a small handwritten
note will be enclosed with each copy which will state as
follows:

"The Panthers have been gathering
weapons ever since they have been in Pitts-
burgh aDd this has already resulted in the
death of one person. 'Another Side' was
right As long as they are in Pittsburgh
we can expect trouble."

'1
In addition, copies of the note and publication

sent to Catholic organizations will contain the additional
notation:

"Holy Rosary Catholic Church
should be forced to immediately quit
letting the Panthers use their premises."

Identities of the' local organizations to-whom the
publication and the note aforementioned note will be sent
'are as follows:11

- Bureau (1)
2 Pittsburgh

LMC/cpo
(4)

.7)
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1. Allegheny Conference on Community Development,
200 Ross Street,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

2. Allegheny County Council on Civil Rights,
300 Sixth Avenue,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

3. American Friends Service Comattee,
4836 Zllswortb Avenue,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

4. Anti-Defamation League of B'Nai B'Rith,
103 Braddock Road,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

5. Association of Black Social Workers,
Post Office Box 691,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15230

6. O bwiJ4 Cultural and Training Center,
1312 Sheffield Street,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

7. Black Action Society,
University of Pittsburgh,
4200 Fifth Avenue,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

8. Opportunities Industrialization Center,
7233 Frankstown Avenue,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

9. Business and Job Development Corporation,
Suite.1305,
Highland Building,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

10. Catholic Inter-Racial Council,
111 Boulevard of the Allies,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvata

11. Citizens Againt Inadequate Resources,
3601 Old Orchard Circle,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
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12. Catholic Diocese of Pittsburgh,
111 'Boulevard of the Allies,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

13. A&it4-Presbyterian Church,
1509 Bidwell Street,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

14. St. Richard's Catholic Church,
2915 Webster Avenue,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

15. Holy Cross Episcopal Church,
7507 Kelly Street,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

16. Western Pennsylvania Conference of the
United Methodist Church,
305 Seventh Avenue,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

17. Citizens Against Slum Housing,
2330 North Charles Street,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

18. Citizen'dCommittee for Community Pride,
7127 Hamilton Avenue,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

19. Clean Community Association,
7213 Susquehanna Street,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

20. Communicators Urgisg Racial Equality,
725 Liberty Avenue,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

21. East Liberty-Garfield Community Opportunity Program,
220 Larimer Avenue,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

22. Hazlewood-Glenwood-GlenHazel Extension Council,
4910 Second Avenue,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

003-
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23. ill District Committee on Suzan Resources,
2018 Centre Avenue,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

24. Homewood-Brusbton Citizens' Renewal Council,
920 North Romewood Avenue,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

25. Lawrenceville Economic Action'Program,
3541 Butler Street,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

26. North Side Opportunity Center,
116 Bast North Avenue,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

27. South Oakland Citizens' Council,
3603 Bates Street,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

28. Concerned Citizens,
112 Sanford Street,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

29. National Council of Churches,
220 Grant Street,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

30. The Forum, ln.,
1328 Singer Place,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

31. Freedom House Enterprises,
2027 Centre Avenue,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

32. Hill District Board of Trade,
2435 Centre Avenue,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

33. Homewood-Brushton Community Improvement, Association,
920 North Homewood Avenue,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvank

-.4-.
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34. Human Relations Commission of the
Catholic Diocese of Pittsburgh,
125 North Craig Street,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvata

35. National Association for Advancement of
Colored People,
2201 Wylie Avenue,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

36. Citizens' Committee for a 3111
District Renewal,
2209 Centre Avenue,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

37. East Liberty Citizenst Renewal Council,
220 Larimer Avenue,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

38. Pittsburgh Area Religion and Race Council,
200 Grant Street,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

39. Pittsburgb Black Leadership Council,
7127 Hamilton Avenue,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

40. Pittsburgh Communications Foundation,
Post Office Box 24,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15230

41. 'Progressive Civic Association,
1704 Weinman Street,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

42. Religion and Race Council of
the Greater Pittsburgh Area,
220 Grant Street,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

43. United Black Protest Committee,
2027 Centre Avenue,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

-7---- V -. - . -.....
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55. Pittsburgh "Courier".
315 East Carson Street,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

-6-
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i . 44. Urban League of Pittsburgh,
200 Ross Street,
Pittsburgh, PenDsylvania

45. Urban League of Pittsburgh,
Homewood Branch,
1000 North Homewood Avenue,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

466 YMCA
7140 Bennett Street,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

47. YMCA -
2621 Centre Avenue,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

a
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It is believed that the additional distribution of
the May, 1970, issue of "Another Side" as well as the accom
paying note will tend to indicate that the Black Panther a
Party does not have community acceptance and will possibly
result In the loss of the use of the facilities of the Mly
Rosary Catholic Church for their breakfast program.

No action will be taken in this matter without
Bureau authority and the Bureau will be advised of any
tangible results.

-7-
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UNITED STAI. G tNMENT

Memoranud um
0 : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) -D.TE:6/1/70

ROM (44AC, TAMPA (157-3213) (P)

ALLINVORMATtONCONTAINE

jywr COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM RERIEX IS VICLASSIFIE
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS IKCZPTWHEMSHOU
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE OTrMWISZ.

Re Tampa letter to Bureau, 3/2/70,

1. OPERATIONS UNDER CONSIDERATION

By separate comn a Office has re-
quested an interview with
the PINELLAS OPPORTUNITY , rs ofhe
JUNTA OF MILITANT ORGANIZATIONS (JOMO), LONNIE DONALDSON and/

,CHARLES FULWOOD, are employed by POC and are in a position
to form youth councils and give advice to many of the young
people in Pinellas County.

2. OPERATIONS BEING EFFECTED

Tampa is following closely the activities of members
of JOMO in St. Petersburg, Florida, and the BLACK YOUTH-FOR
PEACE AND POWER (BYPP), Tampa, Florida, and during the con-
tinuing investigation Tampa will remain alert for counter-
intelligence potential.

3. TANGIBLE RESULTS

There have been no specific tangible results except
for the continuing cooperation with, and dissemination of
information to, the Intelligence Units of the St. Petersburg
Police Department and the Tampa Police Department, which have
been instrumental in arrests of BYPP members .and harassmen
JOMO and BYPP members. I\ 101

4. DEVELOPMENTS OF COUNTERINTELLIGENCE INTEREST

The recent publicity given to the arrest of JOMO
members in St. Petersburg, Florida, for murders and armed
robberies, presents the possibility of counterintelligence
measures against JOMO members -as reflected in paragraph 1,
above. During the continuing investigation of JOMO and the
BY P. the possibility of counterintelligence measures will be
cJ syro~owed. ,

4) Bay U.S. Swins Bond Regularly ontbs Payroll Ssig Plan (O.
Jis ll: pyjJ3t''

(4) Ryroll en '.ug Pa
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ROUTE VV

Airtel 4

To: SAC, New aven (157-785)

From: Director, FBI (100-448006)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST RATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE - BPP

ReMNairtol 8/60.

New Baven ts authorized to prepare and mall letter
set forth in reairtel. Insure letter cannot be traced to
Bureau. Advise Bureau and interested offices of positive
results achieved.

1 - New York (100-A61140)
I - Charlotte (157-6109)
I - San Francisco (157-601)

GES:aks / :
(9) ?

NOTE:

former New Raven BPP leader, was
recently - p Pl**rnsferred to North Carolina. We are
targeting bia in a counterintelligence move to nullify his
effectivess in North Carolina. Robert Bay, a BPP leader
from New York, has been selected to help run the BPP New Haven
Chapter. Approval of New Raven's proposal should produce
further disruptions of BPP at New Raven, Charlotte, and New York
without embarrassment to the Bureau.

else.

tab"lop0r
rd AIjLt.ED 4 2
. ___ JUN15 1970 W IS UmcxASS171 /
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Date: 6/2/70

Transmif the following in
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(Ty'pe in plisoext or code)

(Pnolity)

TO:

FROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

SAC, NEW HAVEN (157-785)

I-

SUBJECT: OUNTrERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAll
BLACK NATIONALIST - RATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE, BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)

Re~usirtel 5/27/70 captioned
. RM;BPP".

Approved: v1
(ALL !WOTRATION CON?, IME
WEI IS UNCLASSiPIED

irrqo mmrWDVCROWN

OTHERWISE

- A

sen[
Sent M Per .....

VD-6 (Rev. S*22441 I.

Via AIRTEL

4
JPNad

Jo UN 2 2 20 /,

-'p..

-- if' IFV 50 1 - .-- - - - i iL-

QmAkposowl Amo-mo A-

tele ladicatesrift between
This office su ests eT*a 1L*On

T - . a re ably known thatibeing
kept informed in Winston-Salem of signifp

with emphasis on the activity of
I4:** nctionary n. Thi ce pro oses

*: aware of collaboration with
with ano ay us calls to - Further, in attemp
disrupt local and natio rt leadership structure,
these calls would alert aspirations to

4*k-Q 1 ladership in.

Sa Francisco will provide appraisal of this proposal.

- Bureau (RN) Si " ,; / -

2 Charlotte (RM)
2 San Francisco (157-601)(RM)
6 New Haven (20157 L 785 .. n . JUN 5 170
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UNITED STATES C ANMENT

Memorandum
:DIRECTOR, FBI (100-44R0O0) DATE:

,SEATTLE (157-721) (P)

COUNTEPINTLL'ENCF PlRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST IATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(BLACK PANTHER PAPTY - PPP)

Re Seattle letter, 5/15/70.' 010W

I. OPERATIONS U1DEI COisIDERATION

None.

II. OPERATIONS BEING FrECTED

None.

III. TANr-IBLE RISITLTS

Norne.

V. )EVEIOP47NT OP' CO nTET RINTELITG1LNlCE I'NTmREST

None.

The next pionthly letter will be suinitted July 15, 1970.

9 .1

' 2 !Brrau (RE')
2 - Seatt]c
SER:ent
(4)

REC-Z 13 u N05

ALL INORMATION CONTAIN IX JUN 15

IEREIN IS UP't.ASSIFIED
EXCEPT WHERS SHOWS
OTHERWISE.
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SAC@ Tampa (157-30,013)

'Director, FI 00O-44tCOOG) ff3

6/19/7 0

1L

COUNTER INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
MLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GnOUPS

RACIAL INfTELLIGENCE

Rteurlet Glr

Interview of~ in connection with an FBI
counterintelligenceo or d result In onbarrascnt
to tho Durcou in viw of reported Involvemecnt In
Oambling and other quetii P c Ovities. Au.thor'ity- to
interlviev7 him~ for purpoSe utated In relot denied.

The Bureau narecs, howovar, that a counterintclligenco
-nction In these circuwtancos In fully warranted and you~
are requested to submit na alternate recommendation for
Bureau approval. You may wish to gF.c 'sideration to
the sandin" of anonymous 1'~tter to and/or furnishing
the facts to a friendly news source T~ovcn reliability.
An imaginative approach to this problem by you should
result in a full e!posurc of black c::trcmist involvement
in-the Pinellas Opportunity Council (POC) without disclosing
Dureau interest. Do not licit yourself to suggestions .
made by the Bureau, however you should take Do aff irmative
action without prior Bureau authority.

Cole. ____ALLa flFOmLATIOl4 COIAIU
Pormf YIN ~XWIS UJICIASSI1IEZi

I Pie. oom OISE.U O

-19' 7 J U R2TY1W ,f

COITZJUID - PAGE TWO~

Moh

141III'fe

17II: re afY-
(G)

POC ic a Coverncicnt-fundod orgrtnkiat ion affiliated
with the off icc of Economic Opportunity, a Federal agency,
which cuploys: Lonnic Donaldson and Charlev Fuiwood, publicly
L.nown roubera of tho Junta of Ifilitant Ort,.nkirnt ions (JO'tO),
n bloch extremist organization. Since October, 19G09* indivi.
dual connected wiith J020 have been' arrested in nrgj%
.2'Z I A h 1l a.4 ^111,r~iinn im-r-tilt i fly'in 3 vflrdlev

I
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Letter to Tampa
Re: Countorintelligence Program

,- BlackNationalist - Hate Groups
A100-448006

relet to interview for the purpose of alorti him
to JOUO influence *by Donaldson nnd rulwood,
previously indicated he was aware of JOO affiliatiT""
Donaldson and excused Donaldson's violent statements as
efforts to gain te confident Negro youth. JONO criminal
activities aee well kn to ty
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* UNITED STATES OqQRNMENT

Memorandum
TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

raono BAC, TAMPA (157-3213) (P)

sUJErT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

DA2: 6/1/70

ALL IBfOR3LATION corTAl VE
iIDREIN IS VNCLASSIFI.
EXCEPT WHERE SHOWU1
OTHERWIS99-*

a2

Re Tampa letter, 3/2/70.

During the early part of May 1970, the St. Peters-
burg, Florida, Police Department arrested four Negro males
who wore members or formersembers of the JUNTA OF MILITANT
ORGANIZATIONS (JOMO), a Black militant organization in St.
Petersburg, Florida. These individuals were indicted for the
first degree murder of a 68-year-old white woman in 1968,
One of the JOMO members, in a signed statement, indicated that
.the robbery was planned at JOMO Headquarters in St. Petersburg
and was committed to obtain money to pay a delinquent water
bill at JOMO Headquarters. Two of those arrested have ad-
mitted to a second murder and all have admitted to a number
of armed robberies in the St. Petersburg, Florida, area.
The above information has appeared in newspapers in the St.
Petersburg, Florida, area,

At the present time,
who are publicly knownTsJOMO mem emp oyed

e INELLAS OPPORTUNITY COUNCIL (POC). is also
claimed member of e BLACK PANTH R (BPP).
employed as the
the POC, which orh

and foun fice of Economic Opportunity, a Federal
agency Iof formulat-
Ing a and the
purpose ese council s is o g ve o y ung people
on the availability of employment and to assist them In ob-
taining jobs.

1 egro
with

G- Bureau (RM)
2 - Tampa
JEH:1ip
(4)

Bey U.S. Saving Bonds Repularly on i he PaIrv//Savwp rPlan
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TP 157-3213

na y approve e eml

aggra ate a controversy that
who is a white male.

Of the PoC, although
p1 *ymen as no14 so s
exsts betwee and

ORA,.ad

U

* -2-

.e awatea tnaD ne was aware or te
JOMO affiliation o but Indicated that the violent
statements made by a the past we z= st his efforts
to gain the confidence o a local youth. also ad-
vised that the "'Kill Whitey" statements and - K violent state-
ments were not said with intent of carrying out the statements,
but were said just to show that they were not members of the
establishment and were not meant to cause violence or over-
throw the Government of the United States.

ye with the FBI when he
served as nd has been coopera-
tive inyma n, verrds of the First Park
Bank

The situation now exists in Pinellas County wherein
two publicly known members of JOMO, an organization in which
members have admitted to murders and armed robberies in behalf
of JOMO, are I d b the POC. These two.
individual are active in giving advice
to young peo e n t is felt that
the continued employment of in the POC
is giving responsibility to TMan the growth
of JOMO among the youth in Pinellas County.

Accordingly, Bureau authority reuested the
nteri lligence Program to contact

the POC, to sound out his gscn
ce 0 and its members in view of the publicity given
to the murder s aned robberies committed by JOMO members.
In addition, will be sounded out concerning his feel-
ings relative e employment by the POC of two publicly
known members of JOMO.

17=. -7- -!C - - -- - -.- - - - -- - - !, - , - ---- - - - - - -



TP 157-3213

The interview of if authorized, will be'
conducted by two mature Agents, ly cognizant of JOMO -
activities, in order that the Bureau's interests will be
protected and to preclude any possibility of embarrassment
to the Bureau,

-3-
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ROUTE IIN E LOPE
8/11/70 .7
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Airtel 1-

To: SAC, Charlotte 0(-4109)

From: Director, FBI (100-448006) 9

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - RATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

Reurairtel 6/2/70.

)
I'

ority granted to discreetly furnish
Station WTOB, Winston-Salem, North aro na,

oPUrma on outlined ced airtel provided you can be
assured contact with can be handled without embarrassment
to the Bureau. Insur does not attribute information
to FI1 in any matter.

IMA1LLQ~I
- I~ -PIED5

____ JUNi111970

calIabom -*W*COMUFI'

Flose,

umjods -W_-0.:- MAIL POOU e T6LTP

U b

Si',:1
A.

"C

BEH:j Im
(5) * ALL INFORMATION CONTAIED

RIt IS UNCLAssirrIz
NOTE: *XCEPTw URHDw q
d- OTHERRISt. .

Charlotte has osed counterintelligence meaedre
W h-inavolves furnishing information that

former New Baven &reader, is now in W * lem,
at there has be inston-Sales BPP

group with outing of former Winston-
Salem BPP leader. Charoea sires ovake this info
public hoping to decrease community support for BPP.
has been cooperative with the Charlotte Office in t
and has entree to both BPP factions. I
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Date: 6/2/70 .-

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintest or Magdi

(Priority) 1

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FROM: SAC, CHARLOTTE (157-6109) (P)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BN - HATE GROUPS (BPP)

Re Charlotte teletype to Bureau aid New Haveo
oted "BLACK PANTHER PARTY - RM," and

As noted iin referenced teletype, a split has occurred
in the BPP group at Winston-Salem, N. C. In order to
capitalize oil this split, CharlotteIn
publicity concerning the fact that tas
been brought in to a position of pedaerTs1pover
-local individuals. In addition, i ear tha
publicity coicerning the fact that
former leader at Winsto- whoA up,

present leadership.

Winston mn, . ., an eascree y uru sh information
concerning the fact that is nsow in W *v-alem, along

With information that he . rl y in New Haven.
w bels , i a should be furnished concerning the

fact that is n0 longer affiliate wa the group, and is
~~or toward th ividuals, it being soted that

is acquite with due to his coverage of news

(23Bureau (RMO) -
3-Charlotte (1-157-6109) REC- .{

122 JUN '4 1970 P
THG:cvs AIDLINFOWATION CourAND
(5l1EEN SUCLSIFEism

EXCEPT WHERE SUOWl 'If-

Approved:I Sent M P
vPer.SpeialAg~t ;Chtig IL aVM Mr iney eV=z.me0 8u440 1&1
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CE 157-6109

Bureau should note that has been cooperative
in past in making available tape recorIngs of BPP rallies and
speeches; has an interest in news affairs at Winston-Salem,
and has an entree to both factions in the BPP; however, is
apparently better acquainted.with, subject.

. -u permission is requested to immediately
contact as it would appear publicity concerning the
split wis"e BPP, and the fact that outside leadership
has been brought in should decrease community support for
the BPP group.

No action will be taken concerning this matter
pending Bureau advice.

2

Sent _ _M Per
Special Agent in Chaige

Approved:

,fp.t..40.1 - "

I, -. ,



* UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

7 t Memorandum
TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE:

SAC, LOS ANGELES (157-1751) (P*)

, sucy:a. COU1TERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BL.Ci A;ATIOALIST-E ATE GROUPS

. RACIAL IhTELLIGENCE tv
Re Los Anseles letter to Bureau dated 3/6

1. Operations Under Consideration

Plans are under way to furnish
KTTV, with public source mater o

as about the Black Panther Party (BPP).

Further consideration is to be given to f
a letter from a fictitious person to Hollywood, Cal
gossip columnists to publicize the re nanc of-JPa

*... white rrovie actress, byf
to possibly au. -e. arr

arnasbher imagewxiw the general public.

The Los Angeles Office continues to follow
of the antiriot and gun control laws by black nation
possible prosecution of these individuals under Fed
State statutes.

Telephone toll calls of various black nat
leaders are continually reviewed under existing Bur
to detemine.what counterintelligence programs migh
into effect.

2. Operation. Beinf Effected

Copies of the exan.Pner gflifLp e tittg
Record Igrnored hr Fund PaiFerp", were anonymously a
'Tbeted individual. who were determined to be sour
funds for the BPP in Los Angeles.

* 0 ~ REGA
- Bureau (REGISTER DIKAILPL ("-

2 - Los Angeles AIL IuPOP.KAON CONTAINEf
(1 - 157-054) 0EHO IS UNCLASSIFED
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Exhaustive interviews of suspected and past members
of black nationalist groups continue in an effort to develop
informants and these interviews serve to create distrust among
activists and the defection of peripheral members.

3. Tangible Results

The Los Angeles Office has received no information
from informants or other sources indicating any reaction to
the counterintelligence progress in effect or those which
were executed in the past.

. Developments of Counterintell igence Interest

The Los Angeles Office continues to furnish on a
daily basis information concerning the activities of the black
nationalist groups to the Los Anreles County Sheriff's Office
Intelligence Division and the Los Angeles Police Department
Intelligence and Crifainal Gcnspiracy Divisions in the antici-
pation that such Information might lead to the arrest of these
militants.

-2 -
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LA 157-1751

Copies of an editorial entitle 25.iply rIncredible"
from the Pacific Coast Edition of "The W Street Journal
were anonymously sent to the above individuals.

I
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San Francisco (157-601) 61170
REC12 6 *'

sector, FBI (100-448006) - 11<

[TERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM I
.K NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS
LCK PANTHER PARTY)
:AL INTELLIGENCE

Reurlet 6/5 0.

Dureau authority granted to advise
he presence of a Black Fanther Party (BPP) community
er in the Hunters Point Housing Project in violation
ousing Authorit contract. Insure that when furnishing
rmation to it Is done in such a manner that hc
s you are only seeking information regarding BPP
vity in the project for which he is the manager.
se Bureau of any positive results. As long as BPP
gains activity in the project, consider developing
as a confidential racial source.

bJ rJ I Jr

San Francisco advised BP is operating a community
er in a housing project rented for occupancy by a woman
elfare and her two children. San Francisco requested
ority to alert the toBBPP
vity in this apartment n. anrancisco n cated
d be contacted ostensibly to obtain information on BP'
vity.thus alerting him to violation of Housing Authority
ract. San Franciscs no derogatory information
ts files regarding D, N I %

IFRAINCtAINE- 11% 4

/ 3~U ISUNICLASSIFIED
ZZCV'?WHU~ IW'
om 7 zu.' a

- I
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BLAC
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cP.

-2.

* . ~* -... * - . ~rz.
- .? - --

The above ia i55bmitted to the Bureau and Zan Fran-
cisco as indicating possible results due to the submission
under the captioned program of the letter from JONATHAN
PINKETT complaining of activities by the Philadelphia :BPP,

Philadelphia will be alert for further Indications
of BPF dissatisfaction with the Philadelphia Chapter.

San Francisco is requested to be alert for any
Information which might indicate that National Headquarters
Is considering disbanding or disciplining the Philadelphia
Chapter.
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UNITED STATES (* RNMENT

Memorah )dum
TO : DI~~"0r FBI (100-448606)

PAOu : o SAII VRAIICI!SCO (357.601)

lp-LAC:.. l'ATIOIfJAIJ.S'r- !;A rr G r;
J!ACIAL 1:1TLLT(1:71CgE
BLACKK PAIITIIEP PARTY)

''9.

DAT1S: 6/5/70D

The Black Panther Party (BPP) has moved one of
their Comnrunity Centers from 1494 Jerrold to Apartr'ent 3()5;*
135 Yisk.a Road, 'a-, rr-incisco, California. The last
Men+.ion~J~d dres.-kis in the 1untcrs Point Iiousinp Project.

Ti gs site i rw'-At 1"cinc 'urtirsd by tlhr BPI ' or the
Breaj-cfast I'roiran *and It is believed t 'at it is also being
utilizend Rs a BPP Pad. In' jr'er v a that the anartr'ent
on Kiska Road wa3 rented t n 4/22/70, for
the occupancy of hesl-a o5.1rcirn She is a
welfare recipient. The windOws of the apartment are covered
with larpe DP-I' vo:;tersa The usual IHousinr Authority
1-ovtrarlt forbids the Do.nr rr sir'ns and also liv-its the
occunanc:r of the arfirtwen1- tn persons 'nCnad in the. lea-ve nnd
a]so ! r1hjA:.- oarJder';,
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' 0 a oil r or Hunters Point isThere is to deroggyaorv n oz'rition in the files oftV
identifiable with

w

flireciu permission is requested to advise of
the utilization of the apartr'ent by th'. BIT in hopeo.eT';ill

e~nfrtren A iions of the leer ir IAiro-otj qpvrrval i.,
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UNITED STATE(WVERNMENT

* Memorandum
TO DIRECTOR, FBI (1

FoR SAC, SAHTIFP.ANCIS

SUBJECT: COU11TERVITELLICE
IACKIl NIATI!rhP

RACIAL ftATTCIPS

00-448006)

CO (157-601)

0.0

vATm: 6/8170

/ ~ *a '

,*I *i 4....

Re~uairtel dated -2/70s concerning possibleair
series on KTTV, Los Angeles.

J- would -appear that "The Hiack Panther" is one of
th'! . o1,1 *lic cou'c5 tr deeracrtorv illfor -tin concerninr
the IIPP, Almost ever i .ue i. relet :.t call.- 'or -
violence or contains articles that would be repuanant to
most citizens. JUDI DOUGLAS's article in 4/11/70, issue
reveled in the death of four California Highway Patrolmen;
rLDRIDGE CLEAVER's article in 3/22/70, issue entitled
"Black Brothers in Vietnam" was not only militant but called
on troops to execute General ABRAMS; and an editorial in

- 2/28/70, issue criticized "pip press", Newsweek and Jet
marazines.

McClellan Committee reports also contain information
concerning the criminal activity of BPP members and the
distribution of the notorious coloring book.

YTTV mirht also be directed to other recent
publications including:

"Panthers Against the Wall" in flay, 1970 issue of
Atlantic ilonthly.

.nterview'M !:11'0!bCE'I" t, 'A.'A!! IIOLOREOG
in thei c 'edish i i-i" "V" 3 /11/71.

"Picking Up the Gun" by UARL NIT0INY.

YTTV attention could be directed to 11/22/G9, isue
of "The Blacd: oanther" containing DAVID HILLIAPD's threat
ae'ainst Presidnt 'llX.!1 ade at San rrancisco, 11/15/9.

* a

'I6-- Bureau (RIH)
2 - Los Angeles (RM) (1570I0.
1 - San Francisco AL $1V0tMAON CONTAINED
LSB/sad SWIEil IS UNClASSIFIE( 5) 
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SF 157-601
LSB/sad

Violence by the BTP can be documented through
archives of newspapers. The attention of the.Los Angeles
Office is directed to Boston airtel, 5/22/70s entitled
"Black Panther Party (BPP), Racial Matters" enclosing a
chronology of Police - Panther confrontations, prepared by
the LemberR Center.for the Study of Violence, Brandeis
University, Waltham, Massachusetts, dated 5/14/70.

KTTV could also be directed to newsouaer articles
concerning violence in the ALEX RACLEY cAse in Connecticut
and the LOUIS RAIIJOLT 1ILLIAllS ambush of Oakland Poline on
4/17/70.

- 2-
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.L JL1j IN 7LOPE
l1- Mr. G. C.Aioot

SAC, Sacrampnto (100-894) 6/15/70

EC. 124 Director, FBI (100-448006) 1

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRA.!
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

RoSCiet 6/8/70 and Buairtel 6/3/70, captioned
"Shooting of Patrolman Bornard Bennett, Sacramento Police
Department, by Sniper, 5/9/70, Sacramento, California, RM."

Referenced Bureau communication set forth a UPI
press release dated Stay 29, at Sacramento, California,
captioned "Six Panthers Arraigned in Police Killing." The
article identified Mark Toemer as the creator of the Black
Panther "Coloring Book" which Senator John McClellan charged
is "designed to instill violence in the minds of children."
A copy of the article is enclosed.

In view of the above it appears that the press is
well aware of the DPP affiliation of Teemer. Your proposal
is not approved.

In connection with theA
reminded of the necessity of furn
of interest to the Bureau. There
pertinent newspaper articles conc
of Bernard Bennett of the Sacrame
subsequent related articles.

Enclosure

a $ . E. CAF:amk
(5)

nacrameno proposed wr
Tts to news media indicating thT.01Leed .*...- -

811s-Z - however, the wire press ser
t available to local press.

.* - ALL INFI
cones.. ERCI:

rd -EXCEPT I

OTHERWI

Tole.JuN 8 41.
.. , I.I OMon cTrvLETYPE UITC-3

ie BPP

avOWN

above matter you aro
isbing newspaper articles
fore, promptly submIt
erning the sniper shooting
nto Police Department and

citing anonymous letter
affiliation of Mark Teemer;
as alread mdle th tin t2
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.M:SAC, W s ANGELES (157-1105lI ..

BLACK I! "T ~A LI-'IT ATE0GOU PS'.
RACIAL .T FLLI G FEr

B3LACKC P M THEIIPARlTY-

O ndBuea totb-Braudae
ne Los Angeles airtelt hBueude.:U *2

4/2/70andBurauletterto Los Anteles dated 5/6/10..:

Enclosed for the Bureau is a cony o I an article .

by Hollywoo~d gossip' coltunnist JOYCE HA3ER, xtracted .. 7

fCrom PC~ 12, part IV, the 5/97 su-iteLo
Angeles Tines-,-presumfably regardinr thp prgnncy of J.AN-

SFjje~ovi e ct resby _
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I,ct us col' her ',%ii% A. bOAUM c Sh uret'A'

*topic of chal.1cr nnintii thte Pin.; of Itil l:-tional show AS, Zz

bjinss circler. ILShe J, ibattifui and usheIs bivrid.

Miss Ae eITiwond vzonc yeairr-100Wt h

:tantaliinlfg flhvor of a bitskctof'-ti~pd lierr~e
*The critics pi;A.ed 'at hcr-1.'g"

* acting delout,.flfle In tiric -

- i.a* * Iandsorflc E-,ropan

*ter they ma~rried.ic. .
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~ :*~~*. .~lack revolution. 511P )i.~ed

~ *~Z~~- *a~ what she 1i%,Neved wh-.v.h . -

a. ~~~ raised a * Jew Y,' sh' ~

1' : ~ment c)yclrvvS: Not lie- '

* *~. ~cause hcr cr OM wCro of-'--
* obrten blacks, but ficcauszc

:~' F ,they' were O1ack nationa- i

*'Andnowv, arco' din14 toaill thn- c really *Ing Interna-

flhonal souurces, Topi:c A is the I ihy Miss~ A Is expectinl,j:, *..;-

'and it,. vfiher. Vapa's said to be a rather proinfelL.n .. .- - * '-
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. a.JSITED STAT GOVERNMENT T

Memr ad u Tmla,171

:ODIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) . a :7

C aPITTSBURGH (100-15780)

SUBJEC:C- OUTER INTELLIGENCE PROG
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS

-RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

ReBuairtel to Albany dated 3/4/68# and Pittsburgh
letter to Bureau dated 3/13/70 A"1190

I* OPERATIONS UNDER CONSIDERATION

The B1 ck Panther Party (BPP) has recently eablished
a branch of th NationalCgm itteedoComba.Eacis NCCF)
in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. This office is consider ng
counter intelligence a'tiois which willpreclude the group
from becoming firmly established here or from being well
accepted in the black community.' Per4ud As set out here-
after some action along these lines has been instituted
by Pittsburgh and this office is considering the possibility
of further action to discredit and expose the organization.

This office is also c dsidering the additional
possible use of the newslette 'Another Side" which is
published by the organization the same name. Another
Side is an organization of conservative moderate Negroes,
which has used its newsletter to blast the action of militant
black nationalist organizations. ..

II. OPERATIONS BEING EFFECTED * . .

The organization, AnotherSide, published in its-
May, 1970, issue of its newsletter an expose of the violent
and revolutionary nature of the BPP. Copies of this newsletter
barie""resenftTyehgTHITfi the organization, Another
Side. This office il'so effect the anonymous distrib 3n

2 Bureau (EM) .
Pittsburgh .S

EM/b Eep from CDS, Category,..~.i'iE'__

~EUEI IS UNJCLASSNRIE
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As set out above, the BPP has recently become

established in Pittsburgh. The-,organizatioU has obtained

a headquarters in the Homewood Section of Pittsburgh, a

predominately black area, and is also providing a "Free

Breakfast Program" for school age children in the Homewood

a r e a ....

There have been no other significanchanges io

the overall black nationalist movement in 
Pittsburgh since'

the submission of referenced letter. . .' .. .
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ROf'E IN T'ELO

6-12-79

rtel 1_-

1- -- b

To: SAC, Charlotte (157-610X .

From: Director, FBI(100148006)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE (BPP)

Reurlet 6-5-70.

You are authorized to prepare and mail letter
set forth in relet. Take usual precautions to insure
mailing cannot be traced to Bureau. Advise Bureau and
'San Francisco of any positive results achieved.

1 - San Francisco
- ALL=INFOMATION CONTAINED

:bad (7) Ir tSUNCLAssua1JM
,. * ECEPT WHME $n0 V

Charlotte has proposed counterintelligence measure to
a)ublicize split in BPP group at Winston-Salem, North Carolina,

d to highlight that outside leadership has been brought in to
inston-Salem. Charlotte proposes to prepare about 100 copies of
a leaflet which will be sent to news services and to a number of

'residents in vicinity BPP headquarters, Winston-Salem. Leaflet
vould be in form of a news item prepared by reporter for Southern
Vanguard Revolutionary Part which ha een at odds with the BPP.
Letter will mention thei former BPP leader in

7-_fNew Haven, has been transerre to nston-Salem to replace the
more res onsible" former leader in Winston-Salem. Letter will also

attackk a BPP leader in Winston-Salem, as radical and
red -willins nuate he is pocketing donations obtained for BPP

-. Breakfast for Children Program. This measure may produce further
-- -- disruption among the black extremists in Charlotte and can be,,

- - handled without embarrassment to the Bureau. /

-2'97 Nt 4I TEL[ETyprUNI1EJ

a 5-a N1A7149
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UNITED STATES CO.NMENT

Memorandum
To DIRECTOR, FBI

RO SAC, CHARLOTTE

SUBJECr: COUNTERINTELLI
BN -, RATE GROUP

Re Charlotte a

(100-448006) DATs:

(157-6109) (P)

GENCE PROGRAM
PS (BPP)

irtel to the Bureau dated

6/5/70

6/2/70.

In order to further publicize the split which has
occurred in the BPP group at Winston-Salem, N. C., and also
to highlight the fact that "outside leadership" bas been
brought in, the Charlotte Division proposes that aleaflet
be prepared and distributed by mail in Winston-Salem, N. C.
Approximately 100 copies of the leaflet should be prepared
and sent to legitimate news services, including radio and
television stations, and to three to four residents of each
block in the vicinity of the BPP Headquarters, 1602 East 14th
St. These addressees would be obtained from Winston-Salem
City and Cross Reference Directories. The .newsletter would
be mailed in commercially purchased envelops with the return
address listed only as S. V. R. P., Winston-Salem, N. C.
The leaflet to be enclosed would be so signed at the end,
the reason being that a recent issue of the Black Panther
Newspaper contained an article critical of the Southern
Vanu d Revolutionar Party, a now defunct group started
by at Greensboro, N. C.

Haven, Conn.,
prior to e aav- o Animosity
should exist between th o 10 viuas an* members of the
S. V. R. P. should not look toward Panthers with a favorable
light. In this manner, unidentified members of the S. V. R. P.
will be blamed for the newsletter which is suggested. It will
read as follows:

"Winston-Salem, North Carolina
Black Community News Service
Volume I, Issue 1.

NEWS OF INTEREST TO THE BLACK CITIZENS " ""
WINSTON-SALEM R 8 1970

A recent development of possible interest at
Winston-Salem was received from a correspondlg'

(i-Bureau (RM) 3-Charl
1-San Francisco (Info)(RU)
1-New Haven (Info) (RM) THG:Cvs

B & (7)

it US s.-gFBodsRgualyo

otte (2-157-6109
(1-157-6171)
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CE 157-6109

reporter at New Hvised
tha of
theB ac aner artyat ew aven, as
transferred to Winston-Salem, North Carolina.

formation on the local scene indicates
s slated to take over the local

nston-Salem Branch of the National Committee
to Combat acing the more responsible

and the more stable
porono e oca F, have disassociated
themselves from the group due to
styled dictatorial toices o

It is little wonder that the membership
of the local NCCF remains at less than 10,
when consideration is given to the complete
lack of communit so nort r
program of

.and his fr ii e pu c y lsassoclate
themselves from the group,

impressed this re0 as a true
serv o Ithe people, while gives the
impression of being a compmanitc,
similar to the av * businessmen of the
black community. lives off the people
and returns nothing. It is rumored Little
and his friends support themselves on 'donations.'
which they obtain in the name of the 'Breakfast
for Children Program.'"

In addition to the above information, on receipt
of Bureau approval to circularize this newsletter, a last
paragraph containing something of local interest to the
black community, such as a recently reported public housing
development, job program, or other items of interest, will
be added. Thereafter, the article will be signed S. V. R. P.,
Winston-Salem, N. C.

After a short period of time, the copy would
subsequently be furnished to the BPP, Ministry of Information,
San Francisco, California.

2



CE 157-6109

The Bureau is requested to autborise the handliag
of the above counterintelligence proposal. No action will
be taken by the Charlotte Division until such time as the
Bureau's advice and consent are received.

I
I
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FBI

Date: /26/70

Transmit the U1owinqn (Type inptaeseocde)

V RTEL AIR MAIL - REGISTERED
(Priority)-

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FROM: SAC, LOS ANGELES (157-go54)

RE: COUNTERINlT.ELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK 1ATIO1ALI ST-HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

ReBuairtel to Los Angeles and San Fraciaco, 5/15/70.

For the information of the Bureau, __u

advised that members of US, Inc. purchased a copy or the
.Tlay 2, 1970 issue of "The Black Panther" from an unidentified
member of the Los Angeles Black Panther Party (BPP). He said
upon reading the article regarding ROE KARZGA, Founder of
US, Inc., the US members physically assaulted the Panther.
Source further stated that the article has been brought to
KARENGA's personal attention but source was presently unaware
of any intended retaliation.

Information received from local sources indicate
that, in general, the membership of the Los Angeles BPP is
physically afraid of US members and take premeditated
precautions to avoid confrontations. .

In view of their anxieties, it is not presently felt
that the Los Angeles BPP can be prompted into initiating what
could result in an internecine struggle between the two
organizations. It is felt that under present circumstances,
the chances of the Bureau being. identified as a source of
instigation or provocation of such a confrontation and the
possible resultant embarrassment,militate against a proposal
at this time. R.CJ.,"'

: ~EC-10--
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The Los Angeles Division is aware of the mutually
stile feelings harbored between the organizations and the

first opportunity to capitalize on the situation will be
maximized. It is intended that US, Inc. will be appropriately
and discreetly advised of the time and location of BPP
activities in order that the two organizations might be
brought together and thus grant nature the opportunity
to take her due course.
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Airtel

To: SACs,

- From: Direct

1~ EVELPE

Charlotte (Enclosure)
New Haven
Bew York (100-161140)

or, FBI (100-448006)

5/27/70. -

1 - Hr. Deoc
1 -Mr. Soltivan
1 - Mr. Bishop
1- Mr. G. C. Mo

1 -
1 -

1o*

1 -.

n .

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
BLACK PANTHER PARTY

ReNYtel 5/25/70 captioned "BPP-Factionalism;
Racial Matters." Enclosed for Charlotte is copy of retel.

Charlotte, New Haven, and New YorLk instructed
immediately submit counterintelligence proposals designed
create further disruption Black Panther Party organizations
their areas as result personnel actions set forth retel.

Undertake no counterintelligence action this
regard without prior Bureau approval.

. 1.- San Francisco

I o PEN:bjr'*

(17)

NOTE:

REC-I .*
ItJUN 5 tI97O

See memorandum G. C. Moore to Mr.W. C. Sullivan
Tel"" _ dated 5/26/70, captioned "Black Panther Party, Racial Matters,"

s---h-- prepared by PEN:bjr.
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1 - Mr. DeLoach

1IC.ur.lSullivan

Hr. V. c. Sullivan 5/26/70

G. C.Moore

BLACK iANTHER PAPTY
j I,. ~ RACMALMATTEL'S

& *1
To advise of shake-up in leadership of Now York

City and New Haven, Connecticut, chapters of the violence-
prone Black Panther Party (BPP) and recommnd counterintelligence
action in pertinent offices.

We have developed data indicating there is
undercurrent of internal strife among BPP leadership in
the New York City-New Haven areas as a re It ofaAt-1 es

- of BPP national functionaries W "
These individuals were direct to oversee BP Ea"t Coast
operations following the 4/2/69 indictments and arrests of
New York City BPV leadership figures on local charges of-
conspiracy to cammit arson and murder.

0

0

Source advises havec angered the
New York-New Haven BPP men ierslpbyhigh-handed tactics
and it is apparent a schism has developed in those organi-

ions betwien local leadership and that represented by

Bay has recently benn transferred frdNe 'York
to the Nrw 11 o take ovr. dutieseofrlocal
leader has brr'n transferred.A-o
Winton-Saemq,lort arol nat head up th NotioRf
Comnittee to Comibat Fascism, a Be of ffiliate-d group, in
that area. This transfer for disciplinary reasons apparently
is a result of counterintelligence measure's of our New Laven
Office as outlined in memorandum 5/26/70 captioned "Black
Panther Party, New IAven Division, Racial Matters," Vacancy
$n Nev York created by Boyls departure to Nw Haven will be
filed by Minister of Education Raymond liewitt of the BPP.
Central Coammittee, San Francisco, California. .

Enclosure nP?\EIEL1
6 63 j ? 48006 (Counti~rint'lligence Programn)

dlVb.
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Memorandum G. C. Moore to W. W. C. Sullivan
IRE: BLACK PANHIER PARTY

RACIAL MATERS

Above personnel changes together with existing
dissension within BPP chapters in New Yore and New Haven-
as a result thereof represent excellent opportunity for
the Bureau to capitalize on same in connection with our
continuing counterintelligence program directed at black
extremist organizations.

,CTIO1:

It is recommended the attached airtel be directed
-to Charlotte, New Haven, and New York Offices for purpose
of soliciting counterintelligence proposals to capitalize
on.above situations.

-2-
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SAC, Detroit (105-15031)

rector, FBI (105-174254)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE,
(RESEARCH SECTION)

AND SPECIAL OPEtATIO

ReDElet 5/18/70 and Bulet 6/2/70, captloied as above, and
DElet 5/20/70 captioned "'ounterintelligence Program, Black Nationalist -
Rate Groups."

Bureau concurs the cover organization, proposed by DElt 5/18/74
may very likely be used for counterintelligence as weU as intelligence-
gathering purposes.

When the cover organizalion as been established, the Burean
will consider the advisability of using attack the organi-
zation If this action would e to autnar
atio 11 be given to using

bearing in mind this er ormnant a background warrants t his
use In any sensitive Intelligence operation be most circumspect. Specific
recommendations regarding counterintelligence use of the cover should be
submitted at an appropriate time after the cover is established.

It is requested all correspondence relating to the development
and operation of this cover be submitted under above caption.

I - Detroit (157-3214)

1 - 100-448006((6INTELPRO)-

DR:sfw
(7)
NOTE:

Black Natl9nAUiSL-ateOrDp)."y

MqT REOO)I1
11 JUN 4 MD

Pelet 5/18/70 proposed cover organize
anticapitalist, be established under directioa f
authorized Detroit to explore matter wil
comments egarding possible counterintelenc

.' . t)D 
l 0

-*ll

N

)
'I

V.

0

0 ted-es antiwar and
Bulet 6/2/70

3eIt 5/20/70 solicits
euseof proposed cover.

AL INFOPATION CONtAIE
HEREIN IS UNCLASSrFIED
Ef'EPT WHIS SHOWS R
OTHERWISE*.
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To DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

AC, JACKSON (100-980) (P)

JECT:C
mE COUNTERINTELLIGENCEPROGRAM

BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

DATE: 6/3170

Azolk97Re Jackson quarterly progress letter to Bureau,
3/7/70; Jackson letters to Bureau, 3/27/7Qand 4/23/70;m447.5
and Jackson airtel to Bureau, 5/l/70 e,73

QUARTERLY PROGRESS LETTER

I. OEERATIONS UNDER CONSIDERATION AND

II, OPERATIONS BEING EFFECTED

By airtel dated 4/13/70 the Bureau approved a
Jackson counterintelligence suggestion against a group
of individuals at Sunflower, Miss., attempting to establish
a Black Panther Party -(BPP) group there. This suggestion
consisted of an anonymous letter being mailed to the
Miss. Governor, Miss. Attorney General, and the County
Attorney of Sunflower County, Miss., from alleged , .

"Concerned Citizens" of Indianola, Miss., which is the
county seat of Sunflower County and is located a few miles from
the town of Sunflower. This letter reported the BPP

.group at Sunflower including their possible-involvement
. - in criminal type activity there. The letter requests that

the receiving officials take actions to counter the
criminal activities of this group and thereby dissolve the
group. These three anonymous letters were prepared by
the Jackson Division with appropriate security measures and
were mailed-at Indianola, Miss., on 5/22/70.

. t-8 599 REC-39. *. .
Bureau (RH)
J ackson J0 .
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JN 100-980

I .TANGIBLE RESULTS

No tangible results have yet been determined
tegardingthe three anonymous letters mailed in

Indianola, Miss., on 5/22/70.

The following noteworthy tangible results
occurred regarding another counterintelligence matter of
the Jackson Division implemented in late March, 1970:

During the week of March 23-26, 1970, a series -

of articles on the BPP appeared on the front pages of the
"Jackson Daily News" under the authorship of editor JAMES
WARD. Material for this series was provided to Mr. WARD
by Jackson Agents with Bureau approval as a counterintelligence
matter against a budding National Committee to Combat
Fascism (NCCF) group at Cleveland, Miss. Extra bundles of
copies of the "Jackson Daily News" which contained this
series were distributed in the Cleveland, Miss., area
and this paper normally also receives state-wide circulation
in Kiss.

This series was extremely successful as a
counterintelligence measure and directly resulted in the
closing down and disbanding of the NCCF at Cleveland
due to extreme pressures placed on the group and its
members by the series of articles which pinpointed
the Cleveland NCCF and showed the BPP in a very unfavorable
light. The NCCF at Cleveland is still totally inactive and
has had no activities whatsoever since the newspaper series
appeared in the "Jackson Daily News."

IV. OTHER DEVELOPMENTS COUNTERINTELLIGENCE INTEREST

Quality and quantity informant coverage by the
Jackson Division of the Afro-American Society (AAS) at JSC
has been instrumental in this group remaining a Black
nationalist Group rather than a black extremist group

2
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nd %in the recent past general inactivity of the group
urging the second semester of the.1969-70 school-year.
owe of the original leaders and members of the AAS

who appeared to be agitators and possible extremists
disassociated with AAS midway through the recent school
year, as they felt that all of the groups' activities
were being closely monitored by informants, identities
unknown, of an outside law enforcement agency. They
openly expressed their views in this regard at the time
they disassociated with the group.

continues to be a major factor in the failure of the RNA to
recruit members and organize programs in Miss.,-even though
Miss. has been targeted by the RNA for two years as the
starting point for the RNA's proposed "Black Nation."

3.
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UNITED STATES IENT

Memoranaum
TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

moma 0,.ALEXANDRIA.(157-38) (P*)

suspEt: t

~,1

vAIn 5/28/70

BLACK-NATIONALISL.- HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

Re Bureau airtel to Albany 3/4/68, and Alexandria
letter to Bureau 3/13/70,.4 19X4

The racial situation continues to remain calm in
the Northern Virginfa area, and no appreciable activity by
Black Nationalists - Hate Groups has been reported. On
4/22/70, two Negro males claiming to represent the Black
Panther Party appeared for a one-hour speech at George
Washington High School in Alexandria but left without
incident. The Black United Front of Arlington, Virginia, has
been relatively inactive in recent weeks. The Black
Association for Cultural nAdv ncs ceased
meeting since its denounced
his candidacy for Most of the Black
Association for Cultura vancement members are currently
involved in local political campaigns.

No counterintelligence operations are in effect or
under consideration by Alexandria at the present time.
Alexandria will continue to remain alert for the appearance
of any Black Nationalists - Hate Groups in the Northern
Virginia area and will initiate counterintelligence action
where needed. ,i -If_-

REC-39 /., V Y1 7 ), A /l
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* UNITED fftJES C(*ERNMENT

Memora ~um

CT>

8JEr: C-tOUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

* ',4.Remy1et '33/70captioned as 'above a
a O,10and#6/4/70 Acaptioned0UNTERINTELLIGEN 9

PROGRAM BLACK NATION ST -'HATE-GROUPS, RACIAL INTELLI-
GENCE (ALACK PANTHER PA

Referenced letter of 4/10/70 set out information
conceitna mailing of an anonymous letter to various -

S community leaders 'in'.Rochester, N.-Y. , regarding a subscription
to the-Black.Panther.Party newspaper by. East. Iigh Schools I

ERoch tE cted'to

TANGIBLE RESULTS

.asrupraewhen recently contacted
oniantunrehe* ma ergacoeBureaumA
receipV of the'aforementioned".anonymous better.

_---.'stated tthat,'-as, a result"of -receivigth hoyos- er
he-caused a thorough; inquiry -to-be.made-, into -the-purpose ?of' eArw

. East High Ster, N.Y., subscribing to the BPP
.newspaperstated he did not-favor the avail-.
ability oi *7 "newspaper for East High School students
nor any other school in the Rochester School System. He
described the BPP newspaper as an obscene, race baiting news-
paper, and adv *ol is no longer receiving the
publication, expressed great satisfaction that
a letter such s5** * be directed to him from a black
parent, as it indicates to him the strong sense of responsibility

.2.- Bureau (RM) re" .' - 3-. J/
01 - u d~e."I ft. __- .weOft

A
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ML;C PATE ARTY

SThts to 'a o*, 0 I

$~~~~4018 '~'ato g itthe Slack Pather'Party (R5PP) VWchresult~d tIn
*the transfer £&M possible uutrolizattan of a key 51'? eader.

Folkwtf-g the arrests of the leadership rof the Spr at
New Us oI afet re-.xsarder of a 5?? member 1;! 51690

a Sent t6othat are& froum Boston to rabld 'N.4 Ii ~rved to Ue a't.eoorgette organtmer who -

about mess deuorntratiornu, attraet~d eddLttoal seaership and-
*whilch curreu~tly'poxol a serious throat tU established goverien

a new VHaV64.

tA*-nieffort to"ai a r r 0f e u cOwttI raPteCIo~wa
* . &sryWacaZ letter wasd4rt. Angthtadebul

3?? fwnds ovid qustionirhg whether his promiscuity wa to the bc'st
Intrests of the Panthers. ,In 3/70. witf the Buixeav 's approval,

this letter was witten n *I 5 5rgon &.r4 mailed to the natf..tl I
*headquarters tit Califo.rnia.

Sinethat tiae we home received lmtrorus rePOrt.
* indeincths t4p m a4 fallit tcto disfav~or with 3P? leaders

and that his not i wre suspect.' On 5123/10 A highly seltivo
source of the I4"ov Nvn0f!!c advised that di mc!plicary action
ha ed .- a tke!ra!ag it vwith the approval of national
headqurters an-d that h e &COObe trasferrmd to Vilmston-Salewm, 0
Srth Carolin~a.

1 5-165706 lgsub 32 fl(
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UNITED STATES ( RNME't

Memora dum.
To :DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) vArs: 6/28/70

FaoM C, SPRINGFIELD (157-802) (P)

SUBJECr: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS

-, RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

Re Bureau airtel to Albany dated 2/4/68 and
Springfield letter to Bureau dated 2/28/70tt - *

was found guilty in State court oposs jo heroin
and possession of hypodermic needles. Negro
ex-convict, has figured prominently in e ac i vities of the
now defunct militant No ro ization, the Black Egyptians,
Springfi'- * linois. s in the Springfield Agitator
Index. received e ence of six to ten years in
the S - *eientiary for illegal possession of her6tn
and one year for illegal possession of hypodermic needles. V
The sentences will run concurrently.

In connection with captioned program, Springfield -

has suggested that the Bureau consider the dissemination
of appropriate material relative to Black Nationalist and
hate'. groups to U. S. Congressman THOMAS F. RALISBACK, 19th
Congressional District, Rock Island, Illinois. He is a
close friend of the FBI at Rock Island, Illinois.

-3r Bureau (100-448006) (RM)
. 3 - 'Springfield (2: 157-802) 1 JUN 8 97

;(1: 157-1101 (HORTON)
VRT/seh -
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FBI

Date: 5/28/70

Transmit thalollowing 1n

AIJEL
(Type La plistaxt r coi I

I a

Via PiVt).8

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-61140)

SUBJECT:- COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM -
BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP) f -
RACIAL MATTERS , ..

'ReBuairtel to Chicago, 5/15/P .11 .\

Referenced airtel pointed out that the official BPP
newspaper "The Black Panther is one of.the most effective
propaganda operations of the BPP" and that its distribution is
greatly expanding. -

In line with the Bureau's request to submit proposed
counterintelligence measures to hinder the "propaganda being
spread by the BPP" the following comments are made:

a.

'a'

-- I

It is felt by the NYO that any counterintelligence measui
directed against the BPP newspaper should be aimed at:l. The
production of the paper; 2. The distribution of the paper; or 3.
the use of information contained in particular issues for topical
counterintelligence proposals.

The NYO is of the opinion that although the BPP news-
.paper would be most vulnerable to an attack on its production or
distribution, such a course of action would be fraught with dange:
in that it could have a "boomerang effect" by causing unwarranted
sympathy to be operated in favor of the BPP.

NY is well awaAEQ'!Tihe fact that any surreptitious acti
taken against the BPP newspaper which could be In any way interpre
as frustrating the principal of "Freedom of the rress" or somehow
violating the First Amendment of the Federal Constitution would be
seized upon by the "professional Liberals" nd used to the advan-
tage of the BPP in further publicizing its ims and ideals.
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NY 00-161140.

NY feels that the source of the most practical and
potentially successful counterintelligence measures are contained
within each and every issue of "The Black Panther".

A perusal of any current issue of the BPP newspaper will
show such items as pictures of Kim I1 Sung, of North Korea, ANNA
LOUISE STRONG, noted for her pro-Chicom views as well as articles
on the preparation of fire bombs, the use of small arms, and the
development of military ordnance by the anti-Israeli groups, El
Tatah.

By exposing the contents of'the aforementioned articles to
such particular interest groups as the various Chinese Family
Associations in NYC, the Jewish Defense League or particular Church
organizations opposed to the use of military arms and training, it
is hoped that the propaganda being spread by'the BPP will be exposed to
those groups whose interests are diametrically opposed to those-of
(he BPP.

. NY also-feels that any information concerning the foreign A
ttavel of BPP members or sympathizers to any of the pro-Arab Middle
Eastern countries can be exploited for counterintelligence purposes by
exposing any pro-Arab or anti-Israeli statements made by the traveller.
No doubt this information would appear in the BPP newspaper and could
be utilized as part of the aforementioned counterintelligence pro-
posals.

The NYO will remain alert for capitalizing on the most
advantageous ways to thwart and frustrate the operations of the BPI
new paper and will immediately advise the Bureau of such ways.

Specific proposals concerning the utilization of material
appearing in the BPP newspaper for counterintelligence purposes will
be submitted to the Bureau by separate htter.

k..
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Date: 5/22/70

Transmit the following in
I I

Vin " TE

(Type in plaiatest or code)

AT "AT!.

-. 3

(Prborisy)
------------- ------- -----------

TO: D RE OR, FBI

0001R FBFRO i , SAN FRANCISCO (157-601)

SUBJEC : COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)
RH4

Mr. r. , %-
MTr. Cov- -.

r.r~p -

fr. 'i" 1 u -

Ur. C~~

Td. Roo.
RAnbW*-

Kim 04MAdY

Re Bureau airtel dated 5/15/70 7

The OPP does not have the necessary equipment to
produce half tones and this work is performed by the Howard
Quinn Printing Company of San Franciico. The remainder of
the editorial and lay-out work for "The Black Panther" is
completed by the BPP and brought to the Quinn Publishing
Company for photographing of the lay-out and subsequent
printing.

All indications are that the lay-out and editorial
work has been done at the Ministry of Information which,
until this wek, was located in the same building with
National Headquarters in Berkeley, California. The Ministry
of Information is now being moved to 1046 Peralta, Oakland,
California. I IaIaaVPA

(D- Bureau (RM)
1 - Chicago (RH)
1 - Los Angeles (RM)
1 - Miami (R4)
1 - Newark (RM)
1 - Now Haven (M)
1 - New York (RM)
1 - San Diego (RH)
1 - San Francisco
LSB/1la
(10)
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The paper is rinted by Howard Quinn in San
Francisco and the usual run now exceeds 140,000. Only a
vary small percentage of those papers are sold in the San
Francisco area and the remainder are shipped by air to
distributing points throughout the country.

"The Black Panther" is not a timely publication
and a short delay in delivery.would result in little
disruption. A lengthy delay through cooperation of airlines
would put the transportation companies in the position of
having th3 business shifted to another airline or having
thom face a law suit.

This office has not previously suggested disruption
at the printing plant because we have excellent informant
coverage at Howard Quinn, and if delays are encountered
in the printing, the BPP could merely shift their business
to another printer.

It is the opinion of the San Vrancisco Office
that the most effective weapon to u. o on "The Black Panther"
would be a vigorous inquiry hv the Internal Revenue Service
to have "The Black Panther" rooort their income from the
sale of over 100,000 papers each week. Perhaps the Bureau
through liaison at SOG could suggest such a course of action.
It is noted that Internal Rovenuc Service at San rrancisco
is receiving copies of Black Panther Party funds and letter-
head memoranda.

San Francisco has learned that BPP has been making
inquiries concerning the nossibilitv of printing the paper
in localities other than San Francisco to save shipping
costs. The San Francisco printers have advised RPP -that
at the time the lay-outs are photographed more than one
negative could be made and extra nicgatives could be forwarded
to the 4idwest and East Coast and copies of the paper printed
there.

. This matter is being followed by San Francisco and
this division will also explore any possible counterintelligence
possibilities in the move of the Ministry of Information to
Oakland, California.

It is requested that the Bureau give consideration
to discussion with Internal Revenue Service requesting
financial records and income tax returns for "The Black
Panth2r".

a. db
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1 - Mr. C.D. DeLoach
M1- r. W.C. Sullivan

Airtel 1 Mr. T.E. Biabop
1I Mr re

1-
To: SACs, Los Angeles (157-4054)

San Francisco (Enclosure)

From: Director, FBI (100448006)- /6.
RECS8

COUNTkRINTELLIGN2CE MATTERS
BLACK PANTHER PARTY
RACIAL HATTkRS

ReLAairtel 5/18/70.

Enclosed for San Francisco is copy resirtel.

The oortunit described in reairtel presented by,
KTrV, Channel 11, Los Angeles, sto

ar series against e anthers is excellent and demands
appropriate effort be directed to capitalize fully on same
'for captioned purpose.

SWith respect to format for such program this wilI
.;deendfor ostpart oni results of recontact ofo

determine details of proposed telecast; however, ureau feels
presentation of episodes of five minutes duration in continuing
series will offer most potential.

Bureau studying your request regarding appropriate
materials and you will be furnished same.

As topIle..el~ntter for such' program, Bureau initially
Telo.......... suggeststs testimony of the Director on 3/5/70 before the House
1,"?-- -Subcommittee on Appropriations as excellent source of material

('concerning extremist B&P. Its presented under such headings <zi
CapI A L

I



1Airtel to SACs Los Angeles
Re: Counterintelligence Hatters

Black Panther Party
100-448006

as attacks on police, arrest of BPP leaders, stockpiling of
weapons, revolutionary goals, contributions and speaking
appearances. The Director's remarks would be tremendously received
and effective for intended counterintelligence purpose.

Other topical suggestions could include a history of
the Black Panthers from its inception to present; the violence
and revolutionary nature of same contained in statements of
its leaders.and its acts; the anti-Zionist, anti-Semitic
attitude of Panthers; the obscene appeal to revolution, violence,
and sedition that is its newspaper; other local publications-
of its chapters as available; its Breakfast Program spoonfeeding
hatred and revolution with alleged meals; its Liberation Schools
peddling more revolutionary dogma. The irreligious Christmas
cards and antipolice invective of the Coloring Book are also
topical subject matters. Its inroads on the country's campuses
could also be treated and its relationships with other radical
and extremists groups. The international aspect of Panthers
is another suggested topic with its fervent current support of
Kim 11 Sung, North Korean leader, the use of Mao Tse tung's
Red Book, its adherence to Marxist-Leninist principles end its
support of Al Fatah, the Arab terrorist group. Critical
editorial comment from the National Press would also be of
interest. The above are suggestive and not all inclusive.

The role of Bureau should be mainly confined to
submission of solid pub ic source material. Preparation of
scripts is function of and his staff. While there will
undoubtedly be questions raised concerning the preparation
and presentation of material, avoid those requests which would.
entail great deal of investigative time and effort. Under no
circumstance should you convey i~rs of wholesale
commitment of Bureau services tol l requests. Insure
he understands that Bureau is not to be revealed as associated
with preparation and production of proposed program in any
manner and that his relationship with Bureau in this regard
is on strictly confidential basis. As indicated in reairtel,
Bureau approval must be obtained prior to release of any
materials used.

d- 2 -
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Airtel to SACs Los Angeles
Re: Counterintelligence Hatters

Black Panther Party
100-448006

.1 ***

San Francisco submit comments regarding proposed
program and suggest material to be used in same.

Both offices bandle promptlyand keep Bureau
advised of developments.

NOTE:

Certain offices were requested to submit their
observations and recommendations regarding contacts with
sources in the television and/or radio field who might be
interested in preparing a counterintelligence-type
-program on Black Panthers as part of our continuin effort
to drive the Panthers to th't wall. P as so
suggested by Los Angeles Office and contact o i for this
purpose approved. On contact he expressed thought public
vas not getting true facts about the F and was willing to
assist in correctinA this sit * He offered to air

weekdays, if he could obtain solid public source material.
He expressed willingness to work on confidential basis with
Bureau in this matt Suggestions and guidlines are set
forth concerning and this matter. Since San Francisco
is origin for Black ?anther Party and seat of national BPk
headquarters, its comments and action are requested. If
series proves successful, it may be used for other Bureau
purposes such as against other radical or extremist groups.

-300 If;,'l
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RECTOR, FBI (100-448006) -- v

FSAC, LOS ANGELES (157-4054) (P)

COUN TERIN TELLIGENCE ,MATERS
BLACK PANTHER PARTY
RACIAL MATTERS

ReBulet to Los Angeles, 3/5/70.

solid public source material or from some source who would back
him up he would be willing to air such a series.

He claimed he would be willing to work on a
confidential basis with the FBI i'-the latter would research
the material and furnish it to him.

2'- Bureau (A-1.RM)
2 - Los Angeles
RWH/gow
('4)

10 MAYJO 1970

AXI RATIONN COITZtl
IMIN IS UMCLASSIF'IM
RXCifl RHEwSHO?5T -7;
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Special Agent in Charge
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The Bureau is requested to provide'the Los Angeles
Division any materials successfully utilized by other divisions

in a similar situation, the results of appropria a
conducted by the Bureau and available for use by and
copies of relevant materials, especially critica ae orial
commentary from the national press.

The Bureau is also requested to advise of any
recommendation or preference regarding a desired format
for such a program.

*

pcf

I

IC I

I

L4.1.0*4.54

In view of willingness to present such
a program, the Los Angeles Davision is gathering appropriate -

source materials for its basis. It is intended that
will be recontacted to determine details of the

4urposedtelecast but Bureau approval will be obtained prior
to the release of any materials.

(A 'to,I



AUTE IN ENVEL PE
5/15/70
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Airtel

t-*... ; g47r.o&f alI /4'c. //- ;..
To: SACs, Chicago New Haven

Los Angeles New York
Miami San Diego
Newark San Francisco

From: Director, FBI

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
E BLACI -ANTHER ARTY (BPT)
RACIAL MATTERS
BUDED: 6/5/70

1.-

f
/

L.
I

iiintelligence measures which will hinder the vicious o anda
being spread by the BPP. .

JGD:ram (19) 4 s MAY 22 1970
REC-10NOTE:

The BPP newspaper has a circulation in excess of 100,0(

/and has reached the height of 139,600. It is the voice of the

.I BPP and if it could be effectively hindered it vould result in
ca-oa-=-helping to cripple the BPP.Deadline being set in view of the neE

-.to receive recommendations for the purpose of taking appropriate
....actionZ-Xf 'd.#7Iuo"y /

CallaI /

R" U L 221970 re /"FSuliva & . 00r, wo rxATE
-5 /reJ BEEII . 9LASSIFPIED I'a... . SECEPT WHERS SHOWN

'P. -A .ITRWISE
Cadr--...- MAIL ROOM w~i'rTYPr UNITE .*

I

46W

"The Black panther" newspaper is one of the most
effective propaganda operations of the BPP.

Distribution of this newspaper is increasing at a
regular rate thereby influencing a greater number of
individuals in the United States along the black extremist
lines.

Each recipient submit b v6/5/70 proposed counter-

§ Ih)

I
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- 1NENTE1UNITED ST'AI PH N ET
C7--Mr. . 6.'demoac *L1-r*. W. C. Sullivan C.

TO/I :Mr. W. C. SullivanA DnE: May 14v 1970 o

o . C. Moor1tC

SuBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - RATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE ,*

This is to recommend that the Counterinteligence Pr1r;
against black extremists be continued.

The Counterintelligence Program against black extremist
rganizations and individuals was initiated August 25, 1967, and
n March 4, 1968, it was expanded from 27 to 42 participating
ield divisions. The goals of this program are to prevent violen

by black extremists, to prevent the growth and/or unification of
extremist groups, and to prevent extremist groups from gaining
respectability In the Negro community. Some of the excellent
results of counterintelligence action during the past year are se
out below:

To create friction between Black Panther Party (BPP)
leader Eldridge Cleaver in Algiers and BPP Headquarters, a spuric
letter concerning an internal dispute was sent Cleaver, who
accepted it as genuine. As a result, the International Staff of
the BPP was neutralized when Cleaver fired most of its members.'
Bureau personnel received incentive awards from the Director for
this operation.

To show the criminal nature of the BPP a write-up conc
ing the convictions of its members was prepared and received

. publicity-In a Robert S. Allen and John A. Goldsmith syndicated
column of March 31, 1970. Previously we exposed the BPP Breakfa
For Children Program in these writers' column of June 14, 1969.

Articles concerning the BPP based on information furni
a news media source in Mississippi resulted in the closing of a
BPP Chapter in Cleveland, Mississippi. *-* *

Counterintelligence aglgO6%gainst other extremist org
54 aizations has also been effective. In San Diego, California, an

anonymous telephone call to the landlord of the US organization
resulted in the group being evicted from its Headquarters. In 11
12Ekida, a television source was helped in the preparation of a I
gram exposing the Nation of Islam. The excellent results of thl
program were contained in a memorandum CMoore to Mr. 1%
Sullivan, October 21 1969 on which the Director noted "Excelle

4 6ALL FRATON CONTAINED197R0 UE1IS UNCLASSIFIRONTINUE- A 1970
0EXCEPT WNESHOWA .
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Memorandum to Mr. W. C. Sullivan
Re: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM

BLACK NATIONALIST - lATE GROUPS
100-448006

Counterintelligence action has also been effective
against individual black extremists. In St. Louis, the
circulation of a spurious newsletter caused four extremists
to begin fighting among themselves.* *o
a radio station caused the removal of
from the show where he had been preacng U* 1cOX -- Ie'!
philosophy. she Jackson Division prepared a spurious letter
from a college group to a black extremist who was attempting
to recruit the group. As a result, the extremist left the
area, severing all contact with the group.

ACTION:

In view of the tangible results evidenced by this
program with a minimum expenditure of manpower, it is

- recommended the Counterintelligence Program be continued.

1*~

I '~1<_9
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ROUTE ENVELOPE
SAC, Pittsburgh (100-15780)

-j Director, FBI (100-448006)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE (BLACK PANTHER PARTY)

65/70

Reurlet 5/25/70.4x*

Furnish full identities of all local organizations
and other individuals whom you request to anonymously mail
copies of the 5/70 issue of "Another Side."

The Mechanical Section can prepare copies of the
newsletter you submitted; however the quality obtained will
be impaired to some degree.

LGB:sef
(6) ,/

NOTE:

Relet inquired if the Mechanical Section is able
to prepare 50 identical copies of the 5/70 issue of "Another
ide," a newsletter published by an organization of the same

a ame. This organization is composed of conservative black
itizens of the Pittsburgh area.

Relet also requested authority to mail copies of
this newsletter to organizations and others who are oriented
to the urban crisis. Names of these organizations are
obtained from a list furnished by the Pittsburgh Chamber ct
Commerce. -7 .

Mohr
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OPTION& om M a lkS

"A rpm" (a CMs) assns

UNITED STATES GOAMENT

Memorandum.
TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATER: 6/1/70

MOM : SAC, CINCINNATI (100-16921) (P*)

/21 COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST -HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE.

Rebuairtel, 3/4/68, and wyles 3/2/70"f

1. None
2. None
3. None
4. None

There have been no changes in the overall Black
'Nationalist Movement in this division which have not been

- previously furnished to the Bureau.

2 - Bureau (RM)
2 - Cincinnati

. BCK/pak
(4)

R EC-105
I JUN 5 170 -

ALT IFORMATION CONTAWED
E=31I IS UCLASSI1IED

. ** OOTERWISH.

Bay U.S. Savings Bonds Reularld es tbs Payrll Savigs Plan
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TTUrrED STATES GOVERNMENT

-Memo a dum
TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 6/8/70

vo4 SAC, SACRAM'ENTO (100-894)(P)

* sUBjwr: OUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RAC IATTNTE-L-TUNC

ReSClet to Bureau, 5/28/70.0"

As at forth in relet, consideration is being
given to anon usly making known to the news media the
fact that MARK EMER, one of the seven Negroes recently
arrested in Sacramento on charges of conspiracy to comit
murder in connection with the shooting death of a
Sacramento police officer, is a member of the BPP and
former artist for the BPP newspaper. (01l (

In accordance with this, Bureau.permission is
requested to prepare a letter to each of the local news- .

papers setting forth the above facts regarding TEEMER. ,
This letter, which would be written on unmarked paper,
would be signed,1"A concerned Negro citizen in the Oak Park
area" and would question why the news media has not fully
publicized TEEMER's BPP connections. It would further
show extreme disapproval of Panther violence which is

'3 exemplified by this shooting incident. It would indicate
that this "Negro citizen" felt.that violence as advocated
by the Panthers does not have a place in the Negro struggle
for equality and freedom.

V0 0

Bureau (RM) -SLL INFORMATOY CONTAIRES """
1 *Sacramento .pSEEIN IS UJCLASSIFIED
NGK:epg * CEPT RHERE SHONA * JUN 10 1970 p
(3) TERI.





r. v

(

157-601
L8/sad

Manager
Sunbeam Bakinr Company
2975 San Bruno Avenue
San Francisco, California

Episcopal Utocese of California
1055 Taylor Street
San rrancisco, California

Archdiocese of 'an rrancisco
Poman Catholic Church
441 Church
San Francisco, Calitornia

Review of San Francisco files reflect that Breakfast
Programs are also in operation in Baltivore, Charlotte,
Chicapo, Denver? Detroit, Los Angeles, New Haven, New York,
Philadelnhia, Pittsburg, Portland and Seattle Divisions.
The Bureau may desire to brinq to the attention of those
offices the contents of Portland letter and authorize
similar anonymous mailings in those divisions.

I
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SAC1 San Diego (100-14192)

REC-g3-
rector, MBI (100-448006) -

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(BLACK NATIONALISTS)

Reurairtel 5/21/Tto

5/~8t7O

In view of the over-all reputation and the amount
of recent publicity which has been known concerning
Angela Davis and after consideration of your suggestion by
the Bureau, it does not appear that dissemination of the
letter which yourecommended would serve any useful purpose.
While your efforts and initiative in submitting your thoughts
are appreciated, authority to send your proposed letter is
not granted at this time.

3 - Los Angeles
1 - (Davis) (157-2325)

1 - 100-439922 (Davis)

WIP:djb
(8)

NOTE:
SMGD i iS

Mava Is an I

publicity has arisen i
ment of her by the Uni
could be served by sen
letter. That letter w
concerning Davis' prom
reputation is well-kno

celon. COM-8

Tal" - MILEQ IR

V".ad -

TGle tonSols "J...U.N
Geodr .. MAIL ROM : TELITYP UwIrl

active CP member in los Angeles and considerable
n connection with efforts to refuses employ-
versity of California. No useful purpose
ding the UCLA Board of Regents the proposed
as intended to remind the Board of Regents
iscuous and extra-marital conduct. Bor
wn to UCLA authorities.
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-Irv4S (Rev. -22-44)
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Date: 5/21L/70

Transmit the o lowing In

Vi. A &TEL

(Type in pl~atext or code)

AIR MAIL - REGISTERED

-~0'

1<1
ITO: DIRECFOR, FBI (100-448006)r

:9M T-S AC, SAN DIEGO (100-14192)(P)~
NERI INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM

LACKNATITONAL IST -- B ATE.GRQUPj5R
RACIAL INTELLIGICE(

(BLACK NATIONALISTS).F

For the Informntion of the Bureau ANGEIA DAVIS9 a
self-admitted communist, has been appearing recently on
television In the Los Angeles area over a controversy
concerning her being rehired as a professor at UCLAI
Loos Angeles, for the coming school tera,

DAVIS is the sister of FANIA DAVIS JORDAN, who,
along with her husband SAN JORDAN, are former members of the
BPP in San Diego.

In DAVIS's television and personal appearances, she
Is very antagonistic toward law enforcement and "the
establishment", and has been observed to be a frequent
participant In "teach-ins"' and other anti-establishment
demonstrations.

*AVIOS mal *ains
AVIS ma i I a room in a house located at

Wre rMea occup California, which she utilizes as a
re rea 0 0C this room n a fre(gent basis during

which time she cohabitates with one who himself
is a f ormer member of t0 0 1 0% A. .4 11Yj N

Bureau (AMM9GISTERED)
Los Angeles (157-4054)(Info)(All)(REGISTERED)

2 - San Diego

Sent - 'M Per

RLB:bef
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SD 100-14192

The re-employment of DAVIS has been taken out of
h -ladsOf UCLA Chancellor YOUNG and Is being considered bY'

* University of California Board of Regents.- It is felt that .
if DAVIS should be rehired in her position as a professor of
philosophy and/or black studies at UCLA, she would contribute
greatly to the unrest and dissent. on that campus. It is

. additionally felt that her employment as a professor on any
university would be inimical .to the security of the United States.

* * Bureau permiss ion Is therefore rElues ted to send
the following let er bo egChairman of the University *Iu
California Board 'of eents in Sacramento RIALiorniZa, 72a an

e0-Of 2AI t UCIA. ---Thnae .
"LEROY JOHNSON" is fictitious and the address in Cardiff is
that of a multi-dwelling apartment building. If approved,
the letter will be prepared on commercially purchased
stationery and will be mailedro r

Chairman . -

-University of California .. .

Board of Regents
Sacramento, California

Dear Sir:

- I have been following, with some degree of
Interest, the controversy surrounding the rehiring of
communist Angela Davis as a professor at UCLA. . .!

I am personally opposed to her being rehired -*

tor numerous reasons, not the least of which is the fact
that I do not believe an admitted member of an organization

.Which advocates the overthrow of the United States Government
should be in a position to influence the impressionable

- minds of our youth. Another objection I have to Miss Davis
centers around her lesser known immoral activities. I doubt
that you gentlemen are aware of the scope of Davis's promiscuous
activities, but, by spending a minimum amount of effort, they

* can be rather easily verified. For example, on numerous
occasions during the pas hool eaaais returned to

* her "retreat" located at California.
* During the various length i

this city, she normally cohabitates with onea



II
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SD 100-14192

I realize that we are currently -liv Ing :in a rathe';
missive period in history but I cannot believe that an

.1.i dividual charged with the responsibility of. teaching '
our young and receiving remuneration from the public coffer
should be sanctioned and/or retained in such a position by
gentlemen of your caliber.

In conclusion, I would request that my name be-
held in confidence as the result of the violent nature of
the reputations of several;individuals with'whom Davis
surrounds herself. '* . - *' .* . .

Sincerely,
* .

Mr. Leroy Johnson
2376 Oxford
Cardiff, California ..

*w* **~~ .4 * ~* a,.
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TO, SACS LOS A14GiaLS (157-1503) . -
ZiW. YURK (100-161993)

FR(*1 DIRECTOR FBI (O~h93

BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP) = FACTIOIIALISi, RACIAL NATXtS

RE2NYTr-1. JUNaZ FIVE L=6T

LA Aurw1Rium DTo SaM Zt)TLECRAKHr NYC,* AS

REQUESTED BY NY. INSURE TbL3M ~1SI2rTIN K'ANNER MTAT CANNOT B

TRACKED TO BUP*.FAU * ADVI SZ BURiAU AND PiRTINk2iT OFFICES WliIMIS&VT.

NY SUI1IT DiTAILS OF FisCTIONISH IN Liii FUR DISSMAIUNS

ALL RECIk'IEtrrS SUBMIT BY AIRTEL ADDITIONAL COUkTlENELLI

GINCZ PROPOSALS UNDR C0UNTIMIN'W..LIG&2CE CAPTION TO MUMT~k

E&LWIT THIS FACTIONALISM OeN CONkTINIUING BASIS. AIRM1AIL CUAIES

S.At4T JF idL) IU10.

I. - San Francisco (151-2869) (Irmail)
1 - N4ew Haven (100-1918) (Airmail) __

AMF:bcw/drl (ic:7 SZJUN 11 1970
()100-448006 (Countertntelligence)f

* Information by rotol advised of dissension in leadership
ranks of BPP in N4ew York over money collected for legal defense
purposes and being used by &'P for other purposes on West Coast.

--- I--~Et~iLS~VF

SJUN i* TCEPT H HWIIi suow k4TZ CONTIED -PAGE TWO
51970 0MWxv
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New York recommended Los Angeles send a teletype to leading
jailed New York BPP defendant to the effect that while he rots
in jail money collected in New York for his ball to being used
by BPP in California. Director advised of above by informative
note and authorized sending of counterintelligence telegram.
We should also get additional counterintelligence proposals
from pertinent offices to exploit factionalism and also obtain
details thereof from New York in form suitable for dissemination.

Teletype to SAC, Los Angeles
RE: BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP) FACTIONALISM.
100-165706

OMTE CONTINUED:

u I
i
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Ait-tel

To: SAC, Cleveland (157-1189)

From: Director, FBI (100-448006)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM-
BLACK NATIONALISTS - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE .
(BLACK NATIONALIST kARTY FUR SELF DEFENSE)

! 4.p.di -

ALL I3?OJPLA1IDUCOWRTAIRM
MIID~IIS UNCLASSIP1ED.

hZCVP? WHERE SHOW4
OTHERWISE.

Colabus ..-
Fo, ed -.......

I elCleveland recommendedI information concerning the devious
w-m--means of furnishhg funds to the headct BNPSD be leaked to an

. .owel -established new media source in an effort to deter further It
6- N

6J~r1oA-NT V* OTE CONTINUED ME T WO

6/.

QEbI40

.~-g

1(I15

-- mm-l

- - 70 ... .4 0. . . . --- I -*M

Reurlet 6/2)e which recommended an established news
media source be confidentially advised that a grant of $20,000-

1 of Churches and Cleveland Now is being furnished
leader of Black Nationalist Party for Self

e nuse * despite public report that such funds were
being furnished Black Economic Union.

Prior to giving further consideration to your recom-
mendation, advise if disclosure of the diversion of this grant

. * *a black extremist organization, would jeopardize
Also advise if grant has in fact been furnished

BNfkSD or if such action is planned for the future. Furnish
additional information regarding the committee referred to
in relet which is using this subterfuge in furnishing funds to

Furnish identities of established news media sourcesto
whom you recommend this data be furnished. Also submit informa-
tion more fully identifying the group known as Cleveland Now
and advise if the Council of Churches referred to in relet is
a Cleveland, state-wide or national council..

MAILED 8
=1WHA: sef C(5);juM14. "

; * COMM-FBI



Afrtel to Cleveland
COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALISTS - HATE GROUPS

100-448006

NOTE CNTINUSD:

funding ofthis black extremist group. The Black Economic Union
to which this fund was publicly reported to be furnished is
headed by Jim Brown, the famous fullback of the Cleveland Browns.
Cleveland's source indicated this subterfuge was utilized because
Cleveland Nayor Carl D. Stokes was previously criticized when
similar funds were furnished black extremist leader
Additional indicated data required prior to consideringfeasiility
of this recommendation.

-2-
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TO

FROM:

SUBJECT:

DEIFCTOfl, FBI

A t AC$ CLEVELAND (157-1189).

CIOUJ7T!*,i'hITt'LLIGZI7Ct,*PROGRAMJ
ILA-CJZ TATIOULLISOTs' - IM'ii GTIOUPS
11fIA I'TLT~GIC

DATE: C/2/70

a- hes advised that ~ leader ofthe Block No~tionl st .Prty for Sel ~aIezu Ic is also
kno.m n-W the Afro Set, is receiving a grant of $20,,000 which
rmonce" ir corning fromn the CoundU. Churcbel-0and Cleveland Row

qi i :61i. rm~nl.cipaJ. Lurid. Arc- din~t- to records modec public, thic

JTiH rI PO'.10inclit zt r'i oy' v t. tLi ; a rrri o7Clcv,2and
torh~ii tl)USC

o? r the actual recipient of tv
non,,,it to b. and the reason it ii beirP'
pu'dicly annou a ing to the Black Economj

Un~ni~e ~raw~ f tv~ 1~cre pblicity such an unnour
i~y~~1 .~nr~tcit, the new.- mier L nr'piiblic e!1arrrser

mirltcoise tic Ctincil Churches orA ]Clevel.nnd Dow.;alont
Mayor CARlL.S T0IUjo

3ource stated that the committee driven to dicg
thn.-narunds racafls the prior ettaclhs made on M~ayor CAMJ

I;YrOiZ1.fsZ bctzu.-e o*.."thle d ar:J ; Cleveland Now funds

-)no ia ~Zortynzo-ni~, accordinG to sou)tr(
cn~oyc 7 iioclo h-1pCro. ivniipa.,qiiasi u.inicl

an6pivfltc funds in the pant and it is 14elt -'-v t ir thl
inl'orartion %-ere,Pn'ecd'bo an established source atrionrt

I IV z rdis thrri; thli i'-lt, sarve to rdeter Titure Ifvndii

t t-1Vc n1Iw :SlI'eO'rrs: ~dtoMae Ltircrtu -or
LVtc...1.Plrdice-e ttbr~jtthi5J c't1oIl it- Vollox.ed.

2 -Cli.-l.Clanid-

(4) - ?3k&?ORta??r COTAIEM 4190
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DIRSCTOR, FBI (100-448006) DAM 5/26/10

N INEAPUL S(157-i438) (P')

C(JUNTJSIt 1NTSLEGEN'CiS 1'I1(RAI
LLACK N*ATWNAL1:;T - lIfTE Gh1K.UPS

Re Minneapolis letter to Director dated1/2'0/70;
Bureau letters to Minneapolis 3/17/7( and 3/18/70 j4

Th. 4/18/70 issue of "The Llackc Panther" nerwsj-riper,
Volum., IV No. 20, contained the article which is captioned
mid~ iridt; vwq f ul Was: "The Liack I-anther. 1I'arty is .4
l'eojplc 's I rty'.

VT): 1;

(j1

"n
in,
wi L
Pa"n
de'll

"Tbe Black Panther Party is3 getting a bad
3e In the 'Twin Cities' area. Several times
the last few months, people have been robbed
h the thieves sayi;% 'Tell the caps the Black
tberrs did it'. Only a pig would stoop tc1 Such'
th': to slander the Ilirty.

"S~ven though there isil't a Party coffive int) e
'Twin Cities' area, these robberies could be part
of the nationwide attack on- the Party. Here instead
of physical attacks on any organization that,,follows
tbe rP.,rty line (this center) the pigs could be
nssultiauj the Vlnrty throtUgh mntal attacks cn the

people. rhe robberies ivoul'J bring about hIt'.
for the Party. A&nd when vie organize here, people

'In S :111y LI ii.. tu d -itl theld. 'T!' ,: .:4 Ulid I;"an
L43 -tei, i:--quecne, Lbecuse thv, I 1 ': r viLier

NEC-49/ i!~C

acv 'AU &%J---u I::liIig ty Lhey re dtAnZ-: it. That
it: s~Ln~j~ I IJ)L~ TPHl ToiItN (ITlNS An"MA TE,

beware ul poplo claiialiid'toi be Black 1:tiaers in
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the act of robbery. They are not Panthers. They A P.
I are probably fools, or just plain pigs trying to*<:--
Vslander the P'arty. No Panth'3r would do such a

thin;:,. A Vaavtier sreves the j/4.vupe, b1e dwoqn't

Martin Luther King-f'luey V.1'. c.:on
Cowmunity Center
613 Sjlby Avenue
St. Paul, Minnesota 55104
(12-226-4970"'

Tehi:; rarticle.i a direct result of counter
i jtuli ~4It c Livities Uy LhcJ1 ameajl-Yo s Division

diM-.L(-- ;i:,uaijjtiLitse lae.:: n11-nther I arty.

To daitc, aS the bureau Is aware, there
.has been no local chapter of the Mack Panther Party

(LU') set up) in this Division, although from time to
*time corresphlnduflce his taken place between individuals
in. buth H.iflneaj)Glis and St. Paul and LPP JleadquarLers

*rek'-tive to a t csil'le local chlapter.

lMineapulis Division is constantly alert for
*iiifurmuatiuiz concerning anjy BI11 activities and for
counter iIntellijence measures to combat this group.
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UNITED STATES C RNMENT

Memorandum
To :DIRECTOH, FBI (100-448006)

mnom NC, HOUSTON(157-1210) (P)

sayw: COUNTERIN1TELL IGENCE IROGRAMJ
BLACK NATIONALI3TS - HnTE GROUPS
RACL.L INTELLIGENCE)

RellOlet, 3/2/70./'" 'v

DATE: 6/1/70

Operations Under Consideration

to specific counterintelligence operations are
currently under consideration at Houston relative to black
nationalist Prours. .s the Bureau is aware, the only organized
black nationalist group currently in Houston is the !I, which
group remains somewhat stagnant at the present time.

II. Opraions BingEffected

U

III.

As pointed out, informants and ofective law
enforcement have negated attempts by black nationalist
radicals to effectively organize in the Houston area and,
with the exception of the NOI group which has been in Houston
several years, there appears to be no immediate indication
of any black nationalist activity of significance developing
in Houston.

IV. Development of Counterintelligence Interest

There has been no outstanding development in the
Houston Division of counterintelligence nature.

This matter will continue to be given appropriate
attention by the Houston Divisions an -- *.

2 - Bureau ( ALL IRFORRATIOR COINTAI 4 1970
1 - 1101NEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 4

19 EXrEPT WHERE SHOWN
am B .. S ns ond rOTH 9s Payrol Savings P(Aw. BI 7 U.S. Saving; Bmih s arv nts PsI

While Houston has a lack of organized ark
a .it activ v currently is operating

9015Onad 1 0 gal Zaho remain cognizant of
lona as*17ta -onal Atempts and through their rhetoric

ai.- e at ost blacks inclinaltcards radicalism
opinions, much effort on the part of

activelyy terminated at its conception
through the use of these informants.

Tangible Results

I 

I
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UNITED STATES Gwt'MENT

* Memorandum
To

FRo
sujcr:

DIRECTOR, FBI. (100-448006)

SAC, CRARLOTTE (157-6109) (P)

COUNERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

DATE: 5/30/70

Columbia
Re Charlotte letter to Bureau, 2/26/70; and
letter to Bureau, 4/l/70.cos*?3't

. OPERATIONS UNDER CONSIDERATION

Columbia -AfiII1
ggl gfMBvournee so Uienmar Aso 0. c., JinUz-

mation from the testimony before the permanent subcommittee
on investigations of the committee on Government Operat

*~ 4 at))7,.

L r Bureau

WG-4.10 
sysSovings Bonds:

dift :4

mroo Savings Plan
D

/0

i9jco

Agg

m

t a noted that, based on recent information that
had been transferred from New Haven,

Con.ecticut o Winston-Salem, n. C., by the Black Panther
Party (BPP) as a disciplinary measure, the Bureau instructed
New Haven to immediately furnish Charlotte with sufficient
background information to interview and authorized
Charlotte to conduct the interview upon receipt of this
information. The Bureau also directed New Haven to furnish
Charlotte with specific recommendations concern in continua-
tion of counterintelligence measures against in the
event he proves to be uncooperative upon interview. This
interview will be handled and appropriate recommendations
thereafter submitted to the Bureau for further action. Noting
that, according t_________________there is

' neion in the group a ins on-sa em n the fact that
will undoubtedly be the leader upon his arrival,

consideration will be given and recommendations made to
causing further dissension within the group. A!Dolnme10YU:oprbViTAIVM

IPPETN I UNCLASSIFIJl

II. QPERATIONS PEING EFFECEM PD

It-is noted that Bureau Permission wa received for

1

- I

- . - .9. 0 .



CE 157-6109

United states Senate. and also a copy of the newspaper article
from the 1/20/70 edition of the "Durham Morning Herald." a.
Durham C daily newspaper. this was handled by Columbia,
aec was appreciative advising he is making every
effortto ring this information to the attention of officials

in the Episcopal Church. He also indicated that there is a
strong possibility that he will travel to few York City in

the near future to appear before the National Beadquarters of
the Episcopal Church to bring to their attention the "naivety"
that many officials of the Episcopal Church seem to have in
furnishing militants money to operate schools such as the
Malcolm X Liberation University (MU).

Recontacts with "The Charlotte
bserver,"a daily Charlotte N. C., newspaper, determined
m & is continuing to interview mili t Kroes

incl i1ng -uch associates o
However, se on e fac at e

p pear to be havin financial difficulties, he
does not want to publicist t this time. At
the o*** jment, he w 12 comp ete his article concerning

III. ANGIBLE RESULTS

No measurable results have been obtained; however,
it should be noted that, since the reviousl referred to
information was furnished to by the
Columbia Division, no information has been received that
has received additional funds from the Episcopal Church.

I



CE 157-6109

IV. DEVELOPMENTS C..COUNERNTELLIGENCE INITBRS

It was noted in referenced harlotte lett to the
Buradate 2/26/70 tha

for Connecticut, who a that time was res din
In Greensboro, N. C. had announced the formation of a new

oup known as theAouthern Vanguard Revolutionary Party
(svRP), which subsequently caused same consternation among
the BPP members at Winston-Salem, N. C. An article appeared
in .- O issue of the BPP Newspaperet ly critical
of otifying the people of activities.
the SVRP has since been dissolved.

4
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'UNITED STATES RNMENT

Memorandum
TO :DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

9RQ* :SAC, PHOENIX (105-2544) (P*)

SUBJECT:COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

ReBuairtel to Albany, 3/4/68.

DA:T 6/1/70 '!?

'I

In connection with above-captioned program, the
following is set forth:

1. Operation Under Consideration

None.

2. Operations Being Effected

None.

'2 - Bureau (M)
1 - Phoenix
CSM :gj ;
(3)

C

Buy EU.S.

REC..40
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I

3. Tangible Results

None.

4. Developments of Counterintelligence Interest

None.
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* UNITED STATES ("#NMENT

Memorandum
TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) . VAmZ: 6/1/-70

. on 1 SAC, SAN DIEGO (100-14192)(P)

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - IIATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(90-DAY PROGRESS LETTER)

Re San Diego letter p Bureau 3/2/70A
Bureau at tel to San.Diego 3/277U',auraq ,irtel to San Diego
3/6/70;"9'an Diegg airtel to Bureau 5/6/10, San Diego airtel to.
Bureau 5/7/704'" Diego airtel to Bureau 5/20/70 Bureau
airtel to San Diego 5/22/70 and Bureau letter to hSan Diego 5/28/70.

I. OPERATIONS UNDER CONSIDERATION

The activities of the Movement for a Democratic
Military (Mhi) and the US organization are being closely
followed to determine any potential for counterintelligence
activity. Requests will be submitted promptly in any potential
situation.

II. OPERATIONS BEING EFFECTED

The distribution of the Bureau-approved business
cards concerning RON KARENGA has been effected. To date, .0

however, no tangible results have been observed aside from
the fact that racial informants have reported that the cards
are a topic of conversation throughout the black community.

The Bureau-approved anonymous notes have been mailed
to v v fthe[S organization concerning the fact
tha is going t* * *
actii >oi spect Ac rs issued by
when he participated in the murder of SYLVESTER BELL.

Io
Bureau (AM) (REGISTERED)

2 - San Diego REC-109. IgU
RLB: bef P,0

(4). IJUN 3

AtLL INFORMATION CONTAINED
0V 6JN. HEREIN iS UNCLASSIFIED
' " -. EXCEPT WHERS SHOWN

M

OTHERWISE.

I



SD 100-14192

Bureau-approved anonymous notes concerning
desire to reorganize and become the local BPO

ptanhave also been ailed. No tangible results
concerning either of the above activities have been noted. j

m

The Bureau-approved caricatures have been forwarded
to the Los Angeles and San Francisco Divisions. However,
those offices have reported no tangible results concerning the
distribution thereof.

III. TANGIBLE RESULTS

On 3/-1/7n-.nioth~tor wn 1vceived from
____the Union Carbide

Corporation, concerning a previously Bureau-approved letter
sent to the Union Carbide Corporation objecting to the
financial e to the BPP of one of their
employees, The letter indicated that
Union Carb * made it a policy not to become
iLvolved in personal matters of their employees unless
such activity had an adverse affect upon that particular
employee's performance.

IV. DEVELOPMENTS OF COUNTERINTELLIGENCE INTEREST

As the Bureau is aware, there is no longer a
BPP in existence in the San Diego Division. Neither have
there been any apparent attempts at reorganizing the party..
On the contrary, San Diego no longer receives any support
from the BPP in Oakland, nor are the BPP newspapers sent to
San Diego for sale and/or distribution.

The US organization has, for all practical purposes,
remained dominant and the only activities participated in by
members of this organization are those which are considered
as being black cultural in nature.

The high level of student unrest on the various
campuses throughout the area has completely overshadowed
any activities on the part of black nationalists at this time.

. -2-
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UNITED STATE GOVERNMENT ,

Memorandum
T . IRECOR FBI (100-448006)

a'ACCHICAGO (157-2209) (P)

VATSm: 6/1/70

maJar: COUNTER INTELLIGENCE..PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS
MACIAF INTELLIGENCE "

Re Chicago letter dated 3/3/70 (quarterly
progress).

Set forth herewith is the periodic progress
letter concerning captioned matter.

I. OPERATIONS UNDER CONSIDERATION

The Bureau has previously advised that it
would be sufficient to note dates on which letters have
been submitted in captioned matter, regarding counter--
intelligence proposals concerning the Black Panther Party
(BPP) for the period covered by the quarterly letter.

Since the date of referenced letter, these
letters have been submitted as follows: 5/13/70. 5/28/70.

Chicago continues to analyze the available current
information regarding local BPP activity in a continuing .
effort to determine what, if any, such information may be 6f
assistance in the development of a counterintelligence effort.
The BPP continues to be considered the focal point for
counterintelligence.

II, and III. OPERATIONS BEING EFFECTED AND
TANGIBLE RESULTS OBTAINED

Reference has previously been made to the
specific counterintelligence actions initiated by Chicago.
'No information has been received reflecting tangible
results of these actions. / / ,

Bureau (RU) C
Chicago I" JN $'i970

4w 157-12914
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PCO 157-2209

Chicago has also continued to advise local
authorities of instances where BPP members appear
vulnerable to arrest on local charges.

Information has regularly been disseminated
by Chicago to other Bureau offices for local dissemination
in instances where Chicago BPP members have traveled else-
where. Prior knowledge of the presence of BPP members in
their areas has been of value in alerting local authorities
to the potential for violence that their presence represents.

IV. DEVELOPMENTS OF COUNTERINTELLIGENCE INTEREST

There are no current developments concerning the
Illinois Chapter of the BPP which would appear to have
reasonable potential for counterintelligence activity. -

Regarding the remainder of local Black Nationalist
groups and individuals, their activities are fragmented
and limited. Chicago continues to follow such activities
in the event information is developed which would indicate
a counterintelligence effort would appear to have reasonable
potential.

4
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UNITED STATES C is NMENT

Memorandum
TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-

ROM1 - SAC, MIAMI (157-2414

sutJEmr: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE

448006)

4) (P)

PROGRAM

S .DAT :5/28/70

BLACK NATIONALIST - BATE GROUPS

Re Miami progress letter dated 2/20/70.

Since submission of referenced letter, it has.
been determined the Afro-American Culture Society, Inc.
(AACSI) has become defunct. The Black Afro Militant
Movement (BAMM), however, remains active and is the only
active black militant group within the Miami Division.

I. Operations Under Consideration

* intelligent
tendencies
BAMM.

The Miami Division is considering a counter-
2ce r around the reported homosexual

of- the driving force behind

II. Operations Being Effected

Bureau authority has been granted to furnish
public source information to a Miami television station
and to assist that television station in producing an
expose documentary on BAMM.

The Miami Division is also assisting investiga-
tion by'a state grant bureau, Trough the local police
department, in its investigation of black militantbgifi
the Miami area. This activity may well assist in a
breakup of BAMM,

ALL TNORMATION CONTAIN.
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

(02 Breau RK) EXCEPT WHERE SHOWN1 - Miami CTILMLSHOWN
JC:s 11 o
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MM 157-2414

The Miami Division continues Its interview
program of Black Nationalists, including BAMM and the
NOI.members, and whenever possible, these interviews
are used for counterintelligence benefits.

III. Tangible Results

Miami's intensive interview program of members
of the AACSI in all likelihood was a strong factor in
the breakup of that organization.

IV. Developments of Counterintelligence
Interest

None

-2- *1



Transmit the following in

Date: 5/28/70

.1(Type ia plotstess or code) " I,--

'AIRTEL AIR MAIL (REGISTERED) -"'
. ~(Pnriy) 4/

I ------ - - - --------- - - - --
I .*

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) totA~
FROM*) SC SANFRANCISCO (157-601)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE~-

Counterintelligence in the San Francisco Division
under above-captioned program at present is limited to the
Black Panther Party (BPP). Following is the counterintelli-
gence activity of the San Francisco Office since submission
of last letter, 2/26/70:

1) Photostats of Anti-Zionist articles appear
"The : .a *.'. .- * .- -wn..- . .' **e to

or fo arding
-to * *A *N ', 'ew 'or con uc or who ad allegedly
contributed money to the BPP.

also furnished
Women of San

a actions.Francisco,

3) A nymous letter was forwarded
of San Francisco concerning the destruc

of proper y y e BPP at a residence they had rented.
.was the owner of a dwelling in San Francisco that.was c
verted into a BPP pad. ,,-,.9-/ ., z

4) Public Source information concerning the BPP wac
furnished to the San Francisco Anti-Defamation

League on 3/9/70 and as a result they cancelled a schedule
speech by DAVID HILLIARD, BPP functionary.

2 bureauu (RM).bI
- San Francisc h

-aLI. P-- HAT I OPONTAXWMhAVorA 1407t1

Approved:
Speeal Agent in Charge

BFtEIN is WCLAssi?14
_XCPTPq r .t~
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SF 157-601

5) On 3/26/70 and 4/16/70, cartoons ridiculing the
BPP were mailed to four BPP Community Centers in

the San Francisco area and on 5/1/70 a further set of cartoons
were mailed to five Community Centers in the area. These
cartoons had been prepared by the San Diego Division.

6) Probably the most effective counterintelligence
move during the quarter was the mailing of an

anonymous letter ftom Canada to ELDRIDGE CLEAVER, Minister of
Information of the BPPfin Algeria. The letter was mailed at
the time CONNIE MATTHEWS, Scandinavian representative of the
RPP, was in Canada and was apparently received by CLEAVER as
bona fide and may have resulted in the expulsion of several
'BPP members in Europe.

7) The aforementioned matter was followed up by the
preparation by the San Francisco Division of a

further letter mailed to DAVID HILLIARD, Chief of Staff of the
BPP, apparently signed by CONNIE MATTHEWS and mailed from
Paris, France, whenshe was there. The letter prepared was
critical of CLEAVER and although the BPP has received denials
from MATTHEWS that she posted the letter, they have not
suspected the FBI, but apparently believed the letter was
prepared by other individuals in Euron- w *- -c* nected
with the BPP, possib1i



Enclosed is original of letter vhich was enclosed
with reairtel. Copy of this letter encloseJ to San Francisco
for information.

NOT.7.:
of the Bla rcanther newspapr in Philauelphia, v expelled r

the Black Panther Party P15/19/70. Philadelphia being authori:

NOTz CONTINUED PAGE TWO /tni



'binq

Airtel to SAC,-Philadelphia
COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(BLACK PANTHER PARTY)
100-448006

U

U

NOTE CONTINUED:

to send letter to Black Panther Party headquarters bearing
excellent facsimile of Pinkett's signature, accusing members
of Philadelphia Black Panther Party of misappropriating
food, clothing and drugs collected for poor children. These
accusations are all true and it is hoped disruption of
Black Panther Party chapter'in Philadelphia wIll result.

-2 -
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Date: 5/20/70
I
I

Transmit tW followingn (
(Type in plased- or code)J

Via AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL
(Pricvicy)

............................................................... L-----------

.

. J

L App

Approi

TO

FRI

Sul

ION

OBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-48006)

SAC, PHILADELPHIA (157-2371)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL MATTERS - BLACK PANTHER PARTY

Enclosed for the Bureau are two copies of a letter
which this office proposes as a counterintelligence suggestion.

The attention of the Bureau is directed to the
issue of "The Black Panther," dated 5/19/70. On Page 14 is
an article reflecting the expulsion from the Philadelphia
Chapter of JONATHAN DEVAN PINKETT, former Distribution
Manager of the Panther newspaper in Philadelphia. Philadelphia' 1
proposes that the enclosed letter from PINKETT be sent to
National Headquarters to explain the reason for his recent
failure to satisfy the Philadelphia Black Panther Party
hierarchy. The Bureau is aware of PINKETT's background,
noting particularly his arrest by the FBI in December 1969,
for violation of the Selective Service Act.

It is felt that forwarding this letter to the
Black Panther Party could well result in serious disruption
of the leadership in Philadelphia. The writer of the 5/19/70
article used the name, NUMIA. As the A - - -tbis

of Philadelphia subjects
ho has been reported to have to

iona quarters. -COOK i* familiar with the first names

2 - Bureau (100-448006) (Ends. - 2 (RegisteredPra{
3 - Philadelphia 1-157-2371)
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H PH :157-2371

and aliases used in PINKETT's letter.
Philadelphia members result, it would
has been misuse of food and clothing,
recently reported use of marijuana by
in the letter.

(

Should interrogation of
be ascertained that there
and Philadelphia sources
the Individuals named

I

-2-
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The signature of PINKETT is considered an excellent
facsimile and should withstand any scrutiny by potential
readers. Philadelphia feels that a timely response to the
Black Panther Party news article could be of great value
toward causing dissension in the Philadelphia Black Panther
Party ranks and disrupting organizational efforts in kennsylvania.



STfONL~ IEADCu1AJ PLS VLACK PANTIES PARTY

vilt","FR F1:0,7111111111111111
Pork~Iuyv Celli' ______

ALL POA'ER1 10 T1E PEOLr**ALL PO.En TO TIE P.EVOLUTIO1ARY VANGUARD***

RIGHT N01 HIlEY ANDT OPPY AND WE CENTRAL COTMITEE***OFF TIB M

P1TLY*DELPH Df1OC DECEIVRS*n .

I told tno aPnck Pantnor Party Inst August I came to
it to find PolitIc1l11170 bOctsuao I nad ben politically dead.
I beliovo in tnt principles of tho Prck Ponthur Porty. 7urougn
Ruoy and Pobby I nevo becoe politically olive nnd navo come to
the conclusion only through the pooplo's revolution oan can
pour bn rostorod-to tno mosses and takon from the hands of the
racist pity oprousor.

I h avn .orknd for tno party because I bolieved in it
and 11r , ability to brinr power to tne peoplu, to uducait themn aFnd

sUrVe. I ;Ecn T;e Plack Punttior Irtico Na.y IL; say I worked
tinni1lin;' t'o paper, education thi people and nolping put ouIt
tnoe PVnter proproms . Put th'o rust o1 your article is a pir
deceiving lie. uoy and "obby rnd PDvid end Eldrides deaFrvu to
know, 1Turti:a only knows unutu opgio tells nim. Aak him i. I didrfs.
got busted by t.i 1uCoderal pipn in Philly bcacuso I rorusod so
d.inobsy PIick Pantner rulu 46. Wnnt I do rvuse tth is to
sceceCt dec*-tpt unnu it t do o tin the. nme of the p'erty, I will not
contains to nck f'ov rood to rued tiunrry chliIdrun and tnon u1s1G it
for no rand miy frience. I wont tsk for clotrie for cold n.b!r:,d blacks
and otlersr rnrd t'van tske ncn for iycottl coun;o itt; btter inn

wnat I pot on. The ' p3opl'" n**vo given drot'c ind medications
to holp th', n.cdy r'nd tc-n rind out thu Pontiurn use tstem to Los
nilh or roll tour. For tno money. Tnoi rled:. Fanthor Pnrty in
Pnitudelphrt is too .pip, "tno rout depravod traduccr." Ilvoy nnd
Potby are docatved and eno pip doportment aslts brck: a1 n oInka
its f1o. Ask Poto W iny thOori plre always know uWrnt were doing;
tnd wn**rc It.- .unppraninin navouce. Ar ii.n wayn PIt' Fu'c and hi
iood p PIz.zo .let JTuni brin nill tn)t 1ra:n to thea office so

n". Vontr.' , N Pr-tiot rndcolo tind Stretchi and Thfrold can blow trietr
mlinds. Pkyt.11 Prui.on uh 1-at 0 *.ted up Ly too pi or dzoinr

party wozrk uwn3 no told futriu to anove it.

You enrck ijt 'nd1 t:onnt tull m1e who should be trno Ponthor.

OPF IL PTO
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UNITED STAG E.RNMENT

Memorandum
to TO : Director, FBI (100;-448006) . 6-1-70

SAC, Kansas City (100-12448) (PC)

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
BLACK PANTHER PARTY

90-DAY PROGRESS LETTER

Re Kansas City letter, 3-2-70, to Bureau.

There is no pertinent information to report,
- as the Kansas City, Missouri Black Panther Party (BPP)

Chapter became practically inactive in early April 1970,
and was disbanded about 4-20-70 (confirmed thereafter in
various issues of The Black Panther newspaper).

The Bureau has been advised of the defunct
Kansas City, Missouri BPP Chapter's replacement by a
local group, known as Sons of Malcolm.

02 B ureau <an>
Kansas City

HKJ:mlb
(4) V
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UNITED STATES *NMENT

Memora utum
To DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006). DATa: 5/88/70

mom 'SAC* CHICAGO (157-2209) (P)

SUj : COUNTER-INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST HATE GROUPS
RACIAL'INTELLIGENCE
BaCK PANTHER PARTY (BPP) '

Re Bureau airtel to Chicago,. 5/15/70.

The referenced airtel instructed recipient
offices to submit a counter-intelligence proposal
concerning "The Black Panther," the Black Panther Party
(BPP) newspaper.

Chicago suggests that consideration be given to
the possibility of printing a page of the newspaper which
could be substituted into the paper during transit from
California prior to the papers being picked up by the
local BPP members at the airport.

This page could contain material which vould be
critical of local BPP policy and personnel, including
threats to expell local members and a call for realignment -
of the local chapter.

Preliminary inquiry at O'Hare International
Airport, Chicago, indicates that it is possible to obtain
access to shipments of the Panther paper under secure
conditions.

The above is being submitted for the Bureau's
consideration.

No action will be taken by Chicago without Bureau
approval. i gREC-51 ,g.

(2t- Bureau (Ri)0,
1I- San Francisco ,'(157-601) (Info) (RM) * *.,-
3 - Chicago .. ''

1 - 157-1291 (BPP) " 'JUN 2.1910
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UNITED STATES (NMENT

Meonnrndum
I

SA..L'IVI ~UOI&.40q*uu

DIRBCTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: MAY.28, 19704 OSAC,10BILE (157-2578) (F)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

Re Mobile letter to Bureau, l3/4/70.4,70/

1) Operations Under Consideration

None. There have been no Black Nationalist groups
under investigation in the Mobile Division until very recently
when the Nation of Islam (NOI) started active groups in Mobile
and Dothan, Alabama. Investigations of these two groups to
date, indicates that they are small in number and there has
been no information developed indicating that they have
participated in or planned any acts of violence.

In connection with the investigation of these groups,
the Counterintelligence Program is being considered and any
suggestions developed will be separately submitted to the Buream.

2) Operations Being Effected

None.

3) TangleResults

None.

4) Developments of Counterintelligence Interest

None.

REC-5I
2 Bureau (RM) REC...
2 - Mobile
JTB:jh 170 JUN 2 09
(4)
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UNITED STATES RNMENT

Memora adum
To . DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FROM : (J AC, OMAHA (157-272) (P)

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRA
BLACK NATIONALIST - BATE G
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

2/27/70. sRe quarterly letter s

1. Operations under

2. Operations being

ReBureau airtel d
pro * * * ***
Ing ffsenito :*ea q
anonymous phone c

3. Omaha is unaware
results from thev
call.

4. Developments of c
interests

- 2"- Bureau (RM)
2 - Omaha
DMH:erb
(4) REC-5 1 / 0

n*-P.

. N17 1970 .
Bay U.S. Savings Bonds Regu4

iATa: 5/29/70
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ubmitted In captioned program,

consideration
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ated 4/3/70.
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Memorandum
10 .DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) D ,71/70 .

rno I ,CLEVELAND (157-1189) (P).

SUBJECT:OUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELIGENCE

Re Cleveland letter to Bureau, dated 2/27/70, cautioned
as above; Bureau letter to Cleveland, cationed as abover and
also captioned, "DLAC1K PANTHER PARTY, Cweland Division -
RACIAL I-JATTER." /1..,-

OPERATIONS UNDER CONSIDERATION

Latter referenced letter pointed out that the
Cleveland Chanter of the Ilational Committee to Combat Facism
(NCCF) is according to informant coverage and other intelligence

. data, experiencing a qreat deal of strife amon th adershin
Information was further pointed up indicating that
who apparently had been e

13PP s 'pitted against
all of whom are curren y oacer
tivity in Cleveland. San Francisco sources haveindicated
is fighting his expulsion from the BPP and is apparently

ato resume a leadership role in the NCCF at Cleveland.

Cleveland remained alert to these developments with
an eye to possible utilization under the counterintelligence
program to disrupt the activities of the NCCF.

Cleveland evaluated the overall picture of the NCCF/RPP
leadership in the liqht of possible counterintelligence activity
based on the above information from San Francisco sorces as
well as sources i ela e nortinq on this nroup. It was
felt that because was the leader of the group in
Cleveland and is 11 - Oma intelligence and incapable of
effective organization, it was better to have him in command than t
seek permission to employ disruotive counterintelligence activity
whic hiate in the elevation of an individual, other
than qht be more effective in leading the
organ za K.Y,

(62) Bureau (Rle:) EC-89ALL INFOrATION CONTAm JU14 2 19702 Cleveland RMEINIS UNCLASSIFIED
4#Pl*:CEPT WNERE SHOWN .....
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Cleveland is continuing to remain alert for any .
developments which miqht lend themselves toeffective counter.-
intellinence action ani should any present themselves Cleveland
will forward same to Bureau for consideration.

OPERATIONS BEING EFFECTED

At the present time Cleveland does not have any
approved counterintelligence operations being effected.

TANGIBLE RESULTS

No tangible results have been achieved by Cle'dand
under this program since the submission of referenced letter.

DCVELOPMENTS OF COUNTERINTELLIGENCE INTEREST

IV S

rt
A reliable source has advised that $20,000 in funds fro

"Cleveland Now" and Council of Churches funds reportedly earmarked
for the Black Economic Union (BEU) was in fact covertly directed
to the co o e Afro-Set a Local Black Nationalist group
headed by

Cleveland is orenaring a separate communication to the
Bureau requesting permission to "leak" this information to a
firmly established, reliable member of the news media.

-2--
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UNITED STATES C VMENT

Memorandum
TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FROM :% C, BIRMINGHAM (100-5492)(P*)

sujEmr: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

ReBusirtel to Albany, 3/4/68.

DATE: 5/28/70

ReBuairtel instructs a 90-day progress letter
be submitted using.the following captions:

1. Operations Under Consideration

Birmingham does not have at present any counter-
intelligence operation under consideration.

2. Operations Being Effected

Birmingham does not have at present any counter-
intelligence operation in the process of execution.

3. Tangible Results

None

4. Developments of Counterintelligence Interest

I

AIrsy ICtL CrtIF A lol
IUfZFY:'-''"CSE U

T N 4. *,-,.U

1970

ovings Bonds Regulary en thr Pyroll

I
I

Other than Muhammad's Mosque, Nation of Islam,
Birmingham does not have any organizations of the Black
Nationalist - Hate Group type.

The course of affairs at Muhammad's Mosque,
Nation of Islam, Birmingham, 1s being followed and should
any potential for a counterintelligence operation develop,
recommendations will be made.

S(a)- Bureau (RM)
1 - Birmingham
RSM:cap
(3)
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UNITED STATES (NMENT

Memorandum
To DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DAT: 5/28/70

WROM : A 00, NEWARK (100-49654) (P)

mager: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST -HSATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

Re Newark letter to Bureau 2/27/70.("'

I* OPERATIONS UNDER CONSIDERATION

Newark has no operations under consideration at thi
time.

II. OPERATIONS BEING EFFECTED

No operations are being effected at the present tim

III. TANGIBLE RESULTS

Tangible results cannot be directly attributed to
any specific counterintelligence operations effected based on
information presently available.

IV. DEVELOPMENTS OF COUNTERINTELLIGENCE INTEREST

s

e.

The major development since the submission of referenced
letter has been the return of the BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP) to
Jersey City, N.J., in early April, 1970, with the opening of a
BPP Headquarters at 93 Summit Avenue, Jersey City, N.J., which
they promptly began to "fortify." About the same time, the
building housing the BPP Headquarters in New Brunswick, N.J.,
was condemned by the city, and approximately three BPP members
from New Brunswick have joined the Jersey City BPP group.

BPP activity at the present time is concentrated in
Atlantic City, Newark, and Jersey City, NJ.; however, the BPP
while meeting in these areas has been relatively quiet in recent
weeks, a., #A

2 - Bureau
1 - Newark
AGO:aas
(3)
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N.7 100-49654

As mentioned in referenced letter, the YOUNG LORDS
ORGANIZATION formed a chapter in Newark In February, 1970.
They have been meeting at 75 Park Avenue, Newark; however,
the number attending meetings has been small and indicates
this group does not have too much significance at this time.

Newark will remain alert to any counterintelligence
possibilities.

4L4
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UNITED STATES 00V,.MN

Memorandum
TO D I 'ECTOn, FI)I (ILO0-443006)

FROM :S.ICV COLUMB3IA (100-324) (P*)

DATE: 5-28-70- .

SUPC:COUNTER INTELLIGErmnCim IGflA
LhLJCJv ? ? IT IOiLIST - IHATE GROUPS

1'%ACI :tL INTE LLIGENCE

fleColesto Bureau, e4 70i and 4-1-70.

1, GUMITAPRY OF CIIAIGES S1lHCE REFERENCED LETTERS

None.

The follrwin!T are known Black Nationaorlist Groups
it South) Carolina. Lll are connected with educational
institutions e;%,cept the NOI:

1. Mlac%: Awarenoss Coordinating Committee (J3AcC)o
Snuth Carolina State College (GC=C), Orangeburg, S. C.

2. D.4CC, Voorhee:; College, Denmiark, S. C.

r. r,'so eiat ion of Afro-American Students (AAA'IS), 'I
University of South Carolin. (USC), Columibia, S. C.

IU'.

1. The 1101I 1Jo-;qtlno, which is currently'be iiig
cowitructed at the corner ol± surrey fSltreet and Coloninl Drive,
Colu'hin, 3S. C., J.,. now :;chodculcd for opening. in -Septc~mbcr, 1070.

1- Clinrloctte (5-1 (Info') (1110)
I- Celul
PIIA: rat
(4)

In!)in l tV7

j. 7 FOlA I l *

Bu) U.S. Saoving Bends RegulIdry o en h Atrel S.vuixl Plu

I,A

4. Student Loague for Black Identity (3L1),
Clemson Univer';ity, Clci.sonp S. C. (not active),

S. NatiLonlof Is Lim 101o).

11. CPER1ATIOI1S UNDET4l CONlSIDEMITION
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CO 100-324

Columbia is following the construction of this Mosque which
is being done by the Broth r uilders a construction firm
owned by the NOl minister, and it has been
determined that the Mosque T7* **- * worked on when the
firm has nothing else to do. Columbia will request permission
from the Bureau to contact appropriate inspectors to insure
that the building codes are being complied with,

2. a local independent Black
Nationalist mt an, bas *en1iWnerviewed by Special Agents
of the FBI, and his investigation has been closed since it
was determined by the interview that be is not agreeable to
furnishing any information to the Bureau, and investigation
has determined that he has no following nor is it believed
that he is connected with any organization that advocates
violence.

III. OPERATIONS BEING EFFECTED

1. It has previously been reported that the
Episcopal Church has given the Malcolm X University, Durham,

information. The purpose of this s ry to prevent the
Episcopal Church from furnishing financial aid to militant
groups such as the Malcolm X University. It was recently
observed in the 5-9-70 edition of the "Afro-American," a
newspaper published in Baltimore, Maryland, that LEON E.
NODESTE, Director of the Episcopal Churches' three year old
program to assist poor and powerless minorities to help
themselves, planned a network of youth groups which could be
tied in with the General Convention Special Program (GCSP)
of the Episcopal Church funded programs and with such
national organizations as the Black Stud~ent Union and the
Student Organization for Black * *=) This article
was called to the attention of and he advised
that he had learned that the a an a u ents at Voorbees
College, Denmark, S. C., had recently requested of the

2
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CO 100-324

Episcopal Church through LEON MODESTE, the sum of $49,000.
Dr. MODESTE did not know the purpose of this money; however.
he advised that he was doing everything in his power to -
prevent the church from granting this request. A copy of'-:
the above article from the"Afro-American" is attached to this
letter for information.

SHE s recently
HOWv * .. A * Ma*y of the high school

students, both black and white, including black students
from the University of S. C., to her home to discuss the
racial situation at educational institutions and also to
merely have a good time. She hopes that the information she
develops from these group meetings will eventually help
prevent racial problems on the campuses.

3. Columbia continues to maintain extremely close
contact with officials of educational institutions who are
established sources and in positions of authority so that
they will be aware of any activities on the part of potential
extremist groups and/or extremist individuals.

IV. TANGIBLE RESULTS

None known, however, to date no money has been
given to the militant students at Voorbees College.

V. DEVELOPMENTS OF COUNTERINTELLIGENCE INTEREST

None.

3
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THE AFRO*AAERICAN
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*Church aims'.
at fighting
repression

NEW YORK - The Gen-
er al Convention Special
Program of the Episcopal
Church is seeking to ex-
pand its work In three new
directoaa - building re-.
gional coalitions. upi

infg local and sational ef1-
forts to combat growing
repression and initiating
experiments In. the edura*
tion of black and brown
youngsters.

These plans wer. de-
scribed in a report by Iys_
E.Modeste, director of the
church'st hree-year-old pro.
gram to assist poor and
jowerless minorities to

elp themselves- a pro-
ec which was Inaugura-

ted In 1967.
The growing repression.

fie said, includes "those
actions. sanctions. ant
other coercive interventions
that are used against the
poor and powerless to va-
dermine their struggle.

Such repression is Do ar-
bitrary, bruta!, and de-
humar.iling use of pewe*
by la w enforcement
agencies, the courts, while
,vigilantes. and eves busih
aess ard industry to in*.n. .
tain a racist society."

. "7 remala s lent at this
time." the report conln-
tased, *would be to ac*

quiesee to evil, and we
weld be guilty of complic.
Ity by defeat in the eyes of
those 4we are trying to sup-
port."

. In education, tr. Nol.
este s'es a seed for devel.
CVpn new institutions for
teaching minority group

oungsters and an o*or.
treaty for the GSP.
through Its field work to
disseminate Information
and stimulate new expert

. aents. . 1 .

I'' *.ii'~

* * . ..~*

* * *

Also planned. te said. Ii
a network of youth groups

which could be tied in w:h
GCSP-Iunded programs and
with such national organ.
izations as the 'MBk S1*
dent Union and thljbSjft 
Qd a R ation ftor 1 e k

During IM the CCSP ad-
Ministered 54 regular
grans. totalling $1,212.667,
and 29 emerncncy g:onts.
totalling $Lft.432. tey.
went to community groups
Involved In community or-
ganization, community con-
tro 11 ed economic devel.

p meant, cultural and
educationa! programs. par.

ticipation Ia coalitions,
housing organizations,
trainlag, Indian organ*.
izational work and youth-
run organizing programs.

S.*
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""U1'ITED STATES O .JNMENT

Memorandum
: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

SAC, SACRAMENTO (100-894)(P)

. OUNTERINTELLICENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST -KRATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

j

Ans: 5/28/70

ReSCIet to Bureau, 2/27/70.Avis

The overall black nationalist movement remains
unchanged from the situation at the time of relet.

1) OPERATIONS UNDER CONSIDERATION

Inasmuch as organized Black Panther Party (BPP)
activity continues to be nearly nonexistent, opportunities
for a meaningful counterintelligence program in the
Sacramento Division are extremely limited. The Nation of
Islam (NOI) continues to hold meetings but they sImpact
on the community is negligible.

Recently seven Negroes. four of vhicb-h4ve been
or are connected with BPP activities in Sacramentorwere
arrested on charges of conspiracy to commit auider in
connection with the shooting death of a Sacrameit'police
officer a few weeks ago. Consideration is bei , given to
anonymously making known to the local news media the fact
that these individuals who allegedly conspired in this
murder were connected with the BPP. Specific mention could
be made to the ft to of the individuals arrested
was formerly an artist for
the newspaper t Beac ant er", and author of the
"Black Panther Coloring Book", a vicious collection of
drawings showing violence against policemen. As soon as a
definite plan is forall'fted,'edf JPyr shed
the Bureau for cons14dritn.

RC .IS -8111970
(Z..) bureau (R')
2 - Sacramento
WGK: epg
(4)
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SC 100-894

2) OPERATIONS BEING EFFECTED

None

3) TANGIBLE RESULTS

None

4) DEVELOPMENTS OF COUNTERINTELLIGENCE INTEREST

None

I



UNITED STATES GC4NMENT

Memorandum.
TO DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM

SUBJECT

(loo-448006) DATE: 5/2670O

' BALTIMORE (157-2520)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

Re Baltimore letter, 4/160/70.Al/1Ii

1. Operations Under Consideration

Baltimore has recently opened an R-PROB case for
the purpose of obtaining membership coverage in the Black
Panther Party (BPP). The individual under consideration
is in a position to join the BPP. It is planned that he
will be utilized to disrupt any programs instituted by
the BPP, specifically to make inoperative a mimeo machine
which has been used to produce BPP propaganda. This
individual appears to have the type background and mentality
which would make him suitable for such assignment.

2. Operations Being Effected

Recently, a feud developed betwee
former prominent mber rntrepreneur

re, andSoul School.
attempt om .an narco cs activity

an publicly denied the charges. Since that time, the
Bal tore Office has arranged for anonymous phone calls to

e ade to individuals who are known to be associated with
in his business and financial interests. These calls

'WFL1iade to ** * -** build up the feud existing
between

//

4i

is known to have wide-spread influence in
both the upper and lower strata in the Negro commu
Baltimore. Confidential sources have advised tha
popularity has dropped in the Negro community anda
attendance and activity in the Soul School has diminished.

Bureau (REGISTERED MAI . *7 .1 /7
-oBaltimore C-23 ..... / ,W. *

JJG:Jtk
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pA 157-2520

According to confidential sources le are fearful of
reprisal by unknown associates of if they participate
in Soul School activity.

3. Tangible Results

It is felt that lack of activity at the Soul
.ge degree to the feuding between

and anonymous calls will continue to be
ma *e o* p s feuding going.

4. Development of Counterintelligence Interest

The BPP at the present time is without any strong
leadership in Baltimore and it is felt that through
development of R-PROB recently opened that effective
-counterintelligence will be accomplished in this regard.

2
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SAC, Richmond (105-5096)

Director, FBI (100-448006)

Jne 8, 1970

1-

0OUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(NATIONAL COMMITTEE TO COMBAT
FASCISM - RICHNDND DIVISION)

ReRHlet 5/28/70.

Referenced letter advanced suggested action indicating
an aggressive imaginative approach to this program. Suggested
action is not being approved since distribution of posters,
leaflets, or handbills having fictitious dates and locations
for the appearance of BPP members in that area would furnish
considerable free publicity to the National Committee to Combat
Fascism (NCCF).

Such publicity could focus the attention of'.persons
on the NCCF who otherwise would not become aware of its
existence. The NCCF has had little succe.a to ate in becoming
organized in Richmond. Therefore, it is felt its development
should be closely followed and other methods of disrupting its
activities submitted to the Bureau.

WCP:ekie

NO0TZ: BPP members in Washington, D. C., have indicated an
interest in the formation of the NCCF chapter in Richmond.
Tentative arrangements are being made.!for
BPP members to appear at a rally. Referenced Richmond let
suggested distributing literature with fictitious dates..and
locations for the appearance of.the BPP members thereby de-

- creasing the attendance at their actual appearance.IL-I -C~MOM~n

Couued
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* UNITED STATES -O04MENT

Memorandum
rO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) nAn: 5-28-70 .

mom : .SAC , RICHMOND (105-5096) -P-

SUBJECr: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

Re Richmond letter to Bureau, 2-27-70.

in being taken out of circulation.

a SUGGESTED COUNTERINTELLIGENCE ACTION

As the Bureau is aware, an attempt is being made to
organize a National Committee to Combat Facism (NCCF) in Rich-
mond, Va., and in this regard, organizers are planning to have
Black Panther speakers come to Richmond to talk at public.
meetings in support of the Richmond NCCF. Past experience has
indicated that handbills and/or posters are distributed prior
to such events in order to advertise them.

In a recent case reported to the Bureau under the cap-
tion "BLACK RALLY, MONROE PARK TO SHOW CONCERN OF OPRESSED
BLACK PEOPLE, RICHMOND. VA., 5-21-70. lMj o00: JiicIgmond filer'.g suz~ r~l

.... 0 . * * litC~x 1 T .. 0 .a

. 2 -- Bureau (Registered Mail riE.INTsus: asraqY Richmond EX CEPT WHERE SHOWS

1- 157 2MLC-23
(5)lnmJUN 2 17D
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RH 105-5096

I

157-2988, posters were distributed advertising said rally; how-
ever the rally did not materialize. With the foregoing in -'
mind and reflecting on the moral of AESOP's "The Shepherd Boy"
who frequently ieed wolf when there was no wolf, Richmond
believes that the distribution of handbills and/or posters
advertising the bogus appearance of Black Panther speakers
will hopefully result in a reduced number of people showing up
for a real meeting to gain support for the ACCF. Such hand-
bills and/or posters could be distributed on an irregular basis
about once every two weeks. Distribution could be done late at
night and thereby insure that Bureau interests are protected.

It is further suggested that when and if the real
public meeting, at which BPP speakers may talk, is advertised,
that a counterfeit poster and/or handbill, as appropriate, be
distributed changing meeting times and/or places in order to
confuse the situation. These items could also be distributed
in logical areas late at night in order to protect Bureau interests.

No action will be taken on the above proposals until
approval of the Bureau is received.

2
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UNITED STATES "'RNMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006-Sub 13)

DATE:
5/2i/70

SAC, DENVER (157-199) (P*)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)

Re Denver letter to the Bureau, dated 2/27/70.

(1) Operations under consideration

(2) Operations being affected

(3) Tangible results

(4). Development of counterintelligence

None

- None

- None

None

L2 - Bureau (RM)
2 - Denver

FMV:vfm
(4)
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ALL NPO1WMTIVI orTIUM
1970 71N I S UCLATSFP RAI

Bu~v U.S. Savings Bonds Replarly exuthe Paprell Savingsr Plan

juti

By letter 3/26/70, Denver suggested a counter-
intelligence proposal, however, by Bureau airtel, 4/3/70, the
Bureau did not authorize the proposal because of possible
embarrassment to the Bureau.

Since the above proposal was made there has been
very little activity in the Denver group and the only program
exceeding expectations is the Breakfast for Children Program.
There are approximately 12 to 15 preschool children attending
the breakfast program. The remaining programs of the BPP in
Denver have not been successful as there is very little
sympathy for the Panthers in the Denver area.

Denver will remain aware of any counterintelligence
in the future and the Bureau will be immediately notified for
authority.I
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UNITED* TATES G V~MENT

Me-mora ritum
DIRECTOR, FBI (100448006)

!SAC, ALBANY (157-231) (P*)

'COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS

SUBJECT: RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)

DATE: 5/28/70

PI
Re Albany letter to Bureau, 3/6/,7o.

The following quarterly counterintelligence
letter is submitted in accordance with current Bureau
instructions:

1. ODerations Under Consideration

The financial status of the Black Liberation Front,
Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, is being investigated
with aitew to determining their sources of income. Upon
completion of this investigation, Albany will submit
appropriate counterintelligence questions to the Bureau
if determined feasible at that time.

2. Operations Being Effected

During recent demonstrations in the Albany area,
photgraphs have been taken of the participants. In addition
the speeches given by BPP leaders in this Division have been
taped and forwarded to the Bureau.

3. Tangible Results

As a result of all photographs taken during the
above mentioned demonstrations, further identifications
have been made of subjects in this division.

4. Developments of Counterintelligence Interests

Mot applicable during this reporting period.

(2-Bureau (RM
2-Albany
JWMR4/jmh
(14)

IM-23)
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2791
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It is noted that the only black nationalist
hate groups in this division at the present time are the
Black Liberation Front at Cornell University and a very
small group of nation of Islam whose activities are controlled
fm Springfield, Massachusetts. At the present time, there
is no BPP Chapter in this division.*
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C. Republic of New Africa (RNA)

A action leader from
Ilichigra n, ay *, arrive n New Orleans to e
noto of the RNA. ssisted
by RNA Southow'Tn, bhis
rn . One-s ory rcsi cnce o Fern St.hyNew Orleansha
This residence is formerly known. as the House of Wisdom.
is currently cleaning up this residence, which will serveVa
his personal living quarters, as well as national headquarters

-of the RNA.

has announced plans to conduct a
penetrati n -ra sint campaign, enlarge RNA membership with
emphasis on young people, and step up the physical training
of the RNA Legion, which is the militant arm of the RNA.

OPERATIONS UNDER CONSIDERATICH

ITS1lT GRESHAF., 1.0 lender and previously reporterl
no arrested on 2/20/701, was sentenced on 4/11/70, to thrce
yeo'rs in the Louisivna State Penitantinry. The incarceration
of this individual removes a strong leader from the IZA 'and
points up the value of close liaison between FD1, Iew Grrleans,.
and the Now Cricans Police Department (NOPD).

The recent arrival of inn New Orleann
presents a distinct challenge to on .". us energetic
p-.rson who appears to possess definite leadership capabilities.
A close analysis of his personal and official activities is
underway and will be continued with the eventual targetiof
reducing his value to the RNA.
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UNITED STATES *RNMENT

Memoradum
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

SAC, PORTAND (157-347)(P)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST-RATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

Re Portland lettersl2/1/69 and

DATE:
5/25/70

5/4/704Iflul*713--

BLACK NATIONALIST MOVEMENT IN THE PORTLAND
FIELD DIVISION;
CHANGES

The so-called BP at Portland, Oregon, functions
under the name of Portland Committee to Combat Fascism (POCF).
This group did maintain headquarters at 3619 NE Union Avenue,
but have not paid any rent on the building since November,
1969, and their power and telephone has been disconnected9
for lack of payment.

(1)

rpletely
has

made

Operations Under Consideration

r' Presently under consideration is Portland's suggestion
made by letter dated 5/4/70, proposing circulation of page 2
of the "Black Panther," issue of 4/11/70, which contained an
article by JUDI DOUGLAS.

(2) Operations Being Put Into Effect

No operat * * e- ur-nt* *"*dP*=* i

*ewver,
Multnoma *Un y Dnta oc y, con ac

voice anipressed his opposition to the free dental
'*1

0,

Ll

62 Bureau (AM) (RM)
21- San Francisco (157-601)(RM)

2'- Portland

clinic

S4

OF I / v f l - A W I I U t ' -

12.VH: 121910o ,

Bvy U.S. Sauuingr&Ptedt Repdarly on :te3iroll Savings Plant

.~ -. 9.

TO

FROM :

SUBJECT:

'..

4,

The BPP group a
disbanded and its leader,i
left the State of Oregon,
to re-activate this group.



PD 157-347.

being operated by the BPP and Sdalth-RAP. was
loaned copies of the "Black Panther" which n ised in
informing other dentists of the type tion that
was soliciting their participation, did thiswithout revealing his contact with t e n IBI Ottice.

rProvidenceHospital, * an*i, *regon, also contacted this office to
express his opposition to the free medical clinic operated
by the BPP and Health-RAP.

is at the present time endeavoring to-
persuade u omah County Medical Society of the PortlandCouncil of Hospitals to establish a worthwhile ree medical.
clinic which he feels would force t*i *1i * of the 8WT
and Health-RAP out of the picture, 8 loaned
copies of the "Black Panther" which we *so ed in

.arguing Zor a free medical clinic to be administered by
the Nultnomah County Medical Society.,

pub
the

(3)

(4)

.I

ic sc
ir ended

ll be provided with
arce material whiercould possibly help them in

Tangible Results of Counterintelligence

No information to report.

Development of Counterintelligence Interest

No additional pertinent information.

-2-
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Date: 5/7/70

Transmit theft lowing in
(Type in pidatest or code)

Via AIRTEL AIR MAIL - REGISTERED
(P'riority)1

---------------------------------------------- -------

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FROM: SAC, SAN DIEGO (100-14192)(P)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIALTINTELLIGENCE .(j
(MDM)

Re San Diego airtel to the Bureau 5/6/70 1t1"t

Referenced airtel contains background information
concerning potential difficulty between the US Organization
and MDM,

Also in referenced airtel pe n n has *en
requested to send an anonymous note to
identifying US as the one responsible for * - - ngS*T *
the arm.

In view of the fact that a rather substantial
schism exists between US and MDM, it is felt that appropriate
adcusations directed at both factions will substantially
increase their differences and possibly result In an all-out
rivalry as was recently experienced in San Diego between the
BPP and US.

Ap a* W70
/Specicl Agent in Charge

[ ___________________________________________
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AIRTEL

To:

From:

oTE~ IN(VLOPE

1- Mr. C. D. Brenaa
1 - .rG .oo -
1 -

SAC, San Diego (100-14192)
ri115

Director, FBI POO-44806)-

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE (US)

reference IE made to San Diego airtels 5- 0 and

Bureau authority to initiate action in reairtels is
denied. Such action, although remote, could result in physical
hnrm to the principals involved.

I

NOTE:

On 4-28-70, unknown individuals fired shots into the
Oceansile, California, headquarters of the emoc
ilitay (MDM), an antiestablishment group.

c>Tj member, was wounded in the arm by one of tes T.1a5re-
arks during a speech on 4-18-70 had been described as pro-Black

QVanther and critical of US, a rival black extremist organization
CV ad its leader.

San Diego suggested anonymous notes be sent alleging
hat the shooting at RDM headquarters was done by members of US

and that MDM is planning to retaliate. Although this could have
a disruptive effect on both groups by increasing the chasm between

- - the two, it could also result in physical harm to the principals
___,-_involved. Therefore, authority is denied.Mohr

Bishop
Casper
Collahan
Conred
Felt A I v..AI NZA 000,
Rosen"fAASIL
Sullivane~ 

H
Sailr MI100 Tr l:TYPUNI
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FBI

Date: 5/6/70

4 Transmit following in

Via ' A IRTEL
(Type is plaintex or code)

AIR MAIL - REGISTERED
(Priorirty)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) "

FROM: SAC, SAN DIEGO (100-14192)(P)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(US)

For the information of the Bureau, on 4/18/70,
a peaceful demonstration for the Movement for Democratic
Idilitary (MDM) was held in Balboa Park, San Diego, California.
One of the sp at thi s tio a a oung Negro male
identified as subsequently
been additional ya
member of the U. S. Marine Corps n

I The MDM is a coalition of civilians and servicemen
seeking radical changes in the military, including
the right to refuse politically objectionable duty.

During the talk bym he appeared to be
pro-Black Panther and expounded the flarxist-Leninist line
known to be advocated by 'the Black Panthers. He was extremely
critical of the US Organization in general and RON KARENGA
in particular, stating that this organization was obviously
organized by the forces in power in the United States for the
purpose of combating the efforts of the black man to secure
his real freedom.

Approved: ''4
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SD 100-14192

On 4/28/70, shortly before midnight, shots
were fired by unknown individuals into MDM Beadquarters
519 South Freeman, Oceanside, California. *e* hse*
shots, from a .45 caliber weapon, wounded in the arm.

hand
Bureau per

I written note to
requested to send the following

C/O MDM Headquarters,'Oceanside:

"Brother

"Thought you would be interested in knowing that.
the persons who shot you the other night are members of US
in San Diego. They were trying to get even with you for
the remarks you made about Karenga.

A Concerned Brother"

1
1'
I
IL

~ft

z.
0

It is felt that, If Bureau approval is received,
mailing of the above note will possibly precipitate additional
difficulty between MDM and US.
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UNITED STA2.oWVERNMEN4T

Memorandum
To DIRECTOR9 781 (100-448006) 8 R* 3/25/70

CON e4

o . c., SACg PITTSBURGH (10 -15780) (P)

SUBJECT ~COUNTER INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
U BLACK NATIONALIST -HATE GROUPS ORfsed &

RACIAL INTELLIGENCE Ew-MONO
(BLACK PANTHER PARTY) VDe cDSI&aif .In

ReBuairtel to Pittsburgh da

tIInormation
relating to the Black Panther Party (BPP).

Enclosed -herewith for the Bureau is a copy of the
May, 1970, issue of "the newsletter captioned, "Another
Side," which contains information exposing the violent and
revolutionary nature of the BPP .

Tbe Bureau is requested to advise .if the Nechanical
Section is able to prepare an additional 506opfes of this
newsletter and furnish them to Pi h * ous
distribution

Azl

"N .&I

* .

-- I

1~

I, b')C, hb
The Pittsburgh Office has, in the past, received

from the Greater Pittsburgh Chamber of Comerce a list of

o0 "pittsburgh area organizations qrientedto the urban cries,
and it is antiated that copies .f the May, 1970, issue of
"Another Side" will be mailed to appropriate organizations

* contained In this list, to Catholic and Protestant groups
. and organizations, and %,w appropriate news outlets in the

Pittsburgh area, in order to provide, ide distribution
of the information contk1ned in the U letter. *

2 Baurnau (Enc. - 1) (RM 040
- Pittaburgh

.V/j In-M- - j 4MAY ST 1970
Mar INC.WTI !'0sT A 'E f4Ai 2?'WeAL X0w.C?t!0OT.A1X=

. REE IS NCLASSIFID
1970 SHOWN ENIAL

a fU.S. SAir SWds EspdarIy on ell Pingsla*
awepe s . .A
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If the Mechanical Section is able' to prepare
copies of the newsletter, Bureau authority is requested for'"
the additional dissemination as outlined above.

The Bureau will be advised of any further tangible
results in connection with this newsletter.
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Bill Moorhead has worked closely with the ulesiness and Job Devclopment Corporation of Pittsburgh.
assisting their in initiating jobs and businesses and in general %purring economic growth for black-
pcopic in the city.

In addition to his votes n(il half of lhealth legistlion for all age groups, the Coigrcssman worked
witi the citizens of IHomnewood and tie federal government to develop a health ceter for the Home-
wood area. This successful venture resulted in thii Homewood-Brushton Community Health Center. Inc.
whilh opened its doors to lte people last July.

Moorhead has chamupioned long range funding methods for mass transit systems as a way in which
urban municipalities can better plan their future transportation systems. Pittsburgh's need for a rapid
transit system influenced much of his activity in this matter. .

Ldiucation legislation las received speciall concern from the Conguessmian. Most recently he and
several other flouwi! liberals fought to increase a woefully inadequate Nixon education budget by
almost a billion dollars, and he has always fought attempts to give itates control over federal educa-
tion money.

Earlier this year, Congress raged over whether to endorse the "Philadelphia Plan," a device to put
more black people into the construction industry, or whether to bend to the will of organized labor
and kill the plain. Bill Moorhead suppoiled the legislation and drew this comment from the Pittsburgh
Churicr.

"Moorhead took a guty stand when he voted to support the Philadelphia Ilan - was lobbied heavily
by labor to vote against the plan. Moorhead's vote might cost him a lot of labor support. but in voting
his conscience the Democratic Congressman strengthened his already solid standing in Pimtsburgh's
liberal and black communities."

Moorhead has introduced lei.idaliin iitd at wiping away one of the stumbling blocks to minority
contractors who wish to enter the business as owners. Traditionally these individuals have found it
difficult to get the necessary surety bonds - a type of insurance which all contractors purchase to
guarantee that they will complete the job.

The Moorhcad bill will insine that all minority contractors will have access to surely bonds. and thus
be able to compete in the lucrative construction industry.

For tle panst year. Congressman Moorlead has attempted to show his colleagues and the Nation that
excesses in ife military hudg'et and other formts of waste. such as sloppy procurement and accounting
methods. are taking milhous of dollius away fromi the truly pressing problems of society.

In light of this Moorbead stated, "'1how of us who believe that funds must be found for improving
education, cleaning up our eni(vn menl hiuising. mass tran:it. crime control and.otfher crucial domestic
needs believe that tle ('omes must inisiure that the military get no more money than is necessary for
national security.

Mr. Moorhead has consistenlly supported the efforts ol Biusiness and Job Development Corporation
to bring finds to the itisbungh area lir ininotifly business opportunities. It was through his efforts that
funds were alloaled :uni conitacts developed between B&JDand the United Black Front to further
increase the opportunity fir the suinonity business nan.

Mr. Moorhcad l ha also worked L lowly With the Economic Ievelopiment Administration to open tihe
.way fin new oppoitunitieS

Morheads olposit ion to the wi, in Vietinani stems from the latter part ul the Johnson Adminnistra-
lion to Ms. Nixon's curreiti advenitures in Cambodia and I nios.

The Pillsburh Congressman hais there times introduced resolutions aimed at ending our Victnam
commitment and ining our troops hnonm I Is most recent effort drew thirty bven co-sponsors.

Congressman William S. Mioutheasl is a veteran ofrclevcn years in the House of Reprcsentativis. In all
of those years. he ihs served Pitisburgh and served it well.

lie has helped a dozen local projects and piogranis get orfmfsie ground through the intervention of his
good offices.

Bill Moorheiad is a man that flitishiutghers can be proud of~hc In,.served te city ani
in an cxcclent manner.

I-
I

i



C
nother Side

BROWN vcrses MOORIIEAD.

Between the two, let their records speak for themselves. The way we see it: first Byrd Brown said
from the beginning that Congrcssman Moorhcad's record wasn't so bad. So what about Mr. Byrd Brown.
He is famous (well-known) for being in on all of those demonstrations which were mostly troublesome
and uncalled for. Remembering the great sad April Sunday in 1968, the beginning of the Pittsburgh.
Pa. riots in which Mr. Byrd Brown had a chance to show Icadership and failed, and then all hell broke
loose, yes, we will never forget. fie showed poor leadership from That day on. As for all those ones
you see following behind him in all those marches and demonstrations - the long haired dirty kids.the same ones you see in all demonstrations who think they should run this country. Who and what
do they represent. Mr. Byrd Brown is in hig troubic. Hc never was and never will be a leader. You and I
and everyone else knows the Byrd Brown story and how he made his glory.

Now for Mr. William S. Moorhead. between the two of them, we will say and say again --- let Mr.
Moorhead s record speak for him. IFor %tarters most of all Mr. Byrd Brown's friends reaped and are
still reaping the benefits of Mr. Mootheads help.

So never knock the bridge that helped carry you across and forget this color thing and think about
the man.

Bill MoNirhad has served the 141 IiCogitressional District lor more thaii eleven years. His district in-
cludes all of lPilLaburgh between thl iwe s out to liomewood plus the Manchester area on the North
Side. Tiis included in Moorhead's 400.00(J constituents are some i125.000 black people who reside in
the Hill. Last Liberty, Hinomewood-lbushtnn, Manchester and Oaklaid.

When one looks at Moorbead's ye.srs in Congress, two things stand out. his outstanding service to
constituents and his strong liberal voting record and reputation.

Moorbead's efficient offices in Plutshurgh and Washington work on hundreds or constituents prob-
lems weekly from social security needs to getting Gl's emergency ICaves and in sonic cases transfers.

The Pittsburgh office acts as a t duiiti ihanidling the requests of-residents and then forwarding then
on to Washington for official response.

Recently to improve rirther on his already excellent record of help, Congressman Moorhead auth-
orized his Pittshurgh office regul.rly to "wet up shop" in post offices in black neighborhoods to enable
people who couldn'I get downtown to relay their needs to the (Congressmuan through one of his staff
members on local ion.

This hallmark of Moorbead's 11ie in Congess has been his consistent stand Oi equal opportunity and
dignity for all Americans. lie has backed his words with action introducing far-reaching legislation
aimed at righting the wrongs in America. lie has argued for and supported bills that would made life
better for those who live in Ammeica's cities. If Bill Moorhead is biased in anyway, it's in his attempts
to look out for the needs of the urban areas like Pittsburgh over the needs of nral and suburban
communities.

It was Moorhead's Housing Sub-coinuiice that drafted the niassive Housing and Urban Develop-
ment of 1968. This Act incorporates th. Congressman's own bill on Urban Property Rehabilitation
Insurance which allows people I0 ollchaset- insmance on their property io matter where they live.

The 1968 bill also contained the 235 iid 230 programs which have helped Pittsburgh add mu *
needed housing units for low and i motdictt' income families. P b \

Moorhead's work on tlhiIegislation rtllected the fact that much of the housing in Pittsburgh
deteriorating or dilapidated and in need of rehabilitation.
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Black Moderate Raps Radicals
A black moderate yesterday

challenged 0anX radical or-
ganization here (aishow me a
membership atjmere than

rak Wheer, executive
director of Another biade, a
group bawd in the East bnr
oughs and Wlkansburg. said it
took the bravery of the late
Dr. Martin Lu'her King Jr to
establish a trend in this coun-
try, and asked:

"Whereerere the militants

when Dr. King began his pre
gram of sea-oleare?"

Speaking before the Oakland
K 1w a n Is Club in Stouffer's
Restaurant. Wheeler cslied
upon blacks and whites to
solve the problems of educa-
tbon. employment and housing,
and questioned the programs
of black orgamizations.

Wheeler told his predomi-
nantly while adeence that
many of them are responsihle
for existing conditions because

they have enniributed 19oor-
garuzations that fund groups
that create violence.

You Inore The middleI.
the-roaders," he said.

Wheeler also blamed pov.
ernment appeasement at fed-
eral. sate and local levels. Of
employment t r aIaI ag pra-
grams, he asked-

"Are *e really providing job
opportunities or are we pros id-
Ing a base for those seeking to
destroy our country?"f ie

arged that gte books f1 all
organizations ece-iig gov-
ernment funds be opened for
public inspection.

Ike Thomas. executive
director of Another Side, a
black moderate organization,
replying to a question, said:

"Blacks would have made
progress without the militants.
Things were moving along and
r iuca'rd blacks could let jobs.
The majority of blacks don't
approve of what the militants
are doing "

V. API

FRANK WHEEI
"Where sc.re the mi

Biracial Group Aims Ofers 3-Point Program

For Peace At Oliver Another Side Asks'Race Uni
A newly-formed bitartial rntp, United PeopleSprak. hopes

it can bring peare in troubled Oliver Hagh School
The group 'mt c'tcerdav at the Downlown VMCA and

voted to arrarnge a get-liaye~iet of black and while paetits o
Oliver tudent-

Clarence "Larry" Iluff. the came from the more affluent
mavoir's assistant scrielary ni n'ijglitrwhood*; of Rethel Park-
tlse Ifunian Smrer 'ti'. uui.ad Mount Lhanon- One of
%aid berarial con,-rAtrl i.'.
beei succef-u'l at All";*Iiny
and Gladtoek lsigh cliols

The meeting yedrerd:y asii
attended by right black n)o i.
four black we iu e n. s r'troi
white women and oine ahite
men.

Some of the while peopjlc

HIM M#U11L&A:I'dFRA. %C

slhcin asked if ir prcse'ncc of
suburbanites would be rc-
sented at Oliver.

To thit. lhuff replied, "e
rxed all the suburban help we
can get. And this is abq'lutc.
ly your problem because if
the city poes do w n, the*
subirbs will go with I."

By JFRRV SHARPE
Another Side. the Weal

branch of .vaional Negro. ind-
Tra'rs of America, has adopt-

ed a thrrt.tild program dr-
signed to help ndy district
black *andU aites "for the
gond of all peopic"

likef Illnmac. erC f iI e
di:rer and a Hill Dk!rset
resident, smid Ansthir Side
%Il.

OOO Oppov violent methods
shirh are employed or adve-
rated by rnshi.ini groups as a
sneam of gaining mtIC oppor-
tunitsei for Noiroes

so Seek "proper" job tratr
lng and rderatio as a more
conttructive asy to qualify
Negroes for jobs. te assist
the applicants s obtainug
jobs.

&0 Encourage both witties-
e% and vactim of rarmes to
reu'perale with police and
per ecutors by estifying in
court.

ThIemws and another diree-
tr. Frank Wheeler of Wilkins-
burg. said the acin program.
was adopted by Another Sade
directors f rom McKeesport.
Coropolis, Wilkinsburg, Hfill

Didriet, East Hills,
and Iomnewood.

Wheeler was reerr.
foinled by the nation:
qua:rlers in Columbus,
a feld represeatatie
iraorbes ba varies a
Ire.

11somas said lb I
dirrelers represent Ih
of mtieral hundred p**

Nert on the direct.m*
da is the slecton an I
cl a 15-man advisor
comprised of"iI
blacks with views bh*
Thomas said.

Use Di
For Hill, CityUrge.d

The Civic Club of Al***l; ii-
County Wk.: hasl 11 I h.4 1tt
rily renai.t( tie n.iJlA ?'uN*tsa
Hill Dir ic jsi a r e;1m;. Ill.-

l it instead of ci.*m;,m the
- nale of enie AMcsei to lh.
- Martin leather King Jr. I lkm

-v vard
Cenre Avenue is foir milcs

. long and runs Ihiugh white
and blackI ceclo Iniof the city.

The Civic CluWs sOn pan
was outlined to Ciy Comical in

Sa written sltaitiead iom 1. 1
P ra ti s. (oarner'r ri llsbur zh
Courier editor and a moar iws
of the club.

The propoIul Wi:. :r n01111
Wed by a letter of cndr:e-

wno-i from the rinh'*:mects.
five vie e president. (ere W
.l1uint e* r

l'raftis al:.* recommended
6wg de selopment of Ctr.lod

hIrre. arar She Chir Arena,
into a **A]rtin Luther King
iia-ea."

The Civic Cluh's proponah
are Iaocked by Anothlr Side. a

rease v'i ive Ne**n gi oup. at-
''aidit in emeculive 1ire-for
Ie 11n.%.. whn lives in i.*
1111I DiWds ad

Hteuaniing : C-nt r e Ar'sunc
was first juin fpnefdJ lar4 O to
ber b3 the tnird Black irnt.

Rename Centre Aven.e?
nio WV dnee-day. Oty Councl is due to mnge on

.helh'r to change the nanw of Cnie .tverew.

Ti-c tradicalienm are that council all agree
a Change despite the fas- a# onershlelming

majority) of the people she lite or operate
baiartes along thisI (oarmtIe4 *ag
lhrougblare are oppowd to ISe idea.

The hinge h eliei proposed by an
argaratinn called nted l1arck ront Inc. It
wart% t'ente Aseic to be renamed Dr.
Marlin lAbtier hic Jr Ikoulewaid an a token
of rrpet' fors aid reneimancimoe oI theslain
revil rights k sde

COmnil aileaently is tool to the idea of
adopting such a lng nane for a street
heiraoe that is not practical The official name
Plin- teranlyn wuald be abbieviated to Kig
MI'ideard by public usage

"o it now lnoL' as though curicil is gong to
change the name to Dr. 4t L. Kitse Avenue.
unt cmaI this as hakely to be shortened by mail
arers to plan King AvenW.
.Vet there already h% a King Avenue In
Pathiurgh it as in iat Urbrty, and it carries
a pretal zip de idenlamal to one of the three
sip es*t imow attached le o(ntre Avenue

So p P at ranf3ssOnv. a1lth unaea,1
drl.y. is likely It resll If rounil does
the pape'rd name change.

It is elnokaly diffi-ult I* rr-.-
sell-neunt avid art racing propesc.
dreaming: of a start Or a sartured It
witUtVa risking aVesathru% of racir.*

But what soulH really be acntnp'.
clmaigit the name of Crntic Avenur
Martin Lather King Jr. Roulevaid or :
L. Kin Avenue? -

If te are to hnar Dr. King. watild
more appropriate: to rwra:ne sonictir
school rather than a street?

Artualls. we a.Id do far more bare
Kag's foneory If we rededicated onr
the arbisneowtufof the full soilal pst'
he sought rather than expeeing e
e the reaming of a street.

V by ad vane.+i: tieqU
opportunity tarmang all d our popIlers v
improve 1Po* It of everyone - rai
race. creed. rotor or !.. name of the s
happens to bye on.

'United People Speak'

NEW



CITY OF PITTSBURGH

JAME A. C(RTESE JOHN P. LYNCH
THOMA.S L. FAGAN LOUIS MASON.JR.
WALTER T. KAMYK EDGAR W. MICHAELS
J. CRAIG KUHN GEORGE W. SHIELDS

JOHN F. COUNAHAN, Presiden

PITTSBUROH, PA.

April 14, 1970

Mr. Ike Thomas
Executive Director
Another Side
P. 0 Box 1911
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15230

Dear Mr. Thomas:

Ihis will acknowledge receipt of your communication
opposing the renaming of Center Avenue and supporting the idea
as set forth by Mr. P L. Prattis in the renaming of Crawford
Street and the Hill District.

Your remarks will be made a part of the record.

Very truly yours., .- 7

/ John F. Counahan
President of Council

JFC:ryl
CC: Melvin Robinson

Assistant Director
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Demands for reparations to blacks
rock U.S. churches and synagogues

A "1)1l%\1111th.4 isen is.md nag u I.ma l e wi the IS1I).1 510 1-ll) 'lg l Is 10 .Ilf tle I .g1, I toll I( Dt -t 4 p gge i

I A 1i , .1ee la(.10mr.t at i s.let 1. A t stagele , )e ) 8 lo togis,

furterr SM I : l J m a or 116% I i *I.Aumt' I ufollue.mv fli-
adoptiis a.Irlis of0 .1 Ni11:1)( * m1.Iil-e*te I tlhimIw isI lld i .S

Jobs Tied To Disniod Beati

thr SideN Newo Moderates of A:

111Ver m tlmwari nnmAry In the work aml anuIm 111 th
(tdbaks) hasv a dance to bring this gmveinan down." It

10m blas to assmuw lkadership inside of iwr U.S. of ever
that exisLs" and infomid I1w country's whites that hwy "mn
willing to atWi black leadership."'llat leadrhmip, it sair.
Irad the light "against racism, capitalism, aml imprrialikw

O Ne Indartscated 'to building a Socialist society Inside the U.S.
. Thew 6500 million would be spent an wide variety of

prroect%: Southern land banks to help evicted black farmer
publishing and printing businrases, audio-visual artworki,
searc cnter, a training center, assistance to the National l%
IHights Organization. a national strike defense fund, ani cr
of bdark aioperative busiwsscs 'In de U.S. and in Afrike

Motherland." *
Forman's demands yielded only $15.000 and conversatim

the National' Council of Churches. About 50 black and
seninarians at the Union Theological Seminary in New ir
cupid the administrative center in May in support of Fo
demands. Other supporters occupied the oice of the Rev
neth G. Neigh, an official of the 3.2 million-member Unitre
wtriman Church, at the Interchurch Center In New York.
while. Dr. Thomas Kilgore Jr., newly elected president of I
million-nmenmwr Ane'rican Baptist Convention and the first

- to head that organization, said he favored the $500 million r
rau'I', lions demand. Tihe nw-tion of Protestant, Catholic and J
G6411- leaders has tw generally critical, but many leaders exp
Ius wpaspathy with the nrd for increased church efforts in thj

of ract- relations and claimed the only question was how to

Comment: Soall you churches and synagogpes. Keep on giving int
people like these, etc. This is the beginning of ag these appeasemer
reparations that are going on in our country. A big part is play"
hre in Pittsburgh. PA. By our U hite churches and synaghiues.
you support all those B lak Power groups and organizations he.
are only helping them to Aelp hurt the good thai they think A
doing rihL

Ike Thomas, ANOTIII.R

ay OGuERST4Ar
Oinpetion betwreo twa

Nanschaier job 4ralalg
gisps fo .-ant luan rd
be e w hWh ro bp laaUn-
for th brte- g of cue*atam-
satica's enete dUielor bi

inunbesofthe P.Ihther p

kmet I e e, suv
&atLar aW L%9 FWlrl Cells.
al Trelstag Cere and glo*
a ml tri alrttd boang. ass
1MC wIhalSti charges ageled
9 Fr"" - toeoi whom
%mta0. roatew roedsy.

. Dismead charged Ial a
group of 1 trsessetkad
dwm the dorto hlis (fce at

1.13 Shefbid SL last Frday.
He said e w as hbavvtenil

btle, .stirk ad rsches
* sifiredmerous eSts

and Ibs, artr.sg one cut
lsan bve sIrusches at Al-

Sea Geneal NospiaL
party lise

Dismrd said its waDed caw
't 0ag s. personal papers

* bland bMis -ra kmwh-a0o.
* s., and that hots attackes

war & a. utrim 5
op Is bboise.

Aruad and arrigned ye .
** ml briem MatiWase John

IV 4.1pas assa W i11iams
Auaray" eI'.y. 1r. of 1IlC

Est*le R. smw emlE a *a
mlo. 19, o f; All 'wyit.

Aw .110h 4fth* Net5" SA
Thy ere clerpd 1

rasated uasel and .esaty.

sta% ** a Ifo me- o

lierstfor 4ar owsa:1 V!t
r... ewbng aad.
21

(Sepa traer*4 Ir'n.nd
oud file datrr nattos
saUssi ewwi thqsp**aran
4J'tama o thoe he ba: al

seed hArged aNO theO.*.W -
an live.

Tihe attacers me We'd
fitd by a 8 idwet1Il CdeIlr
spnkewan asbin si1shatd
Wh ilBlAch MtveaCath
Shp

Ceb Orlgasd
.dowIl teeer a~nd aI-r4

Medium were organ*4 by am
adit Predh~agew *urdsb.
it are w Separk IoMt ts
canc* and ach ser.
Blactkdewa ca i
hird t uws b sfe las rt
d o br4c*.i& wraW pb

Lri *Ms.nt problem" aeic

a d. g ddICtio&n

W *11Crdrbmwhati,

eas otlydv*.eMsa a ti-
8E"Alre,1!4t, "m dbe pd
We two'iatesud ft haia

,no &ad*I s-upheresl as-
Paial ta sau. destleyd ad

bully a..rhwl1 Ltcause feed~
aS agrncie iavr Ie fRe-.

kV, l* mary tranmn pwuects
aidshkelileinmiorfoadu.

ibq she swo es owto

Ir 6r e, ad o od

TIP* aiwy pk ad Ibe

tightIer* yne5"bke. hi
toww. r ouvwJ d 6ese3les

Mnse reaso-f *f hallsa
daed p' a who euw

senta o bad beat fat
bethsco p. y was pUf

e* 0" flrNmed eab el.
as trr p.prans.0a nMo
.... UP adwa mIe. oI
wal "rA. JeasI asi sewed
a* sob'sM s aw#

be,

Comments: This is only the beginning of the end rof
things like this, and it is time that you ehurrhes.
foundaions, etc., should be looking more intro
because we from ANOTHER SIDE said from the
beginning that things like this ws scene more mone)
down the drain.

Ike Thomas, ANOTIIER SIDE
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Before that time, people here felt that since Africans and
Negroes have been separated for nearly four hundred

.years, they didn't have much In common."
That Africans realize a certain affnity with American

blacks Is evidenced by the fact that they are trying to re-
cruit skilled Negroes to their country. Coupled with that
Is the exclamation by a number of Africans that "an edu-
cated black from the United States has a better chance
of making It in Africa than a white person of the same
caliber." To be sure, many U. S. blacks living in Africa are
having a marvelous time largely because of their color.

Although none of the Africans Interviewed was totally
opposed to the evacuation en masse of U. . blacks to
Africa, all of them said they thought Negroes could be
much more effective by remaining in the States and help-
ing to give direction to U. S. foreign policy toward Africa.

Justice Dept. Refu" 'Back To Africa' Plea Of Black
Disgruntled over the treatment of American Negroes,

a member of an Afro-American organization appealed In
a letter to President Richard M. Nixon for government
funds to transport blacks to Africa. Jeremiah Terrence of
the African-American Repatriatlon Assn. In Philadelphia
asked the President to pass a law so Congress can deter-
mine the member of persons desiring to leave and how
much money the program would cost. The U. 8. Justice
Dept. rejected the request because, as it said: "Neither
the President nor Congress has the authority to Issue an
order which wouldsi tresut a wholle errenent oif isur ,itizen.
ship anid stAL in assatier county."

(';tmnent: "IUrk to. 1frica" Pet Ef Ilack
I disagree with the Presidenit, ( Engress. etc. Jeremiah Terrance
or anyother black or what that wants to leave this country
should be given a tax fund set aside by the government t,
send them back to whereetwr and whoever wants them. And
for that so-ralled Afro-A mes icon Organization, I as an
American Argro, or blaek main would be the first to get out
here with our organi-ation 4NOTIIUIt .lISI to help raise
mone Yto send theme all back, all the ours that want to go to
Africa. Because we don't need those kind oef -ople anyway.
If they think thy were nistreated by eing brought otrer here
in chains which their arwn black sol then and put them in
chains on a stae ship. I would like to help seed them bark in
style sfn a luxury liner. In a iminth tine they weuld all le
trying 14 p*t boak. Other anotili-d i'frion Ieuthers don't want
them unless they have sewenthing to offer.

Ike Thoma. A OTHER SIDE

MORE WHITES THAN BLACKS IN -

OVIL DISORDERS . .

A study of riots during the Sixties, prepare
Dr. Robert B. Hill, assistant director of the rest
department of the National Urban League, ant
Robert M. Fogelson, associate professor of hi.
and urban planning at the Massachusetts Inst
of Technology,revealed that whites were more w-
involved in civil disorders than as previously kn
and that despite widespread publicity given t(
called "nest of black snipers by the news m
it was whites who were arrested more for shot
and sniping during. ghetto disorders." The stuc
project of Columbia University's Bureau of Api
Social Research, found that four times as n
whites than blacks arrested during riots were fe
to reside outside the riot city at the time of i
arrest.

Help ANOTHER SIDE.
We need your financial support:

ANOTHER SIDE
P. O. Box 1911

Pittsburgh, Pa. 15230
We are not afraid of the Black Panthers, are you? I
ANOTHER SIDE and prove it.

Jesse Owens Hies''" r ato*won pogess."knargold rrwdals trn the1938 "What we awed Is gettetrl,

Black Se aratism 0""meGames writ: "The true asealveess and lhg.
black mlitanis of today. often range planhleg," he writes.

New York - Black militantsI talking from meirrated high Owes ids a footnote to his.
are attacked as *proFessional ries. restaurants and unversi* tory by revealsg that it was
haters" by famed Olympic run- Ies, don't knwe whiatitis tobe his chef Gernr.anaopposen 1.
ser Jesse Owens, who says "st's really shut out,aS we were in taUtz Lang, who arged him to
a be" that black men armt worn, our OWakWiIes. Te0 seaphoSing draw the mow famous "short
en don't have much hdae to blrkthinkers. ft anry tre. Ine" in his third try to qualify
sccreed. mi'ts. the nationahsts represent d f i ebroad-jump competitoo

"If the Negre doesn't succeed a minute inoity of todaY's during The t36 Olympic.
in Weday's America," Owens INegoes." DwnSg the qualifying trials.
says Ia a May Reader's Digst WhIlie aknowledging that Ivng had broken the Olympic
article, "kIs became be basb4acks "may have e fight har record an his a try. "When
hese til." Ider 1o make lily work." my bra ame." Owens items.
RecaUlib 0 his own youth as0%easinsis Aric "ider r a his b ad

Ibuled out a my frst try. Onm iand Iaiy.I qu
my second, I didn't junp far Ibed be awe ta a fo-C*
enourk to goay."IOwensian to wina1

With just one try left to him, medal I the brod jump.
Owens says, panic set It) lHe -be- oo& treeothergold iT
gan to shake. Then lang, who Ws: in th eter and2
had been chattlag with friends, 1mter dahes, and in the ref
walked ever nal pe a hand oanmi g tLtz Lag - c
his arm. "Youw a better-mwrits,1Iwss eP I
jumper than this," the German lw "
said. "Y nustquality." IL s I~tr killed

"Lang steadied me. suggested Wold ari. wut 1tbe(
that I draw a ine short of the he and Owens deeloped w
takeWb hard andjuAmp from w AmaNegls

Itha -:, f ph e OMO~isin he sle-meter n

* a fr~idshi~ 1wm~

Another Side Nego Moderates of A i

.1

4111



Another Side N@VOFA.~i.II.4L~Oh A1

AFRICANS WANT U. S. BLACKS 10 hAVE
SKILLS IF' TIIIY ( OXE 10 IVE

Wlf4T AFIICA'S THINK III' I. .. i:W

AFRICANSNWANT' IJ. S. IIIUACK&STO
-By MILlTOPN FI.SIA)ANE

Ever since Harlem's Marcus Garvey first docorated send.
Ing American Negroes to Africa- -wiscre blarkness Is "the
ting"-U. S. blacks by the thousands havv tnyed ith the

idea of pacing up and "going home." A few have already
uprooted. A short timie aizo. sa niwr of nas Af i 0-American
organization In Philadelphia app,'aled i a letter to 1'res-
Wdent Richard MA. Nixon to pass a law so C~ingrm r afi de-
termine how many blacks waiit toD "return honie" and for
government funds to transport them there'. Whether It's
the last chance to free themselves of grimss mistreatment
and oppression. mainy U 13. bricks look toi Afrria vs being
"the promised lund -

But how receptive are At frpass to tlhe idczr., of blacks
corning homee' And what are sonic proalia'sinthe' Mick

emigrants would .'swsautr*iaUr'w ore qwlictmssthal. a
JrT staffer asked oh Ua recent twtir of tei. Afriecajn r.'aattics.

WMile the blark rae in (he Uoiled Mat~t,% s i thAfro
bush. dpshikis 2nd other forin-0 of African dri., no iiajor
African leader has cvi r .'alh'd for thr wsil-rAiia of ihlarkb
to his country. M.amiy of themn don't e'vs's lil.-* 14) isr'us
the subject. (On the othor hand s'I~eviM l raer lais-er-ups
In Africa were inore- th'ii illivv, tto talk ul-out Mark 1Aracie
lcais rclocathm PI~rre

Almost all said that Uthc hospitality exteaddt Anr-
Iran blacks as visitors would be very gowl. but i would be

Garvey pa rked "back to AlmaO" drirr. boial o, vslike'Selasie
and Ken yagla want talcn fed blqrics le AJx sp. uetis.

Whites Sabotage Training Efforis FBr flicani POacs
anintethling else sf they casm-ia UIj )rLt .b-vi a .iniA1ci4".'
said they preferred a linmilvo-d imiur (it(jIN 4lark.sWill)
could bring somae sort oif telmhnogzieal or caliren Iiosslei skills
to Africa. while still others eald tUaey sv:siteasoli Why
Negroes want to inove to AftlV..

In Zambia. J. C. IM. Ptntpantu. dii ea't''."Iinamo-ull
services, attcmptia'd IUP expinim whsy Afri-ias ehi.eripita.

sto passionately whlen it c 1,;e' I' hitlia'l .. ltsIol':a i ll. said
hie: "Afripa is a cdevrlopii; natio-ia and :'lmrsaly there exibli.
In must areas hc %iilasp.lidt l~illea,'iA.-iit tmirad Ure

cohill)titimi for job&s. Alin;i r:liw'J l lls.) from .tit( linitedA
States only mike's a bad x~tua:tioti weaiDm simce lie Is e-101-
Pelleia to coinpW Rraisml themeamfmer-t of i'opde v lho gist)
are unskilled." Punabantu adled: "11Irait r4la 1% tillord
and feels like oiing her' to tit)s t joh I-r woamlihe uiost,
wreme."

But it inntesy for U.8 1 io. , I'e f iit L .'Alili A
*aclvanscenrt Eu ropeams whites sC hi 'ii : ad 11(tt nm ntl, hir
the efforts ofayone' th-3litgo, tIi 14aecla MP'.10,trilmnllend
skills to protect the white l iaa:l~oa1i inds!' -' ii I uiaa
Ing.

*In JMJerli, afoI',aa ae't-rrf'elto, r..''li Miled h4,umv of
Afrca" because e 'olle thei t-5linitedl)'are hiitr h-mri.

conscious, Emanuel Icala Virent, ansi:;zelCIani0C
a local radio station. ngrtet0 ith Ii enilmnl-" zid sioid

hat "While sat educated ?4egao Ali h4im'ia son iuair va
Political career. an umzsk Iltad Noa ptathere 1% enrouaae'd to
take up farming."

Johns L. WiLthers, program m ffice r UMe U. B. Af-rn
Intrntationai Development f#AID? nskidhu In Etibm'
another who thinks oit would be (errabic fair un.,
blacks to nider coming boAo"'To Illustrate Wh
meant, Withers told of a group of l~cgnmb whowereis

- to a tract of land by Ethiopia Emperor lile 5laus
*befriending Ethiopianm students In Amnei lea dus Iag tim,
1930s. "When that group arrived,* Withers teeeounikd
one of tJhem could speak the language and mot fost
difficult to overcome the cultural difetence bctwcci
cans and Anierleans. Buat even more hitportantly,
didn't have a skill. Today. Uttxze I;roUiers aird sast:
off to themselves, warm, than the poorer . o1 EtIuiorpi
As Withers rs'es It. the mL'stake tUse grouuj. snall was "i
sending sonseone ahead to fid oiat what shfiks
needed."

Over Ihr ariotlier room. Mairegis &'zalsilu. Sn LMod
Journalist, talked about a b ic~k female noemaber orsf a
triation group who went to live in kiMiulsk ia b Mk L
a couple of months lbecaum e lt roul-lia L shed aii
work. "That woman didn't have it Wing 1.6 offer. yr

Typal of.11. S. hlarkA iit rkifi* rclrnv i. fitAlce-a at
* evmax ('Daries 1L.Dois and lcmtijla it-ri Mosa. S. 4ha..

and Am: ( voterss ur Ike"1;. weir

had hljs (otf inditil: a leigh pstylivfr: 1ti," . Ir.
SMg. "I recilm-thr her zur-j& hot s:uitI- js.M. awgo- J-I

haw assywiss e Xlo(d tier U is im les- ii tti 4 5' Il

Just bet'21aubP they're black Llae:'re sispixM":d-d to lita
half of thze rity. I would' t o ;*nwh-v.'t4, i:
to give me utayting or lto lotk 'tolt for at * %iriply twe:
I'm froinM liFt;ia. Any 1w-si-i- where cint: 1, ' -.
iug vreferentlal ft eatmentis da laid H airlaia'ii

Of the Afrieaa'aim e lirtn't UinL as.i vs i ., ia

Kenya Seeks Only Stains A~l'iISkills In! 0 S. iPlat

Ne(!ropF v'nmi utgI hei e to Ilii.v.niY t. ,, I1
Icasi blacks lark mte ia:1tc rfaai iivI'g asst 'l' 1*-u'
African euA-rim handd tlitiar",. l"'a ee- sw)-- !b-vv
out Uiat mn) n~ r~ict t a inn' it'sa'Sl'fe, .- lIi
bow triblnu mahlis-i help lii 14! "s-i .mI 4.l1il IA M

Also. thre ifpllia37uri. them' £au'asite fe*-r .ai . -s:;- A,
an the CotitatatWhirls 1ss''es It aJt I"@. ". 041i .,

the lataruare birrler. :os- Iditi. ':a Ifl.z-
In su),.Snhara Kpytyio. I6-Nl Mat bfitc'e :~~e-
Nrrgr#Ksato Attia cal i; .P ee -N'a gir e -.%.L a ~
ediga'L- PreelId MicaiLAfrWc'i n file-'psri-cobf IU

Also lit en~ya. an Ama'vics *,l -Itkl f.1 5j.

first thltan asAftirnvn wiltell ae10-'th 1!- a:~
nigrating thelf. I.,."weI e w V s'arh i~; 'al ~.1

7611F s1a01t'y." Ratuia*01:0" . c'U42ini.1.1 0;* i m
roli. sai t.0 wisesmt Nw-l-v i4i:-e t. .. 1 1-
for black idetdy@1t ju'.t I-o-1t It'." A ,,r~'.1r' -
In Ghana 1fhoair-lit Itis-nL',tvisMr'a't ~ i. ly I-( MI.
of Africa. ldenssarka d tVi'!oflf'irala'-h..i01.1 i u
unknowsi "Tlisere'i; nill. mass'Ii t! li.0 * 'a!I
here in Afria.. lit Viet lWh otih ima.'er .a m m11 ~
years thrt isaset. Afrhietmle im

I.

Anotlirr Side N" o ?Ao % lhxoti- . of A I
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.gr* 3 ( Another Side

maslefMretssPam*

'thc years pal didn't mean anything.to him because
he didn't have a personal stake in them. I hope you
get the message here.

The real dangCr 25 1 see it. is not what Communitts
and Facists will do to our democratic government by
taking advantage of the freedom of speech, but that
our government through it's own failure to cure our
social ills, will destroy itself by breeding into "it"
Communist and Fascists.

I can say "ANOTHER SID)E" will always be known
asa black American organization. True to its Country,
true to its people.

And Isay to (h "Uniled People Speak", "Welcome
Aboard. to join our light. for we believe freedom is the
very csscnce of life.

Again let mc say, "You indeed are welcome".
Frank Wheeler, Jr.

Medgar Evers Fund Set To Aid Miliosippl Area
In Fayette. Miss., Mrs. Anme Rockefeller Pierson. daugh-

tar of Gov. Nelson Rockefedler of New York. and actress
Siurley MatrUrI ue n:inan*us etr irale.4 svs of tihe sewly
ion !'0 1Cto.a A#es t;..* . - 'M t ll.-*, *et lI rr- Jth.1111rt.111

£ siltm t. 1111.i 1 I r i J,...'in f* evens11uty in lfell II. IS. 11sr t iir
ra., 1i t *W EVielle ifl-.su Uh.ts its EvA j.;. Ini ehr .f the-
civil rilshi. leader mao a; uss...auin~ted JaJin$? 12. 1963. and
for *honm the fund is named. The Mediar Evers Fund
wvs set ti, p to siiport t he econoiic and sxial development
of Faytte and the surrounding aea

. Vcteran aetrm. EUicl Wa14rs and how she reveals the
'generafJon gap in Cliagur lur a six-w"k performance
an the play. The Member 0f 2he Wedding la role she
made famous years ago). Mes& Waters. now aging and
sufferIng a hearL cunditrion aud diabetes. has lefL dis-
tinct orders: new.smen aee not to use the racially de-
scriptive term "black" In her piesence. "te bates It,"

-an aide said, "and prefers the designallon. colored.'"

Negro Moderates of I

Won't Speak To All-BlaRk Group No 'Separr
Fayette (Miss.) Mayor Charles Ever,

who once tired his white city attorney and
a black city policeman because they an.
nounced an intention to many and live
la the city, made a 180-degree turn when
be announced that he refused an Invita.
Alon to address an all-black gathergA.
Mayo Evers vows he will never again ad.
dress any audience from which members
of other races are excluded. "arr not goo
Ing to be part of any group that believes In separ.
he says. falling to reveal who had Issued the spur?
vitation. "and I hope my black brothers will unde
me."

Black Man IHeads Pennsylvania Jobs Bureau
Marking the first time In the State Em- 

ployment Service Bureau's 34-year history .
that a black man was in contention for a
district managership of any of the bur-
eau's nine regional areas In Pennsylvanta,
&*rretary of Labwr amid Industry Cilfford
L. Jones announced appoltinent of
Charles J. Itamilton to bend the Pitis-
burgh District Hamilton, a 32-year bur-
eau career employee. was appointed as- Itan
slstant manager In 1069 In charge of all employmen
lee In the Pittsburgh area.

TWA Sied For $950,000 In Refimal To Fly '1 i
The American Civil Ubertle3

- f ACLU) filed a suit agatast TransI Airlines (TWA) La New York, i
$950,000 damages for former txile-)
P. Williams. former president of t!
public of New Africa (RNA), whowi
refused to fly from London to DO re
year. Williams was jailed In Lndcsi

- - week while awaiting special trawt:
Williams tion arrangements.; TWA was cl

with breach of duty, breach of contract and defan

Comment: We Negro Moderates of Amerire jel that Ii
Liberties Union is trying to take sner our upremate Court
and form their owin out lawed Supreme Court system
blaek and white, old and young medical groups could.
ade it on the umy the courts are supposed #to> b1run. S

take up the practice of defending this rudi-al element
in the time light To troublemaker Robert F. 11alloesu
the likes of him, they should give the $95,OOO- al
spends natural fife in prison.

Ite Thomas, A I11
N __________________
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churches, companies, corporations, foundations, etc., keep
giving your money to not only that program, but other groups
you do the same for, we are heading for much more, bigger
trouble. Its going to lead to this thing called RETALIATION.
See that the thing you ministers and cohort's you so called
Black and White radical leaders forgot to explain to your
people is that you are supposed to be leading. As long as the
Blacks were jumping on the Whites doing them in it was O.K.
Now that the Whites are getting tired of the Blacks pushing
them around, the Whites are fighting back, and the Blacks are
outnumbered All the Blacks and their leaders both Black and
White are hollering the Blacks are being mistreated in the
schools. When alot of this could have been avoided if those
same ministers, Black and White and their cohorts and those
same so-called leaders should have told the Black kids the score
from the beginning. Explain to them that education came first,
and then you get your equality. See, Brains can overtake
Bronze if it is put to good use. All a retaliation will eventually
lead to is more and more bloodshed and the sooner you
ministers and you Black and White so-called leaders start
preaching, and talking like this, the sooner things will get back
to normal. When the Black and White kids were fighting, these
same ministers and those same so-called Black and White
leaders couldn't be found, and the sooner the Black and
White kids wise up to what these people are doing to them,
and turn on them most of their troubles will be over.
That same Black minister that is involved in the school problems,
he has a good education, he didn't get it like you Black kids are
trying to get yours; and if you listen to him and his cohorts,
you won't get any education at all Maybe thats.what they
want.

Ike Thomas, ANOTHER SIDE

ANOTHER SIDE WELCOMES

I would like to congratulate the Concerned Citizens
of Allegheny County. who recently lormed an organ-
ization known now as "United People Speak". I am
very grateful for the small part Ike Thomas. several
directors and myself had in forining such an organiza-
tion.

"ANOTIlliR SIDE". will co-operate in every pos-
sible way with tie "United People Speak" to foster
good will in our communities. We will also work with
other organizations of this type who will fight for
the rights of all men.

' I believe ANOTHER SIDE must continue to ex-
pose those persons who will use the uinderprivileged
to their own advantage. We intend to call the shot%
as we see them and no holds bared.

We arc "Black M'derates", and we intend to remain
as Black Moderates because we feel we can better
serve our people and country from a.moderate point

-of view.

Anotlr Side ( Neco Meiates (i A

I wo&id alio like to thank the board of di
for maintaining a beautiful relationship among:
sclves for our board is one of few that hiak
enough convictions that they can and will can
to work very close. all tite long speaking cngagenm
all the long hours of travel. our board is 'dedi
Cnough to our commitmenti that I can say tIhL

truly Brothers. And until all men share in at1
and one that is right, they will not have the c
and the will to persevere in the action.

- I asked all of those who joined us. "Could
stand up and be counted". do they know the
and are they willing to pay the price. Ill a
remember the words of President Truman, "I
can't stand the heat, stay out or the kitchen."

I felt so good as I heard men and women sta
and commit themselves to our cmatse. These me.
women were from all over the county and my
felt pood a-, they said they are willing tu
with me.

I will not ask anyone to do :*nything-I haven't
or will not do. but we find o minany or the SO-
Black Leaders in our communities demanding
others. but never really giving of themselves.
example. let us look at a so-called leader, who is t
to win the nomfinsit f or Congres%. now on
for a big registration dlirve. The registration dri

fWo0t6aaased 1n
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1 Ron For Survival: Applying mouth-to-mouth resuscita-
tion to June Floyd. 3 months old, as he rushed to Boston
City Hospital. oston Isli(e olerer Randolph Lanottina is
followed by the child's another, tMts Karen Floyd. The baby
had choked on a bone but was revived.

Comment: As). you fIuLi jberis:s .artI L"'this'yla** jf eerujffy?
I all it forum rd 5es5. Yu Jsfiuid it at##lkih sides, so 5lets f.el
it like it is. ('ul IM***, theat ibI1it* sfffifrr - there areol
like him. 11' knu kt erhld isd awnther d.

Ike I,',nvas. ANI77IEI SIDE

SCHOOLS AND 11S IIACIAL PROBLL-MS: Our Racial
Problems will su.p around ott schools when those hyencriles
- the Black and Wite miniistevs aqd tose so-callrd Black and
White leaders stay away front the schools amd let the school
administration handle their own poblctus; and those sane
Black and White ministers ard dlose same .so-a.:lled Black ant
White leaders stso p tia Iii tlov L Police em.r Ienwl sit

*1* * - - . : " b

3 Well, Hello: Mcetig the 1970 National March of Dlni
Postsrr Boy, Marty Mim Mack,.8, in the Las Vega::, Net
resort hotel where she wa appearing, singer-nctress Pe-n
(Iltilo, Dolly) Balley prerares to play pool wlth % ty. , ai
urges all to "Go Mod" (March of Dmes).

asvi let them do their job when needed things. would s.
to normal. There is one Black minister on the North Sit.
he and hi' Black and White cohorts have and are still 1.1'
the churches and aft the big companies and fonulaalion'
all tile money they can get - supposedly doing a job it.
govenment or the big companies or corporations cool,
should he doing. No. they want to do It so they n id
more money down the drain. (With that t o I oi
That's not had enough, the same bwnrh ase :e i Il.
MESSING in the school problems. (Exctse it e wn
but we have to talk-ft and tell-st like it is.) l ung a,
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A "NEW CAT IN TOWN

Last month a "new" cat made the Pitisburgm scene. Home - and let's hope it is a temporary one - h 574 Bnshlon Ave.

Right away he started to meow albunt the had upi:' some of Ihe people in Pittsburgh are being treated by the police, the
school%, and white ricists. Next. thi cat tells everyone he s going to give a free breakfast to the children in Homewood.
hand.out free clothes. give free health care, and set up a "liberation school." These are pretty big plans for a cat that has to
go around the community begging for paper, pencils and cleaning help to set up an office.

This cat runs something called "The National Commiltce to Combat Fascism", which is the Black Panther Party. What
they call fascism is everything and everyone whot doesn't agree wills them. Like Black Panthers everywhere they tell us that
America is roten. the police ar pig. andet ously may in change things is ith a gm. The P1anther'. fell us they arC qoing
lio gie slr.iLfIt goi our eiislren. lSst1 thi, i nti the .*11% se11n1 the n %%,11t s0 fed astur csiliren with the fGond c omec.an e-
tra2 helping fhit11:1. 1sfJiece. pti1 14 e lf ul4sis '.a.s4dsimrn and %t pbbwin pnosnwn. andsi usei-Asnerican propagandka.

The fre clotlhing and health case pgsg.un' are' s1 C uchst has air. Anposse who cares enough and needs them can get cloth-
ing and health care from any number of goind acies.. I*sides. )ou don't have to listen go a bunech of nonseme that even

the people who pas-, it out don't understand.

What about the "liberation school"? Well, the Pasihcrs tell the students (your children) that,"political power grows out
of the barrel of a gun", and they tell yosr children to "arm, yourself or harm yourself." The hero' of the Panthers, the peo-
ple who the Panthers hold up as models for your children, are mostly junkies. jailbirds, and se criminals. Communist guer-
illas such as North Vietnam's Ito Chi Minh and Cuba's Chc Gucvara are held up as heros fur the revolution the Panthes want
in America.

The Panthers talk about freedomn. yet theit rules for lP%,'ar members sound like Hitter's Nai party, Stalin's secret police.
and the K K K all rolled into one. ie Panthes's sau.r.u about white oppression. yet they hustle, roband squeeze the black
community in a way that puts the Mfiar to shame. Ihey preachT black pride and self reliasce. but what does hate and violence
have to do witI pride and %elf reliance? Isn't there enough death, destruction, and hatred without the Panthers adding their
two cents worth?

There are real problems in our community - wu'ing.clmi.os.,jobs. crime.drugs. etc. These problems will not be solved
by guns. bomb%, and the violence and revoluonpuiseicd by the Panthers. These problems will he solved by responsible men
of good will - both black and while. Let us get on with constructive work.and ot let any ofl thee black cats cros our path.
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People TO Cnduct To ConitmatGruSePeoleArea 1)rive Race Stress Groupbe
Speak UnilfnI iPeople 20 Barks. 19hiteaMe br

Group Fornical FrmUni oted riCit ,p
Toracial C e iii 31ndrrrs' People Sprak' u3lWIi h d biracial

tLos T Ffua :014 ew eo eSpeak, aAol2 akand hile a~ t DilUIThurlday in th,
R, JERKY SIIARPE Maly Iorrad group eof black aotracial 'esiens in he - Civim~i m AW

Amsd't tt raci ~ isand %bile mooderates. plans to Pittsburith area. )votrdyDwnonAmd.atercuw-rd fi rate a eonly-wide formed an owanniition raileW. Infilit organlimrs arr
loda% *" troubled ikorid. It vt drive. Frank WwsceTer who tinilad People Slpeak " Ilazelwood North Sid,

S~lmme ChancSe to hear a was tWrchia~rn at a htryinamed rank %herler. &insburg. IHomewnd .
olirofrod aetig rilrdy oid hio M back. temporary chair. Ion. 11111 Disrict, G,.

riatiem s u c hIs i"We all tim-kI iilt t 1 i aea's batcaInn"rmCropolis and Sewickl1
X% ftiat 10 a aid of all permonsi. black and Mr illsO. f t" cm fewtUs ropwa

prnesrt~' trlnd E f!t oing whre rucial rbemsted burill. Withunub erg. Gar- pitud its base among pe
Irniapd 11opa-of is airun ail Probhelemr. W. Coraoifibs. sandlSe ick- blaksas well as awh

INfgdl't'a'L. afrthis ci'n t. atof ir1. Imaw thUe Goldenm Tries- uwo are concerned aba
a sesid ea fWlkubr.gie YMCA. towiliews. wAd

A s #,l,.kii-ntaidwKmaethm again aezt fdaltensions in The diatr
:hgddIt -I.r Sjl~. iecr salid members of Thwsid acio. sewnt to promote tade-

h Ila I reach 1,1's want Is "gOw l f O tethe I-flt*i
01oI 'hE r 14n " ied o ar~m.-lit said ~w

iff ~t uli M r Shirpe' of (heir fpriamepit l irenss willlarenre a 1dmI hull. 121h Frank Wheeler of V
it-1. I united l'wele si). flip tie I r onduce P sos Is Ward IHornewnodu lDetircral-burg has been elected
races niuyt foorpei the pw,%I and die -bants. Ik chairman who rte assstntIrr himno h r

work sid. i~ ~~'de tiard uolur ithI seretIa ryltheW Maors iyhiinfhgwokson bkme ot r Or"U.%atanr blli t e Human Srire rflwuven. said Ike Thomas. e x e c L
anr oowAw Athat MaS lthebe, ha- wntsto core siles go intes director of Another Sid,

The groitso, 4lilirmian. Frauik grow up they will he able to toI a e It uwghhiwhnond% and the new organization b
Wheeler a-r V. lki . avurg. re- h0lIir1ii'it-11l% ti.1l! aduilts Market o silts shifted iw'ighhor- -full support"
croith fetld an audii, arbsoe have a, ien uoble in sA.ie, hnnds o in direu% heir ptW "Tin is mmsnvbnoI
both rac t  11,*v!-r Pa'id. Firms He aItinsaid that 'd ate t eedeeoph"T~ mlrea difernceIleoguaiag tUaMUPS will arable nUwble i back com- bawan d wh eits fo

-Mw ml., ru difereom L- (fat oppjuilikanfronm black and imunties rslts fromt while-blcsadwiefo.
Isa-eu te Nerm and the white stiteilitlants, Wheeler as- dominated Churches g I v i a time,.said Uts err to a
nvion ' letin uilurfBut beu-iu.e selrird. "we ba~to i anen~man mny to Variausn Ogames- start."we di not batiher to Ket it) of bring preswsred by any U1ions1.

&tills% r~oth otlwr. we- iigi grivip or appealing any"Bll up %ur skles-a-and to
all Lind% of harmful Ial~al..vw 5 o Intownrk." Hliattsaid "We %ant

811110tl each other . lie' said ame cearmIlte sill or commu~itty to he a decent
Anottiar uitibe-a-of 11w'Wkset fintot o hs .Is h(Wing plare to0lhiein"

proup. W 1Vernon crawfitrd. a peV e ur a sostif.rganiralmglis i.aeCuud'
felark tncurana'e salrian. I*- "Olaf art creating ekam.w 8A bltaeContogrted inheKilwant'an's 1oH
lwvei that "b) delibirratelt Aftrney tNrmn ~J. Cookie Nornisde said. "our children. 'Another Side"
stoiding cltart wfti each was narrtd vice chlnutio at black and shita-. are bring
ohebr. NOhfthe Negro &ad lie the ina'a'ing. twid in the (;i1d. wied I haie heard three year- Frank Wheeler, of R

white mian tnd;ay are falling en Triangle, YMCA, 23H Weird old% ask. anre wev gouuig to be burg, will speak at the r
'.wtiis lo radicals who want St . 1.. ntiau One 'i4 the bmids weekly meeting of the 0.
to widen the pap." Fr.OL013 ll e jhf~aof ib. The mnther of a blark stu- Kiwanis Club ini Sto

Hil~l l1"tric-t, %K#, foruned An dent at Atldardir -Hichh khutawl -Iestaurant, IZ8 N. Cra
Cool Thankers *ola'r Side. a black nwiderate In Squirrel Hill cmiintesd at noon Tuesday. Wheel,

life group scm% to be at- ru that "there is terrible poliariza- staff member of "A n n
lostailing co'al-thztitking Negroes lia. ittkWd& are coinused."Sie"a rnlto f
arui4sehtc',-evri ruin oile oride blancrks. ion n'
affuent suburbs which haveertblcs -)v
cotlba-en troubled b;' racial
fiobl erns..

Ilse group was formna-d mnit-
ltv through permteait efforts of A CHll (7 - _ P~t" a# u d

Ile Thontac. executive direc- M f~Ill 90 ia L~1
tar of Anotlier Side. the local
branch of Negro Moderates of Iiks ~ biS -*ek to form a hoard cof 15in eeting of Another Side. s:

Aniw'rles which is headcluar- mixmbers to try to iron out be expects persos from Pit
lered in Columbus. Oltio. 'I'g j-,9 ' problems. Thomas,, who sai4 burgh and other aimmunil

Vale eoi eclad tA ropofbac adwhl tomorrows program Is on:. a to attend.
,a reetmeeting taTthe ivtm (itirrias 5cone'ernod with racial

wauded) Ing causes of racial's- prolalemnr will nac"' t at the
mies art: i;aldrn Triasnpl,- YMCA, 301

&of P a r communications Wond St., IDowutown, at oon
friween the rairrs tomonirow.f

W I nadaquai Iiosisirng for Ike Thonmar, bad of Anoth.
so' Insufficieniftraiining and blacks, s-tid several organize.

rot~ enough jobs for Negroes. Imin will be reprewsented, tHe
sO Narcotics. dr ug and said Ow"us at the meeting will
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D r. I. L. King Ave.
P an KOd by Councl
City Council did an abrupt face yester-

day by defeating a motion to rename
Center Avenue O)r. M. L King Avenue.

The motion. introduced by Councilman
Georg- W. Shields and stconded by
Councilman lauis Masnn Jr., council's
two black members. sent down to a 5-3
vote with one abstention.

Councilman J. Craig Kuhn voted yes
along with Mason and Shields on the bill.
"No" votes were cast by Councilmen
James A. (orIes.. Thonma% F. Fagan.
Walter Kamyk, John P ILynch and Edgar
Michaels.

Council president John F. Counahan
elected to abstain, explaining that he
lives on Center Avenuc and does not
consider himself eligihle to vote on the
measure.

The defeat of the bill was totally un-
expected' It had been given committee
approval last Hedncsday by council with

practically no fanfare-a usual sign of
certain passage.

Only Fagan and Kamyk voted against
the ordinance last Wednesday when it
came up for committee approval. Lynch
and Counahan abstained.

Cortese and Michaels changed their
minds yesterday and Lynch decided to
cast a "No" vote.

It became apparent that the bill was
I trouble yesterday whea Shields nse
to address counell on the social necessity
for re-naming the four-me street for the
slain civil rights leader.

When Shields finished. Mason deliv-
ered brother speech extoling the virtues
of King'and calling for the passage of
the bill.

But when the vote was called for, the
five dissenting city lawmakers each ex-

fCoatd*a Page 4,Colema 1)

CitylRejects
Kng Ave.:

(Cn In runPage 1)a
- -- -thaitoo m rida

of the street are dsed to
.sochange and that vj~ng for
the bMDwould be vot# for
somnethlrg that themajorly I
against.
Seek Other Method

All called for some ether
method to memorialize the
civil rights leader. Cortese
suggested that a new recrea-
tion center currently wder
construction in the Hill Dis-
trict be named for Dr. King.

The name change was re-
quested nearly three months
ago by a variety of local civil
rights groups.
After conducting several

public hearings on the matter.
council finally ordered a pott
taken among residents of the
street to get their reaction.

Some SM per cent of those
contacted reacted and 72 per
cent of them registered oppo-
fitvr tof le elnge.

viCillnch I'ss%%

Black Group
Here Rejects
Panther Unit

A Negro moderate leader
claimed today the rw lw1'nek
Panther office in Homet4d
"is unwanted, in tneiighbor-
boud and such radicals dio rot
represent the black people "

Ike'Itomas,rzera(tlve
director of Another Sid. ald
Negro moderates [ruin Home-
wood, the Hill District. Mc-
Kecsport. North Side. Wilkin-
burg and other areas called an
"emergency" meetingLast
night to "Ike a slnd on the
Panthers."

The Black Panther Party
recently open-d a branch Pt
574 Brushton Ave., undr th.
supervision of a member, Har.
old Wright, 28.

Thomas said over 40 of the
leaders and menhers of var.
ous branches of Another Sida

decided, "VHe wl not be intiri-
Idated by any lack Panther
groups or other tadicals -
white or black - wws. only
purpose. iF to widen the rap
between th rac. and perpeL-

Biacial Ubit
Pruhos'Chaos'

A newly formed biracial
group. United People Speak,
has started an Investigation to
find eat "what persons are
creating racial chaos and who
Lq fundulg5 thelin."

Frank Wheeler, of Itilkins.
bIrg. halirmnan of the group
whkb met yesterday, said
Larry Sluff.of Humnewood, was
alpoelited to head the investi.
gathe rmnnte aid ill
anak et "progress rcpors regu-
larly."

Huff saidt one of the first
sleIs %%IlI be to notify some
area churches Us3t In many
cases they are "contr ibuting to
programs in tie so-called black
nighbuioods that are wanted
only by he'mlwirity of blacks
that request them -not by the
sil**nt majority."

Huff is the mayor's assis(ant
secretary of the Human Serv-
Ice iVISIoL

Negro Group
Blasts Plan
For Panthers

Another Side. a Pittsburgh
area group affiliated with
Negro Moderates of America.
yesterday b I a sted plans to
open a Black Panther branch
In Homewood.

Ike Thomas, of the Hill Dis-
trict. said members of Another
Side at a meeting Sunday
night adopted a resolution stat-
ing In part, "We don't nred
any black p a n Lhe r a. white
panthers. Ku Klux Klan or any
other hate or radical group in
our city or In our country."

A group called the National
Committee to Combat Fas-
cism has announrod plans to
open a branch at 674 Bwrushon
Ave. and serve free breakfasts
for children.

Naside Meaderson said the
group Is not the Black Panther
Party but Is rsganised within
the political wing of the Black
Father Party.

Henderson, who said that a,
captain he heads the organiza
tion here, said free breakfast
will be served children at th,
Holy Rosary Church School
7120 Kelly St., Homewood H
said the group will sponsor
free health clinics and provid
free clothing.

Henderson protested that a'
though the office opened ont
on Sunday it has been subjec
to what be called police has
assment. He said that polic
have driven slowly past th
buf iding and have photc:
raped it from several ar

lps.-
Thomas. who is executiv

director of Another Side. sai
that it is the responsibility o
the government and the schor
lunch program to make ret
lain that no children are hun
gry.

Pittssbsrle Post-Gazette
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AIR MAIL - REGISTERED

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FROM: SAC, SAN DIEGO (100-14192)(P).

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST- HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE(
BPP)

Re Bureau airtel to Chicago, et,s 5/15/70.

For the information of the Bureau, "The Black n e
newspaper is afforded the same Immunity from tax.laws and
other state legislation as is any reputable above-ground
newspaper. This makes It extremely difficult to attack from a
legal point of view, as the Bureau Is aware.T

There are three legal possibilities which the Bureau
may wish to consider, (1) the printing equipment being utilized
for printing "The Black Panther"' is subject to purchase or
use tax. In California this would amount to 5% of the purchase
price of the machinery. (2) There Is also a rarely used
transportation tax law in the State of California which primaril.,
applies to carriers or transporters, with the exception of air-
cargo which is exempt. (3) A third possibility Is the law
which prohibits conducting a business in a residential area.
This particular law is local In nature; however, the vast
majority of areas throughout the State of California do In fact
have such an ordinance,..

Bureau (AM) (REGISTERED)
I - Sacramento (Info)(AM)(REGISTERED)
I - San Francisco (Info) (157-601) (AM) (REGISTERED)
2 - San Diego 0
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SD 100-14192

If *the San Francisco'Division is aware of, or can)
d termine, the method by which the raw-materials utilizedifqr',.
p oducing The Black Panther", that is' the paper and ink,'axie
transported, the individual who'performs' this transportation Is
subject to a l% tax on the charges made for such transportation.
This law applies even though the individual performing the
transportation is a member of the BPP, provided be receives a
fee for his services.

Also, if the San Francisco Division is~aware, or can
determine, from whom the equipment was purchased which is
utilized for the production of the paper,* the seller could be
contacted to determine if the required 5% sales and/or use
tax has been paid.

The third possibility of conducting a business from
a residential area could be determined and pursued and, if
they are conducting a business in a residential area, could be
forced to cease their activities or move to a non-residential
area. .

I

.

San Diego is not aware of the physical setup under-
which the above mentioned newspaper is produced. Therefore,
it would be extremely difficult to make any specific
recommendations concerning effective measures to take to
disrupt production of the paper. Inquiries in the San Diego
area have resulted in the information that the vendors
and/or distributors of any newspaper., including the various
underground newspapers and "The Black Panther" are not required
to possess any type of a permit nor is their activity in any
way considered to be illegal. Neither is the transportation
of the paper in violation of any local or state statutes of
which the San Diego Division is aware, except for that rarely
used statute which appears above concerning the tax assessment

f carriers.

-2-
* - J ! 2'> *~?

The Bureau may also wish to consider the utilization'-
of "Skatol", which is a chemical agent in powdered form and
when applied to a particular surface emits an extremely noxious
odor rendering the premises surrounding the point of application
uninhabitable. Utilization of such a chemical, of course, would
be dependent upon whether or not entry could be achieved into
the area which is utilized for,the production of "The Black
Panther".-. . .-A ... ,* '; * . .
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SD 100-14192

For the additional informant of the Bureau
."TheBlack Panther" is no longersent to nor distributed f.v;;k
in the San Diego Division. Ths-iIs 'attributed primarily'to
the demise of the BPP in San Diego and secondarily to the
fact that on numerous occasions when the shipment of BPP
papers arrived via Pacific Southwest Airlines and/or United
Airlines, the individuals who were dispatched to pick up
the papers were immediately interviewed by Agents.

Another poss! iilty which the Bureau mnay wish to'.
consider would be.the composition and mailing of numerous
letters to BPP Headquarters from various points throughout

the country on stationery containing the national emblem
of the Minutemen organization. These letters, in several
different forms, would all have the common theme of warning

Sthe Black Panthers to cease publication or drastic measures
would be taken by the Minutemen organization. It is the
consensus of opinion that the one single organization which
is most feared by the BPP in general and the individual members
specifically, is the Minutemen organization.

Utilization of the Minutemen organization through
direction of informants within that group we14 also be a very
effective measure for the disruption of the publication of
this newspaper.

Sacramento may wish to contact the California State
Board:of Equalization in an effort to determine whether or not'
that division would be cognizant of any state statutes which
could be utilized. It is suggested that any inquiry be
made very general in nature and could be in the form of
inquiry concerning "The People's World", the various
underground newspapers, and "The Black Panther".

.1-
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UNITED STATES G4,CANMENT

Memorandum
TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

SAC, CINCINNATI (100-16921) (P*)

:COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(VISUAL AIDS)

Re Bureau airtel, 4/24/69.

(9

DATE: 5/21/70

1~. - - -

The Cincinnati Division has no photographs of
scenes of racial violence or related matters at this
time.

Agents have been notified to submit to the Bureau
- on a continuing basis, any photographs falling within
this category and appropriate photographs will be submitted
when obtained.

A2 - Bureau (RM)
2 - Cincinnati
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FBI .I
FBI

Date: 5/19/70 a

Transmit the following an
(Type s ploataess or coss)

Via AIRTEL AIRMAIL - REGISTERED I
(Priora~y)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FROM: SAC, LOS ANGELES (157-4054)

RE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE - US

Re Bureau airtel dated 5/13/70, cpt e as
above.

Inasmuch as it appears only a relatively few
individuals are aware of the woundin of CRENDA ,
it is felt it would be too risky for
to make any inquiries concerning the .

Also, the wounds, being of such a very superficial
nature, it is felt at this time no exploitation of this

1/.4situation against ROWN AREiGA and US would be feasible.

3 Bureau (AM-RM) REG. 109 / (../ 7if ?
(1 l 17-5877) (US)

3 - Los An eles
(1 -(RO KARLENGA) 17 MAY £
(1 -4)(US)
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UNITED STATES G( tNMENT

Memorandum
TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 5/21/70

FROM : SACs, NEW YORK (100-161140) (P)
1

SUBJECT COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

ReNYlet to Bureau, 2/25/70. ' ' 'i j
1. Operations Under Consideration

It is felt by the NYO that BPP operations can best be
disrupted by exposing them to individuals and groups who would have
a natural or conditioned animosity toward the.BPP aims and ideals.

The above can be accomplished through the continued use
of anonymous letters and handbills which would be directed toward --.
those who may be expected to act through economic or personal (.
means against the BPP thereby hindering BPP operations.

- The NYO realizes the importance of negating the financial
benefits coming to the BPP through the distribution of their official
newspaper "The Black Panther" and will continue to attempt to derive
a logical and practical plan to thwart this crucial BPP operation.

2. Operations Being Submitted

On 2/27/70, correspondence was directed to individuals
known to have attended a BPP fund-raising function at the home of
the well known musician, LEONARD BERNSTEIN. This correspondence
outlined the BPP's anti-Semetic posture and pro-Arab position,

on 3/5/70, mimeograph coves of a "aPP solicitation
letter" and a "Store owners letter were sent to BPP headquarters
in NYC as per Bureau instructions dated 3/5/70.

On 3/6/70, information was furnished to an established
newspaper contact concerning the source of monies used to raise
bail for one of the "Panther 21", a group of BPP members on trial
in New York City.

2'+ Bureau (RM .L a
1- New York (43) 

10MA 2-17

JLL:tf to MAY 22 1970
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NY 100-161140

On 4/1/70, the NYO participated in the formulation of
a Counterintelligence proposal submitted by San Francisco office
and directed against black militant leader LEROY ELDRIDGE CLEAVER.

On 4/20/70, the NYO sent a letter to various individuals
familiar with BPP activities in the New York area concerning
STOKELY CARMICHAEL's views on the late ADOLPH HITLER.

3. Tangible Results

On 5/7/70, both of whom
have furnished reliabe information in the past, advised that
on that date approximately 35 members of the Jewish Defense League
(JDL) picketed the Harlem Branch of the BPP in NYC. The purpose of
this demonstration was to show that the JDL feels the BPP is anti-
Semetic in its acts and words.

Also on the above date approximately 50 members of the JDL
demonstrated outside of the Bronx, New York BPP Headquarters for the
aforementioned reasons.

In view of the above actions by the JDL it is felt that
some of the counterintelligence measures of the NYO have produced
tangible results.

4. Developments of Counter-
Intelligence interests.

As the summer season approaches the NYO will be keenly
aware of the activities of various racial and hate groups in New
York City for the exploitation of such activities within-the
continuing counterintelligence program.

The NYO will immediately inform the Bureau of any situations
or developments that occur where counterintelligence techniques may
be used.

-2



TO DIRECTOR.-FBI (100-4

mRom

44801

SAC, DETROIT (157-3214)

As:. 5/20/70

.1COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - RATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
RM

Re Detroit letter, dated 5/18/70, captioned,
tol14,wnee and Rnpssial Aneration"

The planning for this organization is still
in the initial stages, but Detroit believes that the
foregoing is a workable plan for CIP activities.*

Bureau's comments in this regard would be
apprecia ted,

r - Bureau (RIM)
2 Detroit
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(4)
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UNITED STATES .RNMENT

Memorandum
TO :DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: :5/19/70; ROM 1 SAC, MEMPHIS (100-4542) (P)

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALISTS - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE (INVADERS)

Re Memphis letter to Bureau 2/27/70.s-4#,/-,

90-DAY PROGRESS LETTER:

At the present time the only known bla k militant
wit-inth~ diictnn s the Invaders Mwho have been iTF"T"1" a

pio!! 7lidilitiorgniigiTI - c:nvader:organization. They are
attempting to establish a headquarters but at the resent

htima residence of
They ing

o se up n organza ion ii. be limited strictly
to Negroes but have invited to their meetings some young
whites, and indications are that this organization is
attempting to secure financing from either the Federal
Government or local religious or charitable groups by
establishing a breakfast program for Negro youths or
day care centers for working mothers. This Invader
organization has done some picketing recently on the
Memphis Police Department in connection with allegations
of police brutality and they have been supporting an
ad hoc committee sponsored by the NAACP at Memphis, which
is looking into alleged police brutality and is attempting
to establish a civilian police review board.

- -ureau (M)

- Memphis )(112IofAYOI (

HSI/acp ATAtINrGP:TIONcoTAINED
(4) ,HF.N1.; UNCIjA:S# IF lED.
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OTHERWISE.4 0 .JUN2 1970 O
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The Memphis Office will continue to remain alert
to any counterintelligence operations that it feels will
be productive in disrupting the Invader organization at
Memphis, and the Bureau will be kept advised of all
developments.

-2-

0

ME 100-4542

At the present time there are no counterintelligence
operations being considered by the Memphis Office directed-...
against the Invader organization in view of its relative
inactivity plus the fact of the extremely good informant
coverage in this organization.
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FBI

Date: 5/18/70

Transmit-the following in
(TYpe in plaiia o5 r code)

AIRTEL
(PrPer ty) - M

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

' FROM: SAC, WFO (157-1292) (P)

fCOlUIERINTELLIGENCE.PROALML
BLACK NATIONALISTS..-.ATE..iQVJP1..
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BLACK STUDENTS

ReWFOlet 5/13/70, captioned I
aka; RM - SNCC".

A review of the banking activities of the National
Association of Black Students NAB ng the period
3/31/70-4/30/70, r veals that made checks in the
amount of $ able to erself* I- serher husband and one Detroit,
Michigan.

requested th- D- * * - * ascertain
if is related to As soon as
this information is received, WFO will submit recommendations
ea ding appropriate action to bring the large amount of money

is paying her relatives to the attention of the NABS
general membership in order to cause dissention in the ranks
of NABS and perhaps cause the removal of as head of
that organization.

Bureau
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UNITED STATES , .NMENT

Memorandum
TO :DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

Cp SEATTLE (157-721) (P)

SUBJEd.' COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(BLACK PANTHER PARTY - BPP)

Re Seattle letter, 4/14/70 + ,

I. OPERATIONS UNDER CONSIDERATION

None.

II. OPERATIONS BEING EFFECTED

None.

III. TANGIBLE RESULTS

None.

DATE: 5/15/70 ;i.

e797*

*1-

IV. DEVELOPMENTS OF COUNTERINTELLIGENCE INTEREST

None.

It is noted that Seattle Cointelpro is not producing
any statistics and this is occasioned by the fact the only
potential target in Seattle is the BPP which chapter presently
has less than a dozen members and the activities of the BPP
are mostly political in nature and of neighborhood goodwill
projects, which projects are not conducive to counterintelligence
programs. Seattle feels that any attempt to work a Cointelpro
presently against the BPP may not be in the Bureau's best.
interests.

The next monthly letter will be submitted June 15, 1970.

=M- - * * ***
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Upon receipt of Los Angeles' recommendations,-
San Francisco submit observation concerning same.

JFM:abm

NOTE:

!IEC 16 /,C 6 A -j

I MAY 15 1970

US organization is blnck extremist group headquartered*
in Los Angeles and arch rival of DPP for black power control.
Tbere hrs been a rift between them and periodical confrontation.
The above article may prove a two edge sword to disrupt both
organizations if adrbitly used. ,,
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8-15-70 ..

Airtel 1-

To: SACs Los Angeles
San Francisco

From: Director, FBI (100-448006)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
MAN BLACK NATIONALIST - RATE GROUPS.

RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

"IThe Black Panther" issue of May 2, 1970, contains an
article "Karonga - King of the Bloodeuckers." An title suggests,
articlo vilifies and debases Karenga and US organization.

Los Angeles submit recommendation to Bureau and".
San Francisco for exploitation of same under captionod program.
Consider from two aspects, one against US and Karenga from
obvious subject matter; the second against OPP because Inherent
in article is admission by BPP that it has done nothing to
rotaliato against US for killing of Panthor members attributed t
US and Karenga, an admission that the BPP has been beaten at its
own game of violence.

& ;,I*/
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UT IN ENVELOPE -

Chicago (157-2209)

REC e
ctor, FBI (100-448006)--jl 11

fo2L70

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(BLACK PANTHER PARTY)

ReCGlet 5-13- .

The Vurepu has reviewed your proposal with interest-
and appreciates the aggressive-typo thinking in connection with
your counterintelligence program.

It is believed the potential risk involved in
forcing the leaders of the Illinois Chapter to concentrate'on
recruitment in East Chicago Heights aight lod to the formation
of a National Committee to Combat Fascism in a Negro ghetto
which has had considerable racial unrest. In this connection,
it could be expected that the BPP leaders would be unduly
aroused over the thought that another group (in this instant
a non-existent group) was attempting to unite the blacks in
opposition to the BPP.

Past experience has indicated that the BPP would
quickly send investigators into an area in order to discredit
any group and thereafter capitalize on resulting publicity for
their own recruiting. In regard to your proposal, the BPP
leaders would most likely take credit for driving out "non-
existent" provocateus and use the opportunity to organize a
new operation. Thus, in essence, we would be responsible

j ror a nqw BjPP operation In a highly volatile racial co

Also, it is a moot question whether it.is ad
to our investigation versus informnnt needs for the BP

. Chicago to lift its recruiting restrictions on members
Is especially rn acute problom with the advoot of the I
months herd and the Chicago organization is alrondy o

TaIl - largest BPP ch::ptors in-the country.

Mo-tif a In view of the above, your proposal is not a
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Letter to Chicago
fe: Counterintelligence Program

Black Nationalist-Hate Groups
100-448006

NOTE:

Chicago proposed sending a letter to BPP leaders
indicating a non-existent BPP chapter was in existence in
south suburb of Chicago, thus leading to some concern to
the leaders and opening up the closed membership status
for informant infiltration. Chicago's proposal has all the
potential of sowing seeds of increasing thenaembership ranks
of the BPP in Chicago, In this connection, Chicago is.
already a "hot spot" in view of the police killing of the
Chicago BPP leader'during 12/69. The resulting publicity has
continued to stir up the ghetto areas not only in Chicago but
in other areas of the country.
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UNITED STQGOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO : IRECrOR, FBI (100-448006) c : /3/70

mom-'SAC, CHICAGO (157-2209) (P)

SUBJEc : "'aUNTER1- INTELLIGENCE. PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE. .
BLACK PANTER PARTY (BPP)

In recent weeks it has been ascertained that
the leadership of the Illinois Chapter of the BPP has
indicated concern that individuals may attempt to organize
black people in the neighboring communities outside the
City of Chicago, with substantial Negro residentsand
claim affiliation with the BPP.

It appears that the local leadership is at a
loss as to what action should be taken should such a
situation present itself.

In view of the above, Chicago recommends that
the Bureau approve the following course of action by this
office.

.. In the south suburban area there is an all-Negro
community of 5,000 population called Last Chicago Heights,

SIllinois,with boundaries contiguous to Chicago Heights,
Illinois, population 45,000, of which 8,000 are Negro or
other minority races. This area is highly industrialized.
Over the years, there has been considerable racial unrest
in the Chicago Heights area.

Chicago will prepare leaflets such as the example
thait follows:

-Dureau (RM)
I - San Francisco (157-001) (Info) (RM)
3 - Ch icago

I - 157-1291 (BPP)
JPM:mr
(6)
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CG 157-2209

It is believed that such action could cause
concern to the leadership in the Illinois Chapter, BPP,
as to the responsibility of the local leadership in .
permitting the usurpation of the BPP name without prior
knowlete of local leaders. This could create mistrust
among the leaders of the Illinois Chapter.

It is noted that the Illinois Chapter of the
BPP is closed to new membership, and has been for more
than six months; through the use of above technique it
is possible for us to attack this exclusive membership policy
of the BPP, possibly causing the BPP to accept new members,
thereby affording new opportunities for informant infiltration.

No action will be taken by Chicago until Bureau
approval is received.

-3-
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Airtel 
1

To: SAC, Los An&eles

From: Director, FBI (100-448006)-- 1' 

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE( GROUPS
RACIAL INTiLLIGINCE
Us

Reurairtel and LHM 5/7/7e, US caption.

Ascertain any additional background details from
your informants about gunshot wounds received by Brenda Karenga,
wife of Ron Karenga, US leader, as described in relt. Submit
recommendations concerning exploitation of this situation
against Ron Karenga and US.

JFM:drli1.
(5) \

NOTE:

Brenda Karenga received medical treatment as a
result of superficial gunshot wounds. One explanation
claimed she was shot while practicing with handgun at home.
Ron Karenga claimed his wife was shot as he attempted to
prevent her from committing suicide. Analysis of same may
provide a counterintelligence effort against the black extremisi

US organization.
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FB I

Date: 5/770.

Transmit the following (InT.
(Type ia plainless or code)

Via AIR!TL ATE MAIL ZB~iSEED
(Prioisy)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (15?*5?5Y -

FRc: SAC, LOS ANELES (157-1449)(P)

RE: US, INCORPORATED
F4 - US
OO:Los Angeles

Enclosed herewiths suitable for dissemination, are
eight copies of a letterhead memorandum (LHM), captioned as
above.

Copies of the attached LHM are being furnished to
Secret Service, Los Angeles, and the local military agencies.

Source utilized in the attached TLIM is

The LM Is beinff classified confidential as It.
contains data from a source of continuing value, the
unauthorized disclosure of which could reasonably result in h
identification of this confidential source and compromise
the future effectiveness thereof. This identification could
adversely affect the internal security of the United States.

GEN CY: ,SaoC. SERV*
DEPT: ISD eqBi M94000 .
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ItS MAY,W$ 1970
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APPENDIX

"us"
Also Known As

"US" *Incorpc rated

"US" was chartered by the State of California as a-
non-profit corporation in September 1966, with offices at 8211
South Broadway, Los Angeles, California. The corporation charter
alleges that 'US" is primarily an Afro-American cultural
organization.

During the spring of 1968, however, a source advised -

that MAULANA RON KARENGA, true name Ronie McKi1nley Everett,
Founder-Chairman of "US", published a booklet entitled, "The
Quotable Karenga", in which he talked of revolution, black
power and condemned Christianity for the plight of the black
man.

In this booklet, KARENGA stated: "...You must have
a cultural revolution before the violent revolution. The
cultural revolution gives identity purpose ard direction.
,..The revolution being fought now is a revovlution to win the
minds of our people. If we fail to win this we cannot wage the'
violent one. ..When the word is given we'll'see how tough you
are. When it's 'burn', let's see how mu-..h you burn. When it's
'blow up', let's see how much you blow up. And when it's 'take
that white girl's head too', we'll really see how tough you are.

The above source advised that "US" members are required
to study and memorize this booklet. "US" members are also
assigned Swahili names which they use in lieu of their given
names.

A second source advised that KAIREN.A had spoken at
various meetings in Los Angeles at which time he talked of
creating an "US" army of 1,000 men, obtainirg weapon: and
ammunition, guerrila warfare tactics and revolution. KARENGA
also stated, "The only way to get life is to take a li.fe and as
we get stronger, we will take what we want from-the white man's
United States." He also stated that if the polite killed any
"US" members, the "US" organization would kill some of them.

APPENDIX CONTINUE
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APPENDIX CONTINUED

Also Known As
"US"t Incorporated

The first source above advised that KARENGA also
stated that race riots throughout the country were not riots
but were actually revolts or revolutions and that the black
people were going to win their freedom by violence if necessary.

A third source advised that KARENGA stated that a
revolution would take place in the future and that no one can
believe in black revolution without believing in armed conflict
because the two go hand in hand.

The first source above advised that the "US"
organization has approximately 20 militant, hard-core members,
a number of whom have been arrested for possession of
incendiary devices, attempted arson, armed robbery and burglary.
"US" members are known to carry firearms. There are an estimated
additional 75 to 100 individuals, ranging in age from 4 to 40,
who attend meetings and social activities sponsored by "US" which
are closed to anyone not of the Negro race.

A fourth source advised that in addition to the
offices at 8211 South Broadway, Los Angeles, "US" also
maintains an office at 7228 South Broadway, wherein they hold
most of their meetings and social activities.

The "US" organization opened an affiliate office 4
in San Diego, California.

The word "US" refers to the persoal]i pronoun and is
not an abbreviation.

APPENDIX
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In this regard, stated you know those
letters" and "Big Man brog te copies". She then
stated 'we think we know where they came from'. In a
separate segment of the conversation LEAVER also
mentioned letters, stating that inks she

re they from and as ucted. JUNE
o tell "we think we know where they

e rom".

It appears from the interchange between
these individuals that Big Man had brought, tes

ond counterintelligence letter T
ith him to Algiers, which were then compared

wth the counterintelligence letter previously sent
to ELDRIDGE CLEAVER in e
his wife KATHLEEN,
di t ion, t appears further

as convinced CLEAVER that she did
U prpre ee letters by her inference that she
knows where they came from. In this regard, it
is interesting to note that no comment was made to
the effect that the "pigs", the FBI or CIA might have
been responsible and it is felt by San Francisco that
these Panther leaders have no positive idea as to
the actual source of the letters.

It is conjectured by San Francisco that
by her statement, is of th
s may have originated from

in Paris, France. This spec "I s
information obtained from the source,

'complaints about activities of
n Paris, which she feels are-con-

a ME er efforts in behalf of the BPP in
Europe in r and in France specifically. It is
felt that feels that these individuals or
individual friendly with them may be respo

letters, noting in this regard that
as re ent1 considerably distressed er e

expu on of ad may hold
responsible or aac0.
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This may be borne out at the present time
by the appearance in the current issue of the BPP
Newspaper of 5/9/70 of a second article regarding

e recent expulsion of.__
titled Repudiaadga e nits'.

This article states in part that it is
prepared "with the sole int ofa

ue of renegade bandits
who committed among ear cr ea a

ear ty:.

"Stealing money, amounting up to $20,000,
by waging fund raising parties etc., through

a "i **-under the directorship of

'Secondly, desperately spreading fac-
tionalizing propaganda against an indefatigable
fighter and patriot, our Minister of Information
ELDRIDGE CLEAVER, with the ultimate plot being
to set him up for a reactionary coup instro-
mented by the CIA. This is an unforgiveable
crime against our Party. This message is to
warn our sisters and brothers to be aware of
these renegade bandits and factionalists".

San Francisco will closely follow this matter
with BPP sources and any additional information of signi-
ficance obtained will be immediately called to the atten-
tion of the Bureau.
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TO :DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) 4/14/70

' i.-I -(157-721) (P)

JDJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(BLACK PANTHER PARTY - BPP)

Re Seattle letter, 3/13/70

I. OPERATIONS UNDER CONSIDERATION

None.

II. OPERATIONS BEING EFFECTED

None.

III. TANGIBLE RESULTS

None.

IV. DEVELOPMENTS OF COUNTERINTELLIGENCE INTEREST

None.

The next monthly letter will be submitted May 15, 1970.

2 - Bureau (REG)
2"- Seattle
SER:cmf
(4) h~~ ~~~Lt ~(( 6//

u~Apr IlG ,1270

ALL INFtORMAION I,
HEIN IS JJIASSIFIZ ''

XICZI'r WNWERSHOWN
OI~wISE.

rSavigsBonds Repdarj musthoPr Pdyvl SavitVi Plait

I

W~May amsmsOWT - "m
a mwm to (a') woe .

UNITED STATES G iRNMENT

Memorandum



SAC, San Francisco (157-601) 5/18/70
ST-115 REC. 127

Director. FBI (100-448006) 1 1 -

COUTRINUTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

RePDlet 5/4/70o

San Francisco furnish specific comments regardingfortland proposal or a similar proposal. In this connection
an actual copy of the article suggested by Portland or another

vehement article could be utilized and mailed in localities
___where the Black Panther Party is conducting Breakfast Programs

and free medical and dental clinics. .

1 - Portland (157-347)

CAF:drl
(5)

NOTE:

Portland proposed obtaining reprints of a B&P
article and mailing same with anonymous letter to pre-
selected list of individuals who are assisting in BPP
programs. San Francisco being requested to furnish comments
on the feasibility of this proposal.

IQJLE0 7

WallesCOMM-FB1

Collelhen

Savers-7M
* Tel5 oom

Molms ...e -..

Mel... -vMAML NOW., TctrTypr.u trr

At IMFOMATION CORAIEWO
REEIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
2ECEPTWNERE SHOWN
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UJNITED) STATUSG4(.NMENT

Me-morandum

'\A*6A OMI (157-347)(P) ~1

flT [O1UlTTLIGMfC3. PflOQRM11..
M~ACK.11A TI OITA LI ST-HATN Gfl0lJPS

RlACIAL UrINTALIGMTC

(BLACK -PAUMIEf R TY)

la c. ground 0

"Thlia ck Pnntli:r"l, issue of Saturdny, 4/11/70,
pangv 2, carrlr's nn article by JUDI DOUGLAS., captiontsd
"F'our Pigrs Vloe O-ied This cc.. A Victory for the Poople.'
This artLic1o concerns the recent shooting death of four
w~iitc Caifornia f lighnway Patrol officers. Pictures of the
four victinis are carried,

-4----.-

The article describes the death of the four
mon as 'In victory for the people" and states in part,
"Iherrn arc four doad pigs, killed by two men with guns...
the pigs c~rn r~in vill die but not from a wish and a pray.
Relate to pigs as man, loss than men, rather as foul
pcrvcrts, and scc thnt they cn bln ck%,.lt with. Pigs
arc only flash and bonc, and they will blood: they will.
dice. When the hour of reckoning comes,, as you move into
the streets to fight for your survival, rcmeilr the lesson
taughlt by this one simple isentence... IFOUR PIGS =EAD! ALL

'10 MTO Mr3O POPL7,,TAIOM T1J2PSTRUGGLE 70'1B TJ~S'CRETS.'"

Sugge t ion

Ito is su,,.,.cstae, that the 1Dure-nu tivecoiisielrntlon
to rcproduciinr pg 2 of this irpsuceindA attach n printed
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PD 157-347

"Through your misdirected concern for black
people you nre assisting the Black Panther Party. The
attached reprint of an article appeared in the April 11, 1970
edition of "The Blach Panther," the official newspaper of
the Black Panther Party. The article concerning the
tragic death of four California Highway Patrolmen should
revolt any fair-minded person. How can you in good conscience
continue to assist the development of an organization that

advocates 'illing police officers as a step toward the
revolutionary overthrow of the United States."

It is suggested that the above outlined
mterial be mailed nunonymously to a pro-selected
list of individuals who are now assisting the DPP in
conducting Brcakfast Programs and free medical and dental
clinics.

So;ani recipients of this material could he expected
to withdraw support of tei !3PP programs. Ouch withdrawal
of professional support could serve to diminish effects of
BPP sponsored programs in some areas.

-.2 -
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To: SAC, Jackson (10W080)

From: Diroctor, %I(100-4480o)-/2

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM j
BLACK NATIONALIST - [ATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGECE
LACKK PAITHERt PARTY)

Rourairtel 5/1/70.

Jackson is authorized to send the anonymous letters
set out in roalrtol. Use commercially purchased stationcry
and insure this mailing cannot be traced to this Bureau.

Advise the Dureau of any results of. this operation.

TJD:pca

(4) ALL INFOPJxATION CONTATE
HEREIN IS UNCLASSITIE.
EXCEPT WHEE SHOWS a

Youths in Sunflower, Ni05!WjMpiformed a Black
Panther Party group in late March, 1970, and are taking
steps to be recognized by the national headquarters. Numbers
of the group are involved in illegal activities, including
the sale of liquor after hours. Local police have been

g advised of this.

Jackson Division had a highly successful counter.
intelligence action resulting In the elimination of another
local Black Panther Party chapter through newspaper publicity. ,'t
Jackson recommends this now BPP chapter be subjected to

Tn close local police scrutiny in view of illegal activities [
-by its members. Jackson feels this might neutralize the

---group and recommends the anonymous letter, purportedly .
_.. __from three conceded local citizens, be sent to the County I

Cas-- -Attorney, State Attorney General and Governor pointing out
cal**E4 the concern of local citizens,
tole - ft

es This anonymous letter to state officials aight
Tevlt- -concentrate the desired attention and since the communication

Is anonymouthere is no possibility of embarrassment to the
am os _ _ _ B u r e a utt E Y E I I E

CAM&I -Pt", 41. V.TC
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Date: 5/1/70
Transmit phefInlinwing In

(Type in plaintest or code)
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via AIRTEL AIRMAIL

------------------------------ -------

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

14 FROM: SAC, JACKSON (100-980) (P)

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE (BLACK PANTHER PARTY)

Re Jackson letter to the Bureau dated 4

The following is a counterintelligence proposal
of the Jackson Division:

I. BACKGROUND

Sunflower, Mississippi, is a small town of about
700 persons located in Sunflower County in the rural Delta
area of western Mississippi; Sunflower and Sunflower County
both have a very high Negro population percentage. The
county seat of Sunflower County is Indianola.

In late March, 1970, a group of Negro youths in
Sunflower, Mississippi, formed a Black Panther Party Croup
and purchased some jackets with the initials BPP on the
back. Subsequently, sources have advised that leaders of ,.
this group have been in contact with the Chicago, Illinois),
Black Panther Party chapter and the national Black Panther t
Party office in Berkeley, California. No official recog-
nition of the group as a Black Panther Party chapter has
yet been received from national headquarters; however, the
Sunflower group is taking steps to seek to become so
recognized. Several of the members of the Owvseaap.

- Bureau (RM) M
2 -Jackson
TF/blw
(4) 1 n_ 1/111 Art r&r

Approved: Per
Special Agent in Charge

I
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JN 100-980

have been identified by Jackson sources as being unemployed
and in their early 20s; sources have determined that some
weapons are stored in a residence in Sunflower, MKississippi,
which they use as a hang-out and some of the members carry
pistols on their persons. Information has recently been
developed that they could possibly be involved in the
illegal selling of liquor after hours id the Sunflower area;
this.information has been disseminated to local police.
Since the leaders and main members appear to have no visible
means of support, it is probable that they are also involved
in other illegal-activities in order to obtain an income.

Due to the small size of this community and the
fact that the whites dominate the economic situation in this
small town and in this county, it is felt that state and

- county authorities would concentrate heavily on dispersing
the members of this group and possibly prosecuting them for
illegal activities if it becomesknown to state and local
officials that the local white citizenry is aware of this
group's presence and is concerned about the presence in that
area.

Recently, a counterintelligence proposal of the
Jackson Division which publicized heavily the Black Panther
Party group at Cleveland, Mississippi, was instrumental in
the rapid break-up of this group and it is felt that a
similar situation can be obtained if proper authorities are
advised by residents of the area that a group is setting up
in Sunflower, Mississippi.

II. PROPOSAL

It is proposed that the following anonymous letter
be typewritten on un-watermarked bond paper and placed in a
plain envelope and mailed to each of the addressees of the
letter, with the letters being mailed from Indianola,
Mississippi, county seat of Sunflower County:

002-



JN 100-980

4 $

Honorable John Bell Williams
Governor, State of Mississippi
Jackson, Mississippi

Honorable A. F. Summer
Attorney General
State of Mississippi
Jackson, Mississippi

Honorable Frank 0. Crosthwait, Jr.
County Attorney

-Sunflower County
Indianola, Mississippi

Dear Sirs:

Recently, one of our delivery
Sunflower in the colored section.
with hair like Stokly Carmichael we
initials BPP on the backs. Our dri
about these boys and was told by ot
people that the boys are all Black
Panther gang in Sunflower. The gan
Sunflower and have guns in the plac
are in their 20s and have no jobs.

We were concerned when we read
Black Panthers in Cleveland (Boliva
We are very upset that there are no
here in our home county.

It seems with their Communist

s no jobs, they will cause real troub
be done to put these Panthers in ja

'Indianola, Mississippi .
May 10, 1970

men was in the town of
He saw some colored boys
aring jackets with the
ver tells us he asked
her local colored
Panthers and have a
g meets at a shack in
:e. Some of the members

I awhile back about the
ir County), Mississippi.
w some Panthers right

philosophy, guns, and
le soon. Can something
il? Or run them out of

A3
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Kississippi? They must be involved in bootlegging, :aarcoths

or some other tricks since they have no jobs and apperto.

have money.

Any attention and interest you can give this inatter int

this time will be appreciated by merchants and citizens.of I

Sunflower County.

Three Concerned Citizens of Indianola"

III. EXPECTED RESULTS

If this action is successful, as it is felt 'It

will be at this time, hopefully county and state authorities

will concentrate investigative attention on the budding-Black

Panther Party group at Sunflower, Mississippi, and by so

doing, will hopefully develop prosecutions against its

members and place severe economic pressure on the gr up

IV. RECOMMENDATION

It is recommended that the above proposal be

approved by the Bureau for implementation at an early;*9.4-i

*4- 
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